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Abstract
This thesis proposes four contributions to the literature on index-linked catastro-
phe instrument valuation. Invariably, any exercise to find index-linked catastrophe
instrument prices involves three key steps: construct a suitable arbitrage-free valu-
ation model, estimate the parameters for the underlying loss process and simulate
the instrument prices. Chapters 3 to 5 of this thesis loosely follow this process.
In Chapter 3 we propose an index-linked catastrophe bond pricing model, which
pervades in subsequent chapters. We furthermore show how, under certain as-
sumptions, our model can use real-world catastrophe loss-data to find arbitrage-
free index-linked catastrophe bond prices.
Chapter 4 demonstrates how we estimate parameters for the catastrophe-related
insurance-loss process on which our pricing model relies. In practice, data from
such insurance-loss processes is both left-truncated and heavy-tailed. We build
on an existing procedure for modelling left-truncated data via a compound non-
homogeneous Poisson process, and modify their fitting process so that it becomes
systematically applicable in the context of heavy-tailed data. We close this chap-
ter by presenting an importance sampling technique for simulating index-linked
catastrophe bond prices.
Chapter 5 treats the new problem of finding simple, closed-form expressions
for index-linked catastrophe bond prices. By using the weak convergence of com-
pound renewal processes to α-stable Lévy motion, we derive weak approximations
to these catastrophe bond prices. Their applicability is then highlighted in the con-
text of our catastrophe-bond pricing model from Chapter 3.
Chapter 6 deviates from the ambit of catastrophe bond pricing and considers
a new type of insurance-linked security, namely the contingent convertible catas-
trophe bond. Our foremost contribution is that we comprehensively formalise the
design and features of this instrument. Subsequently, we derive analytical valu-
ation formulae for index-linked contingent-convertible catastrophe bonds. Using
selected parameter values in line with earlier research, we empirically analyse our
valuation formulae for index-linked contingent-convertible catastrophe bonds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with a brief overview of our work.
We will, moreover, expand on the contributions that this thesis makes, in the spheres
of (1) pricing of catastrophe-linked instruments, (2) modelling left-truncated heavy-
tailed natural catastrophe data and (3) the design of novel natural catastrophe-
linked instruments. This chapter will then be concluded by offering an outline
of the chapters which follow.
1.1 Background and problem statements
Underinsurance of property-related risks1 remains a challenge for short-term in-
surers and reinsurers. In the insurance markets, the threat of natural catastrophes2
poses large amounts of property-related risks, and (re-)insurers usually finance
claims arising from these risks by building up internal reserves from (re-)insurance
premiums. Because of the unpredictable and extreme nature of the claims caused
by catastrophic events, classical insurance mechanisms, such as, inter-alia, prudent
reserving, reinsurance, coinsurance, sidecars and insurance loss-warranties, may
each individually be unsuitable for addressing the extreme nature of the losses
caused by catastrophic events. In fact, many of these catastrophe-related property
risks still remain uninsured.
Natural catastrophes can give rise to large-scale property damage, and the risk
arising from these natural events is called catastrophe risk. Catastrophe risks can be
viewed as high-severity, low-probability risks that do not typically conform to the
law of large numbers. In fact, let us consider some statistics. The 10-year inflation-
adjusted average of total economic losses from both natural catastrophes and man-
1 From an insurer’s perspective, the term property risk specifically refers to risks relating to build-
ings and content, as well as business interruption risk. We will, however, adopt a less general under-
standing of the term “property risk” at a later stage.
2 In the realm of property insurance, “catastrophe” means a natural or man-made disaster, which
is unexpectedly severe and affects a very large number of insurers and policyholders simultaneously.
1.2 Scope, limitations and contribution of the study 2
made disasters was US $192 billion in 2015; up by US $2 billion since 2014 (SwissRe,
2016). In order to protect against such risks, insurers typically make use of reinsur-
ance, but have lately also begun resorting to insurance-linked securities (a form of
alternative risk transfer). Although the former is more frequently used, the latter’s
associated markets has been argued to have a larger appetite for such risks. There-
fore, a convergence of the capital and insurance markets has occurred over the last
decade (Cummins and Weiss, 2009). But not all of the non-reinsured catastrophe
risk is passed on to the capital markets: according to Willis (2017), the end of the
third quarter of 2017 only had US $25.5 billion outstanding in non-life insurance-
linked securities, a 12% increase from that in the fourth quarter of 2016.
It is because of this inherent nature of catastrophe risk, and also because of large
portions of it remaining uninsured, that (re-)insurers are seeking more ways to of-
fer protection from it, specifically property risk arising from natural catastrophes.
Now , the development of the insurance-linked securities (a form of alternative risk
transfer) market has offered (re-)insurers such a manner to do so.
In light of the above, we begin, in this study, by considering one of the largest
sub-categories of insurance-linked securities, namely catastrophe (CAT) bonds. CAT
bonds are a type of insurance-linked security, which transfer a pre-specified set of
catastrophe-related risks from the sponsor (typically a (re-)insurer) to investors in
the capital markets. We focus on a specific type of CAT bond, namely index-linked
CAT bonds (see Chapter 2 for further details on this). This leads to our first aim -
to robustly model the indices underlying these CAT bonds.
Our second and third aims involve developing a pricing model to value index-
linked CAT bonds primarily at their issue-date, and we would like it to be as simple
as possible (even if prices have to be approximated). The fourth and final aim is to
consider the structure of the CAT bond in further detail, and consider how it can
be altered and made more attractive to investors. This is primarily done in order
to provide further avenues which can address the problem that many property-
related risks remain underinsured.
In working towards these aims, a number of contributions were made in the
sphere of heavy-tailed data modelling, catastrophe bond pricing and catastrophe
bond contract design. These will now be discussed.
1.2 Scope, limitations and contribution of the study
In line with the aims of the doctorate outlined in Section 1.1, the following main
points will be addressed in this thesis.
1. We will introduce a rigorous methodology for modelling heavy-tailed, left-
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truncated3, catastrophe data in the compound non-homogeneous Poisson pro-
cess framework. But first, we shall begin by showing that our data belong to
the domain of attraction of an α-stable distribution. Then, we will go on to
compare two procedures for estimating the severity and frequency distribu-
tions of the Property Claim Services (PCS) loss index4, an index exhibiting
non-random left-truncation. Of the two procedures we compare, one does
not account for the left-truncation while the other does. The performance of
the two approaches will then be compared for several heavy-tailed distribu-
tions. To achieve this, we introduce a modification of the maximum-product-
of-spacings parameter estimation technique, and we will also, for the pur-
poses of simulation, propose a Monte Carlo importance-sampling algorithm
to ensure that large losses are satisfactorily simulated from the fitted heavy-
tailed distributions. Finally, we will illustrate the potential usage of both the
fitting and simulation methodologies, by presenting index-linked catastrophe
bond prices with the trigger specified in relation to the behaviour of the PCS
loss index.
2. We will attempt to provide a CAT instrument pricing model, primarily for
pricing these instruments at their issue-date. In particular, we will work to-
wards having a model that does not assume, as is done in the classical liter-
ature of CAT bond pricing, that catastrophe-risk variables retain their distri-
butional characteristics when moving from the risk-neutral probability mea-
sure to the real-world probability measure (see Cummins and Geman (1995a);
Cox and Pedersen (2000); Lee and Yu (2002); Vaugirard (2003a,b); Ma and Ma
(2013) and Nowak and Romaniuk (2013)). Note that these arguments all stem
from the framework considered by Merton (1976). In these models, natural
catastrophes have been treated as idiosyncratic risks that can be (almost) fully
diversified. But take note that our model will assume that catastrophe risk is
independent of financial markets risk. Finally, we consider applying our CAT
instrument pricing model to pricing CAT bonds.
3. We will also consider the subject of approximating tail probabilities in the
general compound renewal process framework, where severity data are as-
sumed to follow a heavy-tailed law (in that only the first moment is assumed
to exist). By using weak convergence of compound renewal processes to α-
stable Lévy motion, we will derive such approximations. Their applicabil-
3 The reason for considering left-truncated data is because of the left-truncation feature prevalent
in the data which we later work with.
4 This is the insurance-loss index upon which our index-linked CAT bonds will be assumed to be
based, and it is used extensively in the papers by Chernobai et al. (2006) and Ma and Ma (2013).
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ity will then be highlighted in the context of our CAT bond pricing model,
which is indeed based on a compound renewal processes. The behaviour of
our weak approximations will then be compared to both Monte Carlo simu-
lations and first-order single risk loss approximations.
4. We will consider one of the potential problems (to the issuer) posed by CAT
bonds, in that there is a debt which still has to be recognised on the issuer’s
balance sheet ex post the trigger (or after the occurrence of the catastrophic
events). As a challenge to this potential problem, we will bring to the fore an
alternative CAT bond instrument design, whereby the investor will recover
his or her capital in the form of equity – this is called a contingent convertible
catastrophe bond. We subsequently endeavour to investigate a framework to
price, at the issue-date, such an instrument.
Before we present the contributions of the study, the following limitations must
be noted.
1. We did not have access to a complete, sufficiently large enough, reliable and
robust set of CAT bond pricing data5. Therefore, this unavailability of data
limited us from using CAT bond pricing models which work solely under a
risk-neutral pricing measure, and also inhibited us from finding market prices
of risk. In consequence, this is a major reason for why our pricing models in
this study operate under the real-world probability measure. We want to be
able to test the models with real-life data, and it also makes comparisons of
our results with those of previous studies more feasible. Moreover, given the
lack of CAT bond pricing data, we assumed that random processes pertaining
exclusively to catastrophe risk have the same distributional characteristics
under the real-world and risk-neutral probability measures. By adhering to
this assumption, we therefore did not attempt to identify the risk-preferences
of catastrophe bond investors, and it should also be noted that attempting to
identify these risk-preferences is a subjective and debatable exercise given the
novelty of the catastrophe risk market.
2. It must be borne in mind that there is no single and widely accepted way to
price CAT bonds, and also to estimate parameters of the various processes
5 The Artemis Deal Directory online now records CAT bond spreads for many transactions with
information in the public domain. However, much of the CAT bond data given on the website is
opaque: spreads are listed, however, it is difficult to ascertain the precise structure of each and every
bond. Given that we were specifically looking for a particular index-linked type of CAT bond data,
it was not possible for us to find a complete set thereof. Also, we noticed that the deal directory only
began providing more comprehensive data from 2016, and was unfortunately not very useful during
the earlier stages of the work.
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used in their valuation. This explains why there are a number of models in
the literature to price them (see Chapter 2 for a review of most of these mod-
els), and hence the subjectivity behind the views of CAT-bond practitioners.
But the existence of all these different types of models is also explained by the
very fact that CAT bonds are not standardised (unlike options), and different
models have been postulated for different CAT bond structures. Therefore,
we just adopted a particular pricing approach and worked with it, providing
more of a theoretical contribution to the literature as opposed to a more prac-
tical one. Finally, we point out that we did not have access to existing natural
scientific models (such as those used by catastrophe-risk modelling agents
such as AIR-Worldwide and Risk Management Solutions [RMS]) to perhaps
model the natural catastrophes on a more sophisticated and detailed basis.
3. Since we only had insurance-loss data from a particular insurance-loss index
(that is, the PCS index), we constrained ourselves to considering only index-
linked insurance-linked securities.
4. The index loss data was only available from 1985 to 2011. We were unable
to source further data, so as to more properly elicit trends from it. Also, the
data was composite in nature - it included recorded insurance losses from a
wide variety of natural catastrophes (e.g. windstorms, fire, earthquake etc.
- see Chapter 2 for a further discussion on the data and its source). In an
endeavour to model the data as precisely as possible, an argument can be
put forward on the basis of deriving individual models on a more granular
level, and then combining them all at a later stage. However, we did not have
access to the data on a more granular level and moreover we did not have
enough years’ worth data to make adequate deductions. Also, in the interests
of creating a simple, user-friendly and parsimonious model it is of interest
not to model the data on a more granular level.
Given the above background and limitations of the study, we can nonetheless
summarise the contributions of this study to the fields of (1) pricing of catastrophe-
linked instruments, (2) modelling left-truncated heavy-tailed natural catastrophe
data and (3) the design of novel natural catastrophe-linked instruments, as follows.
1. We present a robust and stepwise methodology to model heavy-tailed left-
truncated catastrophe-related loss data as a non-homogeneous compound
Poisson process. In doing so, we demonstrate
(a) the need for considering a special case of the generalised extreme value
distribution, especially when the support of the distribution is required
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to be non-negative. This aspect has been overlooked in many recent
practically-orientated research papers. We also demonstrate the need for
a “working parameter” when estimating the generalised extreme value
distribution’s parameters - this ensures the necessary positivity of cer-
tain parameters, in light of the support.
(b) a maximum product of spacings estimator for heavy-tailed severity dis-
tributions, accounting for left-truncation, that results from a function
that is not unbounded (i.e. this function can be maximised, unlike the
unbounded likelihood function issue which arises with maximum like-
lihood estimation in most cases which we consider).
(c) the rather surprising result that accounting for left-truncation gives rise
to fitted heavy-tailed severity distributions that have a finite first mo-
ment for certain distributional forms. If the left-truncation feature is
ignored, then most first moments are infinite for the considered fitted
distributions.
(d) the application and refinement of Moran’s log spacings goodness-of-fit
test statistic to left-truncated data. Also, to the best of our knowledge,
it is the first time that such a goodness-of-fit test statistic has been com-
pared to the more traditional quadratic and supremum class goodness-
of-fit test statistics. Encouragingly, our version of Moran’s log spacings
statistic gives them same reject/do-not-reject decisions in the hypothesis
tests performed.
(e) an elementary importance-sampling technique to robustly simulate, via
Monte Carlo simulation, realisations from our fitted heavy-tailed distri-
butions (Burr, generalised Pareto and generalised extreme value distri-
butions).
(f) evidence for higher loss-exceedance (i.e. tail) probabilities and lower
simulated catastrophe bond prices when accounting for the left-truncation.
2. We derive simple, closed-form tail probability approximations for use in index-
linked catastrophe bond prices, by using the weak convergence of compound
renewal processes (and in consequence compound Poisson processes) to α-
stable Lévy motion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
catastrophe-related insurance loss processes, such as the Property Claims Ser-
vices indices, have been modelled using an α-stable Lévy motion. We show
that our approximations
(a) are useful if only the first moment of the severity distribution exists.
Therefore, when other approximation techniques based on higher mo-
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ments or cumulants of the compound Poisson process cannot be used
(for example, consider the mixed approximation technique of Ma and
Ma (2013) and also that of Chaubey et al. (1998)), ours can.
(b) perform well compared to Monte Carlo simulation and first-order single
loss approximations.
3. We present a new CAT bond pricing model, which accommodates for the fact
that catastrophe risk processes may not have the same distributional charac-
teristics under the real-world and risk-neutral probability measures. In conse-
quence, our model can allow for higher than expected severities and frequen-
cies, under the assumption that it follows a time-inhomogeneous compound
Poisson process, than what the real-world data suggests. But another interest-
ing feature is that our model encompasses the special case when catastrophe
risk variables are posited to retain their distributional characteristics when
moving from the risk-neutral probability measure to the real-world proba-
bility measure. A novel feature of our model is that it leads to neat pricing
formulae under the real-world pricing measure, so all one needs to imple-
ment it is real-world insurance-loss data (and not pricing data). Our model
still does, however, encompass the classical assumption that catastrophe risk
and financial markets risk are independent.
4. We present the first formalisation of a new catastrophe instrument, namely
the contingent convertible catastrophe bond. This instrument has its roots in
the contingent convertible (Coco) bonds issued by banks.
(a) We present a practical discussion around the design and features instru-
ment, and consider how it will affect both the theoretical balance sheet
and the true balance sheet (as dictated by International Financial Report-
ing Standards (IFRS) 7 now, and IFRS 9 from 2018)
(b) We motivate the benefits of issuing the new contingent convertible catas-
trophe bond over a more traditional CAT bond and catastrophe-equity
put. In contrast, we also discuss some of the difficulties with issuing
such a new instrument.
(c) Based on real-world probability measures, we present a valuation frame-
work for this instrument, which is based on some novel mathematical
tools. By using
• the assumption of independence of catastrophe risk and financial
markets risk,
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• an exponential change of measure for catastrophe-related processes,
and
• a Girsanov-like change of measure to remove correlation between
standard Brownian motions,
we are able to present analytical pricing formulae for our new instru-
ment.
5. We present simulations of prices for contingent convertible catastrophe bonds,
and perform a comparison between Monte Carlo estimated prices and prices
based on our analytical formulae. For the consequential quasi-exponentially-
tilted random variables we are required to simulate from (as a result of the
exponential change of measure), we present a modified simulation technique
based on the Acceptance-Rejection algorithm. Such simulation exercises could
be useful in pitch-books used by insurance-linked securities structuring agents
(such as Aon Securities, Credit Suisse Insurance-linked securities, Nephila
and Leadenhall Capital Partners) to pitch the idea of issuing such novel in-
vestments to prospective issuers.
In the final section of this chapter, a chapter outline is provided, indicating in which
sections our various topics are addressed.
1.3 Organisation of the study
Chapter 2 provides an expansive, but not too detailed, literature review on a num-
ber of topics. It considers most of the tools and approaches used thusfar for CAT
bond pricing, but in addition looks at related topics such as reinsurance pricing,
loss distribution estimation techniques and incomplete market pricing. Finally, it
ends off with a brief discussion around some other insurance-linked securities in
issue today, or which have been issued in the past.
In Chapter 3, we set up a probabilistic framework and bring to the fore our
generalised CAT instrument pricing model, which we use mainly for pricing at
the issue-date of such instruments. Thereafter, we apply our developments to the
sphere of CAT bond pricing. We also show that our model is but a generalisation
of many of the CAT bond pricing models considered in the literature thusfar (for
example, that of Ma and Ma (2013)).
In Chapter 4, we introduce the methodology for robustly modelling heavy-
tailed left-truncated catastrophe insured loss data, based on the Property Claims
services data. We then go on to illustrate how one implements a robust Monte
Carlo simulation algorithm for distributions fitted via this approach, and apply
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this within the context of index-linked CAT bond pricing, using our model from
Chapter 3. We end off by providing a comparison of CAT bond prices, when the
data is modelled accounting for the left-truncation, and when the data is modelled
ignoring it.
Chapter 5 introduces the idea of weakly approximating a compound renewal
process by an α-stable Lévy motion. We then apply this to the compound Poisson
process fitted to the data, and in consequence obtain simple approximations to CAT
bond prices. Again, we perform a numerical illustration and compare our approx-
imations to other approximations, such as Monte Carlo simulation and first-order
single loss approximations.
It is in Chapter 6 where we embark on addressing the problem of underin-
surance of catastrophe-related risks. Here, we bring to the fore our idea (based
loosely on an instrument issued by Swiss Re in 2013) of a contingent convertible
catastrophe bond. We present a motivation for it, and also discuss practical issues
such as accounting implications and the benefits of it over, say, the already-existent
catastrophe-equity puts and CAT bonds. We provide a valuation framework for the
new instrument, and end off with a numerical illustration of prices and the effects
varying parameters can have on these. A conclusion containing a summary of our
work, as well as further research suggestions, is presented in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Literature review
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the literature on the theme of this thesis.
Firstly, we offer a discussion on natural catastrophe risk and why it is suitable for
methods of alternative risk transfer.
Secondly, we present a discussion on catastrophe (CAT) bonds, since this is the
pivotal theme of our work. We then go on to discuss the loss distributions of natural
catastrophe claims; an aspect which is crucial for the modelling of catastrophe bond
prices. Finally, we provide a brief yet comprehensive discussion on the catastrophe
bond (and also other catastrophe instrument) pricing to date.
2.1 Catastrophe risk and insurance-linked securities
For insurance companies, natural catastrophes present a peculiar case. Indeed,
natural catastrophes “provide a principal justification for insurance” (Zeckhauser,
1995), however, it remains a necessary condition for insurers to control their ex-
posures to such large and unpredictable losses in order to function economically.
Consider, for example, an insurer selling more than five million auto-insurance
policies. Here, no single car accident can be predicted with certainty, but by the
law of large numbers the total number of accidents for the entire book of policies is
fairly predictable. Whereas contrast to this scenario the case of a natural catastro-
phe — where either no policy is affected, or most (or even all) are affected. The law
of large number appears to no longer apply in this case.
By considering this above simple example, it becomes evident why natural
catastrophes are uninsurable risks from a textbook perspective. Natural catastro-
phes violate one of the basic tenets of insurance, that is the diversifiability and
independence of risks (see Cummins and Geman (1995b)), and Nguyen and Lin-
denmeier (2014) in fact provide qualitative evidence in support of this claim). It is
possible that a single catastrophe could lead to undesirable consequences such as
bankruptcy (especially in the extreme situation) or reserve inadequacy. In contrast,
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Jaffee and Russell (1997) have argued that insuring natural catastrophes would not
impede the operation of a successful private insurance market in this field. Despite
the problems with the insurance of catastrophic losses, a large and successful prop-
erty liability insurance and reinsurance industry exists (BNY Mellon, 2013), with a
variety of key players from private insurance companies to global reinsurers and
governments.
It has been reported that the insurance and reinsurance markets, in isolation,
are unable to bear the yoke of all the risks policyholders insure against, in partic-
ular low-frequency high-severity tail events such as natural catastrophes. Indeed,
such markets have become quite constrained (Swiss Re, 2012). Hurricane Andrew
in 1992 and Hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma in 2005 have cost insurers un-
precedented losses of US $24 billion in 2007 prices (Cummins and Weiss, 2009) and
US $114 billion (Swiss Re, 2008) respectively. Despite most of these insured losses
being paid out, each of these hurricanes gave rise to various insurer insolvencies
(Cummins et al., 2002) and large fluctuations in insurance and reinsurance rates-
on-line, mainly resulting from fluctuating reinsurance capacities. Hence, because
of the “undercapitalisation of the reinsurance industry”, there is default risk since
both insurers and reinsurers are subject to the same risks. As a consequence of these
hurricanes and other natural catastrophes (and also coming to the realisation of the
aforementioned), there has – to a large extent – been a convergence of the capital
and insurance markets (Cummins and Weiss, 2009; World Economic Forum, 2008).
Because of this convergence, insurers assuming risk - say from a natural catastro-
phe - have been able to cede this risk not only to reinsurers, but to players in the
capital markets as well.
From a perspective of contractual risk transfer, Cummins and Weiss (2009) ear-
marked five reasons as to why this convergence occurred. Firstly, the most impor-
tant factor causing convergence is attributable to the increase in property values
in geographical areas which are susceptible to catastrophic risk. The second most
important factor driving convergence is the reinsurance underwriting cycle. The
authors also warn about the fluctuating capacity constrains that reinsurers face, es-
pecially in times following catastrophic losses. A third factor is the improvement in
communications and computer technologies. The last two factors driving conver-
gence are the result of developments in firm-wide risk management strategies and
the improvement in accounting, regulatory, tax and rating agency factors, respec-
tively. Finally, another factor should be added to this list. This factor concerns the
difficulty of putting in early-warning risk-mitigation strategies in place to lessen
the impact of natural disasters.
Notwithstanding the reasons posited by Cummins and Weiss, there is reason
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for investors in capital markets to “invest” in the occurrence of natural catastro-
phes. A natural way for investors to gain access to such risk is via insurance-linked
securities (ILS). By doing so, these investors are partial bearers of the insurance in-
dustry’s risk. Doherty (1997) as well as a number of industry reports (see Swiss Re
(2014) and BNY Mellon (2013)) argue theoretically that natural disaster risks are es-
sentially uncorrelated with capital market variables such as aggregate consumption
and interest rate levels (see also Froot et al. (1995)). Therefore, diversification op-
portunities are offered to investors. Moreover, the addition of collateralised ILSs to
diversified portfolios may enhance risk/return opportunities for investors (Litzen-
berger et al., 1996), and such high returns have been noted in the market review
by Nguyen and Lindenmeier (2014). Finally, from the perspective of the insurer
of catastrophic risks, securitisation offers the benefit of the diversification of ceded
capital (Cox et al., 2000) as well as the transfer of these large risks, in derivative or
security form, into markedly larger pools of investment capital (Canabarro et al.,
2000).
Let us now magnify into a particular type of ILS. According to Cummins (2008b)
as well as Barrieu and Albertini (2010), one of the most successful non-traditional
risk-hedging instruments has been catastrophe bonds. Catastrophe bonds, com-
monly known in industry and practice as CAT bonds, are instruments “which seek
to ensure capital requirements are met in the specific instance of a catastrophic
event” (Baryshnikov et al., 1998). Today, CAT bonds are a dependable source of
capacity for insurers, reinsurers and governments. These bonds also provide spon-
sors with multi-year, multi-line coverage, and replace the year-to-year turbulences
experienced by annual reinsurance premiums with a fixed cost over the duration
of the bond. The market for CAT bonds has grown steadily from 2005 to 2016, av-
erage tranche size has increased (with the size of 2014 notes almost double of those
issued in 2007) and issuances have reached a new record of a total issuance of $8.5
billion in total for the first three quarters of the year 2017 (Willis, 2017). Figure 2.1
illustrates the increasing trend, over time, in CAT bonds’ and other ILSs’ capital is-
sued and capital outstanding. Note that the majority of the risk capital issued and
outstanding stems from CAT bond issues.
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Fig. 2.1: CAT bond and other ILS capital issued and outstanding as at 1 Jan-
uary 2018. Source: http://www.artemis.bm/deal_directory/
cat_bonds_ils_issued_outstanding.html.
Cummins and Weiss (2009) provide two justifications for the development and
growth of CAT bond markets. Firstly, insured losses from large-scale natural catas-
trophes such as Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Andrew are large relative to the
capital resources of insurance and reinsurance markets, however, they are small
relative to the magnitude of those from the capital markets. Secondly, because
securities markets reduce information opacities and aid price setting (with prices
being set by the equilibrium between supply and demand), capital markets are far
more price efficient than insurance markets. On balance, it is reasonable to sug-
gest that the CAT bond market will experience continued growth (see the industry
reports of BNY Mellon (2013); Swiss Re (2014); Willis (2015)).
2.2 A primer on catastrophe (CAT) bonds
CAT bonds are a type of ILS. Their primary objective is to transfer reinsurance risk
associated with natural catastrophes from companies, insurers and reinsurers as
well as governments to the capital markets. Essentially, CAT bonds are interest-
rate instruments which are structured similarly to corporate or government bonds;
the difference is that the possible coupon payments and the repayment of the face
value depend on the occurrence of certain or several natural (or perhaps man-
made) catastrophe-related events.
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Harrington and Niehaus (2003) provide justification for the issuance of CAT
bonds: the reasons a financial entity may wish to issue such bonds are because of (1)
the lower tax costs of equity financing and (2) the avoidance of the financial distress
costs associated with subordinated debt issues. An additional benefit of CAT bonds
is that they provide immediate liquidity ex ante, unlike pure insurance derivatives
(such as, inter alia catastrophe options and swaps), which provide liquidity ex post.
Both Lane (2004) and Cummins and Weiss (2009) summarise the structure of CAT
bonds as follows (and see also Figure 2.2 below):
1. A sponsoring company (such as an insurer or reinsurer) sets up a special pur-
pose vehicle (SPV) together with a structuring agent and legal counsel. This
SPV, (a) issues the CAT bonds and (b) acts as a source of reinsurance protec-
tion. The SPV is typically established in an offshore tax haven (such as the
Cayman Islands or Bermuda) where the issuer is not subject to any capital
gains, income, profit, corporate and witholdings tax (Hammer and Singer,
2001). Note that according to IFRS 7, a catastrophe bond can be issued as a
derivative or reinsurance contract. In order to be classified as a reinsurance
contract, the SPV is required to be “appropriately licensed in the jurisdictions
in which it conducts its business” (Barrieu and Albertini, 2010).
2. A contract between the SPV and issuer is established1. The issuer pays pre-
miums to the SPV, while the SPV covers the risks from an identified pool of
the insurer’s catastrophe exposure.
3. The SPV issues CAT bonds to investors. This may be done with the assistance
of a structuring agent, who assists in making the issue more attractive. In this
transaction, investors from the capital markets pay a principal to the SPV, and
they typically receive a remunerate interest equal to LIBOR (for example) plus
a risk premium. The risk premium is usually equivalent in magnitude to the
premium paid by the insurer. After issue, a ratings agency provides a credit
rating to the bond.
4. The SPV uses the principal received to purchase highly-rated short-term in-
vestments such as short-term US treasuries. These investments are held in a
trust account, and these investments together with the trust account ensure
that the entire CAT bond is fully collateralised.
In addition to the CAT bond structure described above, the trust account of-
ten swaps the fixed returns from the short-term investments for floating returns
1 Note that if the issuer is an insurer or reinsurer, then the contract between the SPV and issuer is,
technically speaking, reinsurance. Consequently, insurance premiums and payments are tax-free.
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based on LIBOR2 (as represented by LIBOR - X in Figure 2.2). The rationale for the
swap is to protect the investors and the insurer from default risk and interest rate
risk (Cummins and Weiss, 2009), and moreover to base the investors’ investment
income on a reference interest rate (Müller and Grandi, 2000). Note that this struc-
ture should not be viewed as a bond in the traditional sense: as can be seen from































Fig. 2.2: Typical structure of a CAT bond.
Upon closer inspection, it is evident there is a call option embedded in the CAT
bond structure: contingent upon the occurrence of a pre-specified event (the trigger
event), capital is transferred from the SPV to the insurer in order to assist in paying
out claims. The trigger event represents an equilibrium between the preferences
of bond investors and the issuer. Notice that the difference between CAT bonds
and corporate (or government) bonds – in the latter the payments depend on the
creditworthiness of the issuer – lies in the fact that the trigger is outside the sphere
of influence of the contract partners.
Depending on the type of CAT bond, if the trigger event occurs, then investors
could lose their entire investment of the principal. In a principal-at-risk tranche,
there is the risk that the full principal invested is not repaid to investors, while in
a principal-protected tranche, the return of the principal is guaranteed. However,
in this latter case, the occurrence of the trigger event affects spread and interest re-
payments, as well as the time at which the principal is repaid. Principal-protected
tranches are not common, because they do not provide enough risk capital to issu-
ing companies compared to principal-at-risk tranches (Canabarro et al., 2000; Cum-
2 London Interbank Offered Rate. Other money market fund rates may also be used, such as
EURIBOR.
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mins and Weiss, 2009).
Four broad types of CAT bond triggers exist, with the first three being more
traditional, namely:
• Indemnity triggers, where the trigger is based on the actual losses of the issuer.
One of the most significant risks associated with this trigger type is that of
moral hazard3. The cover provided by this CAT bond is only effective if the
issuer incurs a pre-determined level of losses (SwissRe, 2011); because of this
construction, investors need to have detailed knowledge of the business of
the issuer. In consequence, the issuer needs to provide certain information
about its business. Note that most of the seminal CAT bonds in the 1990s
were characterised by indemnity triggers.
• Parametric triggers, where the trigger is based on occurrences of pre-specified
characteristics or criteria of a pre-specified natural disaster. For example. the
trigger may be specified in relation to the Richter scale readings on the mag-
nitude of an earthquake at a specific location. The risk assessment proce-
dure for parametric CAT bonds is transparent for investors, but, the issuer
could be exposed to basis risk (SwissRe, 2011). However, special parametric
index triggers can be employed to decrease a issuer’s basis risk by using a
weighted number of locations (and not one single location). Note that CAT
bonds with parametric triggers have significantly smaller issue volumes com-
pared to CAT bonds with indemnity triggers.
• Industry index triggers, where the trigger is based on insurance-industry catas-
trophe loss indices, such as that provided by Property Claims Services (PCS)
of the Insurance Services Office in the US or that provided by PERILS in Eu-
rope. We reiterate that CAT bonds based on such a trigger are commonly
called index-linked catastrophe (CAT) bonds. Essentially, such triggers op-
erate on the basis that the issuer recovers a percentage of total industry losses
in excess of a predefined attachment point (or threshold level). These trig-
gers suffer from the drawback of basis risk4, because the performance of the
loss index may not adequately reflect the performance of an insurer’s pool of
risks. However, using an industry index increases transparency for investors.
Note that weighted industry indices can also be used: these can potentially
3 In the current context, moral hazard refers to the act of the issuer deliberately over-estimating
their losses. Harrington and Niehaus (2001) as well as Kunreuther (2006) point out that govern-
ment assistance can encourage moral hazard to some extent, especially if governments provide aid
to catastrophe-struck victims.
4 Basis risk is the risk of a potential mismatch between the cashflows of the protection instrument
and the losses it is supposed to be hedging.
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decrease the issuer’s basis risk by creating coverage which more closely aligns
with the issuer’s own portfolio of risks. A popular version of such a weighted
industry index is a weighted PCS index.
• Modelled loss triggers, wherein a risk-modelling firm provides an evaluation
of the catastrophe risk. Upon occurrence of a catastrophe, the risk-modelling
firm’s model evaluates the expected loss using the physical, observed param-
eters of the catastrophe, in order to provide an estimate of the expected losses
of the issuer’s portfolio (SwissRe, 2011). The CAT bond is then settled on the
basis of this estimate, and not the issuer’s actual losses. Basis risk to the issuer
is low, however, the CAT bond trigger is not that transparent to investors.
Finally other less-important trigger types, on the basis of other types of catastrophic
events (not necessarily natural catastrophes), do exist. For example, the medical
benefit ratio triggers and also pandemic-related triggers are related to unexpected in-
creases in medical benefit claims ratios in health insurance. Also, mortality index
triggers are based upon the difference between expected and observed mortality
rates. However, these triggers sit within the life-insurance related arm of ILS is-
suances. Finally, triggers can be combined into multiple triggers. Figure 2.3 shows
the relative issue sizes of each of the types of CAT bonds (by trigger type). Notice
that indemnity trigger bonds are most common, with industry index triggers being
the second most common.










Source: www.Artemis.bm Deal Directory
Fig. 2.3: CAT bond and ILS risk capital outstanding, by trigger type, as at 29 Octo-
ber 2017. Source: http://www.artemis.bm/deal_directory/cat_
bonds_ils_by_trigger.html.
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Another point, which is not commonly mentioned in the literature, is the con-
cept of a trigger basis. Broadly speaking, this basis refers to the number of events
to which the trigger is exposed to. Two types of basis exist: a per-occurrence trigger
basis means that the trigger is based on a single event, while a per-aggregate trigger
basis means the trigger is based on multiple events over a pre-defined term5 or on
an annual basis. The two different types of trigger bases would seem to justify dif-
ferent loss modelling techniques. This will be briefly discussed further in Section
2.3.
Typically, the structuring agent (which can also be a capital market division of
a reinsurer) will be involved in the design as well as the placement of the bond. A
modelling agent (such as RMS or AIR-Worldwide) is also called upon by the issuer
to provide the necessary catastrophe modelling tools and to estimate the risk to
which the issuer is exposed. The purpose of the risk analysis undertaken by the
modelling agent is to estimate the various losses, which can be incurred, as well
as the probabilities thereof. After the risk analysis has been performed, the issuer
together with the structuring agent decides on the appropriate level of risk against
which to protect.
From the discussion of the above structure of a typical CAT bond, it is evident
that CAT bonds function in a similar manner to collateralised, multi-period rein-
surance contracts (Froot, 2001, 2008). This is one of the reasons that has contributed
to the convergence of capital and insurance markets, and has furthermore made
reinsurance “interchangeable”, in some sense, with CAT bonds.
According to an industry report by BNY Mellon (2013), 75% of the ILS sector is
focused on US perils, those perils being mostly earthquakes and windstorms. The
primary reason for this concentration is that granular US data of a high quality is
available over long time periods, and this data is a requisite for the modelling of
the natural catastrophes. Therefore, it is not surprising that industry index trigger
CAT bonds comprise the second-highest capital outstanding (see Figure 2.3), with
the majority of such bonds being written on the US-peril catastrophe loss index
calculated by PCS (Swiss Re, 2012).
We close this section on the following note. Over time, it must be borne in mind
that CAT bonds have become more standardised because of the common needs
of the parties to the bond (Cummins, 2008a), but are still mostly traded over-the-
counter and are not fully standardised (by a central counterparty, for example).
However, according to industry practitioners, a small secondary market for CAT
bonds does exist in Bermuda.
5 This is the case for index-linked catastrophe bonds.
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2.3 Loss distributions for catastrophe claims
Given the pervasiveness of the PCS index in index-linked catastrophe bonds, its
modelling has received much attention in the literature. Let us begin with a short
overview of this index.
PCS is a division of the Insurance Services Office (which is a subsidiary of Verisk
Analytics) and is based in the USA. PCS is, in fact, recognised as the world’s au-
thority on catastrophe-related property and casualty insured losses (Burnecki et al.,
2000). PCS collects information on anticipated industry-wide insurance payouts
covering different property lines, resulting from pre-specified natural catastrophes
which occur in the USA (and its associated territories) and meet PCS-specified crite-
ria. PCS publishes an “index” which quantifies these payouts – or insurance losses.
The following distinct event types are represented in the data:
• Geophysical events, such as earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic activities;
• Meteorological events, such as hurricanes and windstorms;
• Hydrological events, such as floods and landslides;
• Climatological events, such as temperature extremes, droughts and forest
fires.
Now, a natural question would be to ask how this index is constructed. Since
1949, PCS has been responsible for the construction of a PCS index on catastrophic
losses. PCS first assembles its estimates of insured property damage by utilising
a variety of procedures including surveys of insurance companies, its National In-
surance Risk Profile and its own surveys on the ground (Chicago Board of Trade,
1995), and then constructs the index using the method outlined briefly below.
One part of the index compilation involves a survey of agents, adjusters and
companies. Based upon gross premium-written market shares, PCS surveys at least
70 per cent of the US insurance market. PCS then constructs an amalgam of claim
estimates and individual losses reported on by these various sources and by using
these figures as well as claim projections, PCS compiles a total industry estimate.
Also, PCS indices track insured catastrophic loss estimates on each of a national,
regional, and US-state basis (Burnecki et al., 2000).
The PCS indices, available on both a national (US) basis and regional basis, rep-
resent the year-to-date aggregate amount of incurred insurance losses from natural
catastrophes. Each index value provided by PCS represents $100 million worth of
damage. As an example, a value of 77.3 in 1968 means that $77.3× 100 million
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equals $7.73 billion in aggregate losses were incurred in 1968. Using this method-
ology, it is possible to construct the PCS index from data provided by PCS.
Up to now, various distributions, most being power laws and/or heavy-tailed
laws (such as the Burr type XII, generalised Pareto and generalised extreme value
distributions), have been fitted to data from this index (Burnecki et al., 2000). Bur-
necki et al. (2000) also found that this index’s log-return process is mean-reverting
and that there is no significant autocorrelation of index returns, however, in light of
global warming, one would expect a slight increasing trend in the PCS index. Note
that the PCS index is not an index in the traditional sense, but rather a representa-
tive time series of aggregate losses arising from pre-defined natural catastrophes.
So for example, all the aggregated insured losses resulting from hurricane Katrina
in 2005 represented a single entry in the dataset. For further details on the con-
struction of this index, we refer to the PCS report of Kerney (2013). However, we
will also mention that to the best of our knowledge, no survivorship bias is repre-
sented in the data (that is, it is not necessarily the case that the same companies are
represented over the entire data sample). Moreover, and for the purposes of com-
pleteness, note that the data includes losses incurred by insurers and reinsurers.
In the operation of the PCS index, one of the key defining features of a natural
phenomenon classifying it as a catastrophe is that it is expected to cause losses ex-
ceeding a PCS-specified monetary threshold. In the 1980’s, this threshold was set at
$5 million, but in 1997 it was increased to $25 million, where it remains today. This
threshold signifies left-truncation, in that both loss magnitudes and the number of
such losses below the $25 million threshold are not recorded. This phenomenon
nestled within the operation of the PCS index was first studied by Chernobai et al.
(2006). However, left-truncation features of datasets has also been studied in the
context of the more general areas of operational risk by Mignola and Ugoccioni
(2006), Luo et al. (2009) and Ergashev et al. (2016). Since natural catastrophes (and
consequently the PCS index) give rise to such large insurance losses, one needs to
be as precise as possible in the modelling process, and therefore the left-truncation
present in the PCS index must be accounted for in attempts to model it.
CAT bonds, which (for example) are based on the PCS loss index, have the fea-
ture in that their underlying trigger event is dependent upon both the frequency
and severity of natural disasters. It is this very feature which sets CAT bonds quite
apart from conventional government or corporate bonds. Therefore, the loss pro-
cess used in the CAT bond pricing should account for this dual dependency. In
addition, for the sake of generality of application, the assumptions about the un-
derlying distribution functions (for the severity) need to be kept at an absolute
minimum.
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It was mentioned in Section 2.2 that there were two bases to be considered in
the design of CAT bond triggers, namely per-occurrence and per-aggregate bases.
Due to their different natures, it appears fair to model the loss processes in each
of these instances differently. The former should account for the occurrence of the
first catastrophe with total insured losses in excess of some pre-defined threshold
(the trigger), while the latter should account for the aggregate losses from multiple
catastrophes, when these exceed some pre-defined threshold (the trigger). Our re-
search focuses on the latter basis, as it most commonly appears in the literature and
is also more commonly used in practical CAT bond settings (SwissRe, 2011).
Bearing this per-aggregate basis in mind, it seems suitable to model the loss
process, in general, as a marked Poisson process (or even a compound renewal
process). Embrechts and Meister (1997) state that there exists both statistical and
theoretical support for Poisson-type assumptions on the loss processes and postu-
late three broad categories into which the distribution of the loss processes may
fall:
1. A homogeneous or non-homogeneous compound Poisson process,
2. A mixed compound Poisson process, or
3. A doubly stochastic (or Cox) compound Poisson process.
Before proceeding with a discussion of these Poisson-type models in the current
literature, it is necessary to indicate what is meant by the term “catastrophic loss”.
Embrechts and Meister (1997) define catastrophic losses as losses in excess of some
threshold. Therefore, a motivation for a definition of a natural catastrophe can be
developed. This research will define a natural catastrophe as an event caused by
natural forces (such as floods, hurricanes or earthquakes) resulting in a large num-
ber of related individual losses, with the total losses exceeding some pre-specified
threshold level6.
The Poisson process has been extensively employed to model the occurrence of
natural catastrophes (see, for example Cummins and Geman (1995b); Aase (1999);
Lee and Yu (2002); Lee and Yu (2007); Burnecki and Kukla (2003); Cox et al. (2000);
Jaimungal and Wang (2006a); ’Biagini et al. (2008b); Lin and Chang (2008); Härdle
and Cabrera (2010); Braun (2011); Ma and Ma (2013) and Nowak and Romaniuk
(2013)). However, fewer papers have applied their Poisson modelling techniques to
the PCS loss data. Chernobai et al. (2006) modelled PCS recorded insurance losses
from 1990 to 1999 using a non-homogeneous compound Poisson process with a
6 So intuitively, a catastrophic loss can be used as a trigger for an index-linked CAT bond.
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deterministic sinusoidal intensity rate function, while considering a range of distri-
bution functions for the severity. An interesting feature of Chernobai et al. (2006)’s
paper is that the left-truncation of the PCS insured losses data is accounted for —
it must be borne in mind that the PCS indices only record losses in excess of a cer-
tain threshold. Lin and Chang (2008) posited that a Poisson process with constant
intensity is inadequate for modelling PCS insured losses, and motivate the use of
a Markov Modulated Poisson process instead. Ma and Ma (2013) model the PCS
data from 1985 to 2010 in a similar fashion to Chernobai et al. (2006), however, they
do not account for the left-truncation in the data. In fact, Ma and Ma (2013)’s cal-
ibration and estimation takes no cognisance of the changing threshold levels (or
equivalently, left-truncation).
In summary, modelling the PCS loss index via some marked Poisson process
(or even a compound renewal process) seems to have gained popularity in recent
research articles. However, no robust Monte Carlo simulation methodology, in the
context of simulating the PCS index (being modelled as a compound Poisson pro-
cess, for example), has been brought to the fore. Moreover, it is apparent from Ma
and Ma (2013)’s paper that there was no attempt to robustly simulate very large
losses from the underlying heavy-tailed distributions (and actually ensure that they
form part of a Monte Carlo sample). Note that, however, Monte Carlo simulation
for the purposed of CAT bond pricing was considered by Vaugirard (2003b), but
not in the context of the PCS data.
2.4 Pricing of catastrophe bonds
The pricing of CAT bonds (and other catastrophe instruments) is complex – this is
mainly because these securities do not possess unique prices based upon arbitrage-
free pricing techniques. The states of the world reflected in such securities are not
mirrored by those states reflected by more traditional securities (i.e. more primi-
tive assets, such as bonds and stocks, cannot span the payoffs from CAT bonds)
(Cox et al., 2000). Therefore, exact replication is impossible (Embrechts and Meister,
1997), and the admissability of no-arbitrage arguments and replication strategies is
brought into question.
On consideration of the above, it seems clear as to why there have been discus-
sions around a number of methods for pricing CAT bonds. To the best of our know-
eldge, six differing theoretical frameworks have been postulated in the literature
(Galeotti et al., 2013; Braun, 2011). Firstly, standard actuarial pricing methodologies
have been applied to CAT bonds by Lane (2000), Lane and Mahul (2008) and Bodoff
and Gan (2009), all following from the work of Bühlmann (1984, 1985). Actuarial
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pricing refers to the usual pricing of insurance risks via real-world premium princi-
ples. The loss distribution is estimated via real-world probabilities, and a premium
is often calculated on the basis of the moments of the distribution. Often, a mar-
gin for uncertainty is added to the estimated parameters of the distribution, and
this appears to pervade in CAT bond pricing in practice (Braun, 2011). Secondly,
an econometric CAT bond pricing model, based on observable catastrophe-related
quantities, was proposed by Braun (2016) for pricing in the primary market.
Thirdly, utility-based approaches have been proposed by Embrechts and Meis-
ter (1997); Cox and Pedersen (2000); Reshetar (2008); Egami and Young (2008) and
Dieckmann (2010) for numerous types of CAT bonds. Johnson et al. (2004), how-
ever, highlight general difficulties with the utility theory approach, in that it is de-
manding on the inputs required in asset pricing in general. Moreover, if such CAT
bond pricing is nestled within a utility maximisation framework, Embrechts and
Meister (1997) posit that a unique risk-neutral pricing measure can emerge in a
natural way.
Fourthly, frameworks based on partial equilibrium and equilibrium pricing the-
ory have been put forward. Aase (1999) employed a partial equilibrium framework
with constant absolute risk aversion wherein CAT risk was regarded as systemic.
Cox and Pedersen (2000) also selected equilibrium pricing theory and included a
time separable utility function, while Christensen and Schmidli (2000a) introduced
an exponential utility model within a similar framework. Aase (2001) extended his
earlier work to a competitive equilibrium approach with constant relative risk aver-
sion. The model of Cox and Pedersen (2000) was applied to pricing earthquake-
related CAT bonds, in a discrete time framework, in the doctoral thesis of Shao
(2015).
But quite rapidly, the pre-2001 theories coalesced around a fifth approach; that
is a preference-free no-arbitrage framework. Much of the motivation for such an
approach stemmed from the general incomplete market framework considered in
Merton (1976). In these models, natural catastrophes are treated as idiosyncratic
risks that can be (almost) fully diversified. Subsequent pricing methods have as-
sumed that the risk neutral probability measure has been predetermined, usually
by assuming that CAT risk is orthogonal to market risk, thus avoiding compli-
cated changes of measure. This assumption is supported by the empirical studies
of Hoyt and McCullough (1999) and Cummins and Weiss (2009), and disputed in
Carayannopoulos and Perez (2015a) and Gürtler et al. (2016). Under an assumed
risk-neutral probability measure, stochastic processes and distributions used to
price CAT bonds retain the same characteristics as under the real world proba-
bility measure. Unfortunately, calibration of these models seems all but impossible
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due to a lack of pricing data. Many of the models simply propose a plausible index
process, and then employ simulation in order to price and hedge CAT derivatives.
However, those papers which have successfully managed to use real-world data
(such as insurance losses, and not CAT bond prices) to estimate CAT bond prices
(such as Ma and Ma (2013) and Nowak and Romaniuk (2013)) have reinterpreted
Merton (1976)’s arguments as saying that catastrophe variables have the same dis-
tributional characteristics under the real-world and risk-neutral probability mea-
sures - this makes sense, especially in the context of Cox and Pedersen (2000)’s
assumption in that aggregate consumption only depends upon financial markets
risk processes. Let us now briefly review these no-arbitrage models.
Baryshnikov et al. (1998) undertook the first attempt to price catastrophe bonds
within a no-arbitrage framework. The authors foresaw a growth in the CAT bond
market, with near-continuous trading of these instruments in the future. The au-
thors contended that because this was the case, CAT bond prices would reflect
no-arbitrage or fair bond prices. They further argued that the risk-neutral and real-
world probability measures would coincide7 – this assumption significantly simpli-
fied their work by firstly allowing pricing to commence in the risk-neutral world
directly and by secondly omitting the inclusion of investors’ in CAT bonds risk
preferences. With all of this in mind, a no-arbitrage pricing model for CAT bonds,
employing a compound Poisson process to represent the accumulated losses re-
sulting from catastrophes, was used. This pivotal work was able to accommodate
for the findings of Barton and Nishenko (1997), in that certain catastrophic natural
events possess power-law distributions associated with their loss (severity) dis-
tributions. This model was extended in Burnecki and Kukla (2003), and used by
Dassios and Jang (2003b) to model stop-loss reinsurance contracts and CAT deriva-
tives. Thereafter, various extensions of these initial works were applied to CAT
futures, options, bonds, and swaps. See, for example, the developments in Geman
and Yor (1997); Loubergé et al. (1999); Lee and Yu (2002); Bakshi and Madan (2002);
Vaugirard (2003a,b, 2004); Muermann (2001, 2003, 2008); Zimbidis et al. (2007); Bi-
agini et al. (2008b,a); Egami and Young (2008); Lin and Wang (2009a); Chang et al.
(2010); Härdle and Cabrera (2010); Jarrow (2010); Braun (2011); Ma and Ma (2013);
Nowak and Romaniuk (2013) and Jaimungal and Chong (2014). Upon reviewing
these various articles, what is noticed is the difference in structure of all the catas-
trophe instruments (corroborating the fact that catastrophe instruments are mostly
traded over-the-counter), thereby leading to slight differences in these arbitrage-
free valuation frameworks.
7 This assumption is similar to the arguments, in the CAT bond literature, based on the work of
Merton (1976).
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We now briefly discuss the sixth and final framework. The concerns surround-
ing incomplete markets and non-unique measures can be overcome by a judicious
choice of change in measure, such as the Esscher transform (see the discussion
in Gerber and Shiu (1996)). Also, in the context of insurance premium calcula-
tion on the basis of a non-homogeneous compound Poisson process, Delbaen and
Haezendonck (1989) provided a martingale approach to premium calculation, in
an arbitrage-free market and under a unique probability measure - in fact, their ap-
proach encompassed the Esscher transform. Another approach, similar to this, is
the Wang transform8 introduced by Wang (2000). Wang (2004) extended this pre-
vious work and applied it to CAT bond pricing. He demonstrated that the Wang
transform extends the Sharpe ratio to credit-related risks characterised by skewed
loss distributions. A universal pricing formula was devised, and it was conse-
quently calibrated to a set of CAT bond prices from 1999. Valdez (2005) presented
elliptical transforms with application in insurance premium calculation principles.
Such elliptical transformations were shown to lead to the Wang and Wang Student-
t distortions, as well as the Esscher premium principle. But Pelsser (2008) criticised
the Wang transform, and showed that certain stochastic processes prices based on
the Wang transform were not consistent with arbitrage-free prices, despite the mea-
sure being unique. He concluded that the Wang transform could not be a universal
framework for the pricing of insurance and financial risks (but it may be an ap-
proximation). Finally, one could resort to extending the complete market option
pricing framework to incomplete markets. Instead of eliminating the risk by a per-
fect hedging portfolio, these strategies invariably involve partial replication, with
a tolerance for some residual risk. Such strategies usually generate a profit-and-
loss process. An example of such a strategy has been the classical risk minimiza-
tion approach of Föllmer and Schweizer (1986) (further developed in Föllmer and
Schweizer (1989), Schweizer (1991, 1999), and Møller (2001)), which minimises fluc-
tuations in the discounted profit-and-loss processes by using a quadratic criterion
under an assumed minimal equivalent martingale measure.
Before we end, it is important to note that mixtures of the above procedures
have also been used to price catastrophe-related insurance contracts or ILS, espe-
cially in what is called “engineering pricing”. Tao et al. (2009) bring to the fore a
model for earthquakes, based upon seismic risk assessment. They go on to describe
the cashflows of earthquake CAT bond premiums, in complete and incomplete
markets, by using geometric Brownian motion and jump diffusion processes. Also,
Aslan et al. (2011) proposes a four-step engineering-based loss model for earth-
8 Note that Labuschagne and Offwood (2010) found a connection between the Esscher transform
and the Wang transform.
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quakes. The study’s results show a non-linear relationship between earthquake-
related and financial parameters. It moreover integrates engineering-based, actu-
arial and financial stances into a unified pricing framework.
It is evident from our review of the CAT bond pricing literature that, in the con-
text of most pricing rules (especially those based on no-arbitrage considerations),
collective risk models such as the aggregate loss processes (ALP) – or loss distri-
bution approach (LDA) models – (see Panjer and Willmot (1992) and Peters and
Shevchenko (2015)) prevail as underlying mechanisms to capture the catastrophe
risk. Indeed, this resonates what was said in Embrechts and Meister (1997), in that
any insurance linked-security involving claim payments will possess either a com-
pound Poisson process, a mixed compound Poisson process or a doubly-stochastic
compound Poisson process as an important feature in the modelling exercise. This
is especially true in the context of index-linked catastrophe bonds, as evinced, for
example, in Ma and Ma (2013). Most work in CAT bond pricing assumes that the
ALP is a compound Poisson process. However, we stress that even though such
a model can add to intuition, it should not substitute actuarial judgement and in-
sight.
2.5 Other insurance-linked securities linked to this study
The market for ILSs is large, as evinced in Section 2.1. Since many of the ILSs
are designed to be particular to their issuers and investors, the market is also ex-
ceptionally varied, with many of these ILSs trading over-the-counter. It would be
difficult to record each-and-every type of ILS here, so we rather describe those ILSs
(different from CAT bonds) which will be relevant to this study.
We firstly consider catastrophe futures and options, of which most are linked to
the PCS index (broadly called “PCS options”), were traded on the Chicago Board
of Exchange from 1992 until 2000 (Braun, 2011). Such cash-settled instruments
are derivatives whose payoffs depend on property and casualty insurance-related
losses arising from natural catastrophes. (Re-)insurance companies would pur-
chase them as a form of protection from large losses. Such derivatives have been
studied by Cummins and Geman (1995b); Chang et al. (1996); Schradin (1996);
Möller (1996); O’Brien (1997); Aase (1999, 2001) and Cox et al. (2004a), amongst oth-
ers. According to Braun (2011), catastrophe derivatives focusing only on US hur-
ricane risk have been re-launched by several exchanges, some of those exchanges
being the Insurance Futures Exchange, European Exchange, Chicago Mercantile
Exchange and the New York Mercantile Exchange.
In 1996, a new ILS innovation came to the fore: the first ever catastrophe-equity
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put (CAT-E-put) was issued. CAT-E-puts give their holder the right, but not the
obligation, to issue convertible shares at a fixed price, should the accumulated
losses of the holder exceed some pre-defined critical coverage limit (or threshold)
during the lifetime of the option (Jaimungal and Wang, 2006b). Such a derivative
structure provides its holder with the opportunity to raise additional funds to pay
catastrophic losses, ex-post the catastrophes. However, like catastrophe futures and
options, their market is also extinct (Wang, 2016). CAT-E-puts have attracted little
scholarly attention, and have only been treated in the literature by Jaimungal and
Wang (2006b), Chang et al. (2011) and Wang (2016).
Another interesting ILS which has attracted very little scholarly attention to
date is the catastrophe swap. A catastrophe swap is an over-the-counter traded fi-
nancial instrument wherein the protection buyer (fixed-rate payer) makes periodic
payments to the protection seller (floating-rate payer) in exchange for a predefined
binary loss-compensation payment contingent upon the occurrence of a predefined
trigger event. According to a press-release by the World Bank, they recently organ-
ised a $206 million catastrophe swap for the government of the Philippines. Despite
there being only mention of catastrophe swaps in early articles pertaining to ILSs,




In this chapter, we build up a probabilistic framework to form the base for CAT
bond pricing. In doing so, we loosely follow the frameworks of Cox and Pedersen
(2000), Ma and Ma (2013) and Shao (2015): we set up a risk-neutral probability
measure for general CAT bond pricing, then apply this in the special case of index-
linked CAT bonds. But in addition to this, we present a discussion on the various
pricing measures at work within the framework. Let us begin with constructing
the risk-neutral probability measure.
3.1 Constructing a combined product space from two
individual spaces
We commence under the real-world probability measure. Under any probability
measure the CAT bond’s price depends on two emerging phenomena: financial
market-related risk and catastrophe-related risk. Since the catastrophe-risk vari-
ables will give rise to jumps, we need to work in an incomplete markets setting
and moreover note that complicated changes of measure could arise. To avoid this,
we make the following assumption in line with much of the previous literature
on pricing catastrophe-linked financial instruments. Evidence in support of this
assumption has been found by Hoyt and McCullough (1999) and Cummins and
Weiss (2009), but is disputed by Carayannopoulos and Perez (2015b) and Hagen-
dorff et al. (2015).
Assumption 3.1. Catastrophe-risk variables and financial markets risk vari-
ables are independent in the real-world.1
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This assumption is made in a myriad of research papers on catastrophe-linked
instruments, including Baryshnikov et al. (1998), Cox and Pedersen (2000), Jarrow
(2010), Braun (2011), Ma and Ma (2013) and Nowak and Romaniuk (2013). As-
sumption 3.1 affords us the possibility to treat catastrophe-risk variables indepen-
dently from financial markets risk variables. Therefore, we can split up the CAT
bond pricing into two separate problems under both the real-world and, later, un-
der the risk-neutral probability measure.
Now, the following method is a convenient way to set up the required proba-
bility space for the model. We suppose that there exist two probability spaces : for
the financial markets risk variables, the space is specified by (ΩF ,F̂∞,PF), where
F̂∞ :=
∨
t≥0 F̂t for the partial financial markets filtration F := (F̂t)t≥0. Also, ΩF is
the respective sample space and PF is the real-world probability measure for the
financial markets risk variables. For the catastrophe-risk variables, the space is
given by (ΩC, Ĉ∞,PC), where Ĉ∞ :=
∨
t≥0 Ĉt for the partial catastrophe-risk filtration
C := (Ĉt)t≥0. Also, ΩC denotes the respective sample space and PC denotes the real-
world probability measure for the catastrophe markets risk variables. From these
probability spaces, we can construct a product space (Ω,G∞,P), where Ω :=ΩF×ΩC,
G∞ := F̂∞⊗Ĉ∞, P :=PF⊗PC and also Gt := F̂t⊗Ĉt . Notice how Assumption 1 is con-
veniently captured in the definition of P.
We continue by introducing the following important assumption, key notation
and a consequent note on terminology. We assume that both Ĉ0 and F̂0 are trivial.
Now, two filtrations pertaining to financial markets risk variables and catastrophe
risk variables respectively, are defined on the product space, Ω:
Ft := F̂t ⊗ Ĉ0, Ct := F̂0⊗ Ĉt .
In consequence we say that a stochastic process Y , defined on (Ω,G∞), depends on
financial markets risk variables if Y is adapted to the filtration Ft , on the product
space. Moreover, we say that a stochastic process X , defined on (Ω,G∞), depends on
catastrophe-risk variables if X is adapted to the filtration Ct , on the product space.
We now need to consider in depth the translation between the individual mea-
surable spaces, (ΩC, Ĉ∞) and (ΩF ,F̂∞), and the combined measurable product space
(Ω,G∞). We need to demonstrate that all random variables defined on this product
space which are Ft-measurable can be associated uniquely with a random vari-
able, that is defined on (ΩF ,F̂∞), which is F̂t-measurable. The same also needs
to be demonstrated for those random variables which are Ct-measurable. Now,
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observe that there exist two measurable projections, πF and πC:
(Ω,G∞)
πF→ (ΩF ,F̂∞) : (ωF ,ωC) 7→ ωF (3.1)
(Ω,G∞)
πC→ (ΩC, Ĉ∞) : (ωF ,ωC) 7→ ωC (3.2)
respectively. A random variable X̂ : (ΩF ,F̂∞)
X̂→R can be lifted to the product space
via composition with the projection πF . This can be achieved by defining the ran-
dom variable, X , such that
(Ω,G∞)
X→ R : (ωF ,ωC) 7→ X̂(ωF) i.e. X = X̂ ◦πF .
In a similar fashion, a random variable Ŷ : (ΩF , Ĉ∞)
Ŷ→R can be lifted to the product
space via composition with the projection πC, and this can be achieved by defining
the random variable Y such that
(Ω,G∞)
Y→ R : (ωF ,ωC) 7→ Ŷ (ωC) i.e. Y = Ŷ ◦πC.
Observe that (Ω,Ft)
πF→ (ΩF ,F̂t) is Ft-measurable. Hence, X is Ft-measurable
if-and-only-if X̂ is F̂t-measurable. On the grounds of similar arguments, we can
also say that Y is Ct-measurable if-and-only-if Ŷ is Ĉt-measurable.
In addition, suppose that X is Ft-measurable (for t ≤ ∞), that ω1C,ω2C ∈ ΩC, and
that c1 := X(ωF ,ω1C), c2 := X(ωF ,ω
2
C). Then, (ωF ,ω
1
C) ∈ X−1{c1} ∈Ft , so X−1{c1} =
F̂ ×ΩC for some F̂ ∈ F̂t . But then (ωF ,ω2C) ∈ X−1{c1} as well, which tells us that
c1 = c2. Thus, we can define a F̂t-measurable random variable X̂ on ΩF so that
X = X̂ ◦πF , i.e.
X̂(ωF) := X(ωF ,ωC) for any ωC ∈ΩC.
Hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Ft-measurable random vari-
ables on Ω and F̂t-measurable random variables on ΩF . On the basis of similar
arguments, there also exists a one-to-one correspondence between Ct-measurable
random variables on Ω and Ĉt-measurable random variables on ΩC.
We now show that distributional properties of random variables as well as in-
dependence between random variables on the individual spaces are transferred
across to the product spaces.
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Lemma 3.2. It holds that F∞ ⊥ PC∞.
Proof. Consider B,C ∈B(R). Then,





















, so this shows that X has the
same distribution under P as does X̂ under PF . Similar considerations apply for the
random variable Y . It then follows that
P(X ∈ B,Y ∈C) = P(X ∈ B)P(Y ∈C) ,
so that X and Y are independent under P. Thus, F∞ ⊥ PC∞.
The following proposition provides an important result: it shows that Assump-
tion 3.1 is transferred to the combined measurable product space. Define F∞ :=∨
t≥0 Ft and C∞ :=
∨
t≥0 Ct .
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that X is F∞-measurable and Y is C∞-measurable. Then, it
holds that
EP [XY |Gt ] = EP [X |Ft ]EP [Y |Ct ] .
Proof. Observe that
EP [XY |Gt ] = (EPF [X̂ |F̂t ]◦πF) · (EPC [Ŷ |Ĉt ]◦πC).
Indeed, (EPF [X̂ |F̂t ]◦πF) ·(EPC [Ŷ |Ĉt ]◦πC) is Gt-measurable, so it suffices to show that∫
G




for every G ∈ Gt . By a monotone class argument, it suffices to show this for sets of
the form G = F̂×Ĉ, where F̂ ∈ F̂t , Ĉ ∈ Ĉt , since sets of this form generate Gt . Now,
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by the Fubini-Tonelli Theorems (see Billingsley (1995, p. 233-234))∫
G










EPF [X̂ |F̂t ](ωF)PF(dωF)
)(∫
Ĉ



















XY d(PF ⊗PC). (3.3)
In particular, taking Y = 1 in Equation (3.3), we obtain
EP [X |Gt ] = EPF [X̂ |F̂t ]◦πF . (3.4)
Since the right-hand side of Equation (3.4) is Ft-measurable, by conditioning both
sides on Ft we see that
EP [X |Gt ] = EP [X |Ft ] .
An analogous result holds if we consider X = 1 in Equation (3.3). Hence the result.
3.2 Constructing a combined risk-neutral product space
As in the case of many types of ILSs a CAT bond is not an insurance contract but
rather a financial instrument, so it is to be priced using financial pricing techniques.
As put forward in Cox et al. (2004a), if a liquid and large market for catastrophe-
linked securities (for example, CAT bonds) exists, then standard derivatives pricing
theory (see, for example, Harrison and Pliska (1981)) implies the existence of a risk-
neutral measure, so ILSs such as CAT bonds can be priced. However, since CAT
bonds rely on a process exhibiting jumps2, the market is incomplete and, hence, no
unique risk-neutral measure exists (Embrechts, 2000). So we proceed as follows.
In order to define a risk-neutral pricing measure for the financial markets risk
variables on the space (ΩF ,F̂∞), we need to introduce the instantaneous short rate
which defines the bank account and hence the notion of discounting. The instan-
2 Index-linked securities are based on insurance loss indices such as the PCS index. Such indices
are often modelled as jump processes, and we return to this point later on in the section.
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taneous short rate process and bank account process are defined in Definitions 3.4
and 3.5. As a precursor to later developments within our pricing model, note that
we shall adopt the bank account as the numéraire asset.
Definition 3.4. (Instantaneous short rate or risk-free interest rate). We call the pro-
gressively measurable3 process, {rt , t ≥ 0}, the instantaneous short rate or risk-free
interest rate.
Definition 3.5. (Bank account). Let At be the value of a riskless bank account at time
t ≥ 0. The bank account evolves according to the stochastic differential equation
dAt = rtAtdt, A0 = 1,







We now assume the existence of a given risk-neutral pricing measure for the
financial markets risk variables, QF on (ΩF ,F̂∞), which has been obtained from
suitable calibrations of interest-rate and stock-price processes4. QF has the proper-
ties that (i) it is equivalent to PF and (ii) discounted securities with payoffs based






ξ̂t := EPF [ξ̂∞|F̂t ]
be the associated Radon-Nikodým derivative and likelihood process (for t ≥ 0).
Hence, using the projection, πF , from Equation (3.1), we can define
ξ∞ := ξ̂∞ ◦πF
with its associated likelihood process (for t ≥ 0)
ξt := EP[ξ∞|Ft ].
3 With a little abuse of notation, a stochastic process X is called progressively measurable or pro-
gressive if (ω,s) 7→ X(ω,s), (ω,s)∈Ω× [0, t] is Gt⊗B[0, t]−measurable, where Gt is the filtration of the
process up to time t, and B denotes the Borel algebra (Filipovic, 2009).
4 We will specify (in further detail) the stock price process in Chapter 6.
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Note that EP[ξ∞|Ft ] = EPF [ξ̂∞|F̂t ]◦πF . To see this, consider the following argu-





ξ̂∞ ◦πF dP. (3.5)
Since F ∈Ft , F = F̂×ΩC for some F̂ ∈ F̂t . Consider the left-hand side of Equation
















The right-hand side of Equation (3.5) is identified as
∫
F̂ ξ̂∞(ωF)d(PF). By noting
that ξ̂t = EPF [ξ̂∞|F̂t ] and using the partial averaging property of the conditional
expectation (see Jacod and Protter (2003, Theorem 23.3)), we see that the left-hand
side of Equation (3.5) equals the right-hand side. Hence, we have lifted ξt from the
individual measurable space, (ΩF ,F̂∞), to the product measurable space, (Ω,G∞).
Now, the following definition is important.
Definition 3.6. (Zero coupon bond). The price of a zero-coupon bond with face value
1 and maturity time T is specified by P(t,T ) for 0≤ t ≤ T . We moreover require that
P(T,T ) = 1.
Given the assumed existence of the risk-neutral pricing measure, QF , we have that
















,0≤ t ≤ T
}
is a (QF ,F)−martingale,
and At is the numéraire for QF . More generally, by definition of QF , the time t price
of a financial claim, which depends only on financial markets risk variables, with








The next question pertains to the associated pricing measure for the catastrophe-
risk variables. Since the catastrophe-risk variables will be assumed to follow a jump
process, we will have several choices (Dassios and Jang, 2003a). We, however, at-
tempt to remain general and suppose that the CAT bond investor prices using a
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where β̂∞ is a strictly positive Ĉ∞−measurable random variable satisfying EPC [β̂∞] =
1. Moreover, define the associated Radon-Nikodým derivative and likelihood pro-
cess (for t ≥ 0),
β̂t := EPC [β̂∞|Ĉt ]. (3.7)
Note that β̂∞ can, possibly, be chosen on the basis of some actuarial pricing frame-
work, such as the Esscher transform (see, for example, Gerber and Shiu (1996)), the
Wang transform (see Wang (2000) and Wang (2004)), or premium calculation prin-
ciples based on the mean and variance of relevant insurance loss (see Goovaerts
et al. (1984)). But also, we can consider β̂∞ = 1 - indeed, this is a case we consider
further on in Section 3.3 below. Note that the purpose of β̂∞ is to incorporate the
CAT bond investor’s risk preferences to price nature (or catastrophe) risk. In a sim-
ilar manner as we did for ξ̂∞ before, we can lift β̂∞ to the combined product space,
(Ω,G∞), using Equation (3.2). Define
β∞ = β̂∞ ◦πC, (3.8)
and its associated likelihood process (for t ≥ 0) as
βt := EP[β∞|Ct ]. (3.9)
Note that EP[β∞|Ct ] = EPC [β̂∞|Ĉt ]◦πC. Moreover, notice that ξ∞ and β∞ are indepen-
dent under P.
On the basis of the aforementioned, it is evident that a risk adjustment has been
included to obtain a pricing measure, QC, for catastrophe risk. Here, QC is such
that the time t price of a catastrophe claim, which depends on only catastrophe-risk
variables, with payoff XCT is given by
XCt = P(t,T )EQC [X
C
T |Ĉt ]. (3.10)
We are now in a position to define a product space coupled with its own as-
sociated pricing measure. Such a measure will, also, be in line with Assumption
3.1.
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= EPF [IF̂ ξ̂∞]EPC [IĈβ̂∞]
=QF(F̂)QC(Ĉ).
Hence, we have that Q = QF ⊗QC. We now go on to demonstrate that the inde-
pendence properties assumed for the random variables defined on the real-world
individual spaces, as well as conditional expectations, are preserved under this new
combined product-measure, Q. Notice that Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 can be
viewed as applying to any arbitrary product measure. In consequence, we obtain
the following Lemma and Proposition.
Lemma 3.7. It holds that F∞ ⊥ QC∞.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that X is F∞-measurable and Y is C∞-measurable. Then, it
holds that
EQ [XY |Gt ] = EQ [X |Ft ]EQ [Y |Ct ] .
We also obtain an important, but helpful, corollary to Proposition 3.8.
Corollary 3.9. With the same notation as in Proposition 3.8, the following hold:
(i) EQ[X |Gt ] = EQ[X |Ft ] ∀t > 0; and
(ii) EQ[Y |Gt ] = EQ[Y |Ct ] ∀t > 0.
Proof. Part (i) follows by setting Y = 1 in Proposition 3.8, while part (ii) follows by
setting X = 1.
We now go on to show how the pricing measure, Q, can be considered to be a
risk-neutral probability measure. Let XF,CT denote a GT−measurable payoff at time
T , i.e. a payoff which may depend on both financial and catastrophe variables.
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,0≤ t ≤ T
}
is a (Q,G)−martingale, and hence Q is
a risk-neutral pricing measure.
We now check if such a definition is consistent with Equations (3.6) and (3.10).
If XF,CT is purely financial (i.e. X
F,C














where XFT is the corresponding F̂t-measurable random variable such that X
F,C
T =
XFT ◦πF . Therefore, the price is consistent with the financial market price in Equation
(3.6). Next, if XF,CT is purely catastrophic (i.e. X
F,C






















where XCT is the corresponding Ĉt-measurable random variable such that X
F,C
T =
XCT ◦πC. Therefore, the price is consistent with the financial market price in Equation
(3.10). Now that we have a risk-neutral probability measure on the product space,
we are ready to proceed with valuing CAT bonds.
We end this section with a critical theorem, which gives us the opportunity
to price a catastrophe-related contingent claim under real-world probability mea-
sures. This theorem will be very useful in pricing catastrophe instruments via the
calibration of a compound Poisson process to real-world data. It will, however, be
up to the user of the catastrophe instrument to select a particular form of the Radon-
Nikodým derivative for the catastrophe-risk variables: such a selection could de-
pend on, inter alia, how high the user would like the probabilities of catastrophe-
risk variables (in relation to their probabilities under the real-world probability
measure) to be. Let {Vt ,0≤ t ≤ T} denote the catastrophe-related contingent-claim
(i.e. catastrophe instrument) pricing process, with payoff at fixed time T > 0.
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Theorem 3.10. Consider the random variable C̃T : Ω 7→ R, which is CT−measurable, rep-
resenting the payoff (dependent on only catastrophe-risk variables) of a catastrophe instru-
ment at time T for T > 0. Then
Vt = P(t,T )β−1t EP[C̃T βT |Ct ] (3.11)
is an arbitrage-free price for the catastrophe instrument, where β· is the Radon-Nikodym
derivative process as specified in Equation (3.9).












































































where the second-last line follows by Proposition 3.3.
3.3 Minding P and Q
In this section, we provide a link between the real-world and risk-neutral probabil-
ity measures. Given that we did not have access to CAT bond pricing data, our aim
will be to justify why we use the real-world pricing measure for catastrophe-risk
variables and set β̂∞ = 1 for the catastrophe-risk variables.
We begin by considering the incomplete market framework of Merton (1976).
Such a framework has been used extensively in the literature when valuing deriva-
tives with payoffs linked to natural catastrophes, see for example Bakshi and Madan
(2002), Lee and Yu (2002), Vaugirard (2003a), Jaimungal and Wang (2006a), Lee and
Yu (2007), Ma and Ma (2013), Nowak and Romaniuk (2013) and Chang and Chang
(2017). On the grounds of its pervasiveness in the literature to date, the following
assumption is made in our work, and we use it extensively.
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Assumption 3.11. Investors are risk-neutral towards the risk posed by the nat-
ural catastrophe-risk variables.
More fully and in the context of pricing financial instruments, Assumption 3.11
states that in the overall economy natural catastrophes can be treated as idiosyn-
cratic risks that can be (almost) fully diversified. The catastrophe risks will pose
“non-systematic risk” and will, in consequence, carry a zero risk-premium. This
can all be put in line with analysis offered in Section 3.2 by setting β̂∞ = 1. There-
fore, the risk-neutral probability measure for the catastrophe-risk variables will co-
incide with the respective real-world probability measure5, PC. Moreover, note that
if β̂∞ = 1, then β∞ = 1 on the basis of Equation (3.8).
However, it must be borne in mind that recent empirical catastrophe bond pric-
ing literature has shown that catastrophe bonds do not have a zero risk premium
(see, for example, Papachristou (2009), Braun (2016) and Gürtler et al. (2016)); this
may carry over to other catastrophe-linked ILS instruments as well. Against this
backdrop, it is possible to infer that pricing models based on the zero risk-premium
assumption may give rise to values higher than those given by pricing models
which assume a non-zero risk premium. In consequence, the usage of these pricing
models may require additional margins added to the calculated value, or margins
added to the parameters of the distributions associated with the jump process, all
at the discretion of the issuer. Despite this, we remain true to Assumption 3.11 in
our work for two reasons. Firstly, it is commensurate with many actuarial pricing
techniques which according to Braun (2011) prevail in practice. But secondly, and
most importantly, it can be adapted to the scope of underlying state variables, in
the model, which are not investment assets and hence not tradeable. Hence, we can
use real-world data to price, and this is useful given the scarcity of (and difficulty
of obtaining) pricing data for many catastrophe-linked ILSs.
Therefore, we are in a position to state a corollary to Theorem 3.10.
Corollary 3.12. With the same notation as in Theorem 3.10, if β∞ ≡ 1 then C̃T carries a
zero catastrophe-risk premium and
Vt = P(t,T )EP[C̃T |Ct ] (3.12)
is an arbitrage-free price for the catastrophe instrument.
5 In fact, the formal declaration of a risk-neutral probability measure for catastrophe-risk variables
is not necessary.
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Proof. Since β∞ ≡ 1, we have that βt = 1 for all t ≥ 0. The result then follows imme-
diately from Theorem 3.10.
Before we proceed with index-linked CAT bond (and the subsequent contingent-
convertible catastrophe bond) valuation treated in Chapter 6), we present the fol-
lowing important remark on notation.
Remark. We now make the following identification, and in consequence some-
times abuse notation. We will identify every Ft-measurable random variable
X : Ω 7→R with the corresponding F̂t-measurable random variable X̂ : ΩF 7→R.
Similarly, we will identify every Ct-measurable random variable Y : Ω 7→R with
the corresponding Ĉt-measurable random variable Ŷ : ΩC 7→ R.
3.4 Index-linked CAT bond valuation
We begin this section with a brief recapitulation on the structure of an index-linked
(IL) CAT bond, since this is one of the key areas of focus in this thesis. IL CAT bonds
are a type of CAT bond written on an industry loss index, such as the PCS loss in-
dex. In such a CAT bond, its payoff is triggered when estimated industry-wide
losses from a catastrophic event, or sequence thereof, exceeds a predefined thresh-
old level. IL CAT bonds can be of two types - zero-coupon, or coupon-paying. For
the purposes of our research and the CAT bond types we endeavour to price, we
suppose that the coupons are constant. Moreover, for the purposes of CAT bond
valuation, we suppose that the short rate is constant. A modelled short rate process
is, however, considered in Chapter 6. We now proceed to introduce some notation,
which also will be commonly used throughout Chapters 4 and 5. Let:
• T > 0 denote the fixed term of the IL CAT bond.
• Z be the principal amount invested in the IL CAT bond, which the investor
will receive back should the bond not trigger during its term. For the sake of
simplicity, we suppose that Z = 1.
• V ZC0 denote the price of the IL zero coupon CAT bond at issue date, t0 := 0.
V CP0 denotes the value in the case of the IL coupon-paying bond case.
• {Lt , t ≥ 0} be an aggregate loss process capturing the behaviour of the index
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The aggregate loss process is assumed to have a frequency component spec-
ified by a renewal process N = {Nt , t ≥ 0}. We define a renewal process,










where the inter-arrival times {Tk,k∈N} are independent and identically-distributed
(i.i.d.) positive random variables each with E[Tk] = 1/γ, for some γ > 0, and
with Var[Tk] = s2P, where sP > 0 (see Grandell (2012)). As a special case, one
can suppose that N is a Poisson process6 with deterministic time-dependent
intensity specified by the real-valued function λt . Moreover, we have a se-
quence of i.i.d. severity-component random variables {Xk,k ∈ N} (indepen-
dent of the frequency component), each with distribution function FX and
density fX (which is assumed to exist).
• T := {t1, t2, ..., tJ−1, tJ = T}, J ∈ N, denote the set of J coupon-paying dates.
• r > 0 be the constant short rate.
• τ = inf{0 ≤ t ≤ T : Lt ≥ D}, the first time the trigger level is met or exceeded.
D is called the contractually-specified threshold level of the IL CAT bond in
the zero-coupon case. For the coupon-paying case, we refer to the threshold
level as DCP.
• c > 0 be the constant coupon rate.
• 0≤ ρ ≤ 1 be the constant recovery rate on the bond, should it be triggered.
We now consider the two payoff structures for CAT bonds. The first we consider
is an index-linked zero-coupon (ZC) CAT bond, having maturity time T > 0. The
structure of the payoff, CT , of the IL ZC CAT bond is given by:
CT =
{
1 if LT < D
ρ if LT ≥ D,
(3.14)
6 This will then lead to the aggregate loss process being a compound Poisson process.
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Theorem 3.13. An arbitrage-free price at time 0, V ZC0 , of the IL ZC CAT bond is given by
V ZC0 = e
−rT [ρ +(1−ρ)PC (LT < D)] (3.15)
assuming that Lt follows a compound renewal process.
Proof. By an application of Corollary 3.12,
V ZC0 = P(0, t)EPC [I{LT<D}+ρI{LT≥D}],
= e−rT [PC(LT < D)+ρPC(LT ≥ D)]
= e−rT [PC(LT < D)+ρ(1−PC(LT < D))]
and the result follows.
Corollary 3.14. If Lt is assumed to follow a compound Poisson process with a time-
dependent intensity specified by λt , then V ZC0 is given by Equation (3.15) with












where Fn∗X denotes the n−fold convolution of FX with itself7.
In the case of an IL coupon-paying (CP) CAT bond, for each coupon paying date
t ∈ {t1, t2, ..., tk = T}, the payoff, Ct , per unit nominal is
Ct =
{
c+1{t=T} if Lt < DCP
ρc+ρ1{t=T} if Lt ≥ DCP.
(3.16)
Observe that the coupon-paying bond has both its coupons and redemption amount
written down by ρ should the threshold be exceeded. At time 0 the price, V CP0 , of
the index-linked CP CAT bond having maturity time T > 0 is given by Theorem
3.15 below.





ce−rti [ρ +(1−ρ)PC (Lti < DCP)]
+ e−rT [ρ +(1−ρ)PC (LT < DCP)] . (3.17)
assuming that Lt follows a compound renewal process.
7 Note that the n−fold convolution is given by PC(X1+X2+ ...+Xn < D) for each n∈N and for n = 0
is defined to be 1.
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Proof. Since a coupon-paying bond can be stripped into individual zero-coupon
bonds, the statement of the theorem follows by the repeated application of Theorem
3.10 to each coupon-paying date.
Corollary 3.16. If Lt is assumed to follow a compound Poisson process with a time-
dependent intensity specified by λt , then V CP0 is given by Equation (3.17) with












where Fn∗X denotes the n−fold convolution of FX with itself.
As can be observed from Equation (3.17) and its predecessors, the coupon-
paying times are general. However, many index-linked CAT bonds pay quarterly
coupons and we assume this for the purposes of the numerical illustrations in
Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 4
Modelling of left-truncated
catastrophe data with application
to catastrophe bond pricing
4.1 Background
The modelling of extremal events – or, synonymously, the monetary losses in con-
sequence of such events – is necessary in many different contexts. In the insurance
markets, such an example is the attempt to model the threats posed by natural
catastrophes, that is, catastrophe risk. Catastrophe risks can be viewed as high-
severity, low-probability risks, and most resultant data will certainly be heavy-
tailed in nature.
Today, insurers and reinsurers are seeking more ways to offer protection from
catastrophe risk, specifically property risk arising from natural catastrophes. The
development of the ILS market has offered insurers an avenue to do so (Burnecki
et al., 2000; Cox and Pedersen, 2000; Burnecki, Kukla and Taylor, 2005). In this
chapter, we consider index-linked catastrophe bonds and how we can satisfactorily
model the principle underlying process driving their monetary value. In particu-
lar, we magnify into a specific type of CAT bond, namely PCS Index-linked CAT
bonds (Burnecki, Kukla and Taylor, 2005; Ma and Ma, 2013). Since such CAT bonds
reference the left-truncated PCS loss index1, we emphasise that there is a need to
account for the left-truncation feature in the data.
In what follows, we examine the effect of firstly ignoring and secondly includ-
ing this left-truncation when modelling PCS index-linked CAT bond prices, using
the pricing rule outlined in Chapter 3 and under the assumption that catastrophe
losses (which are one of the ultimate drivers of CAT bond prices) follow a time-
inhomogeneous compound Poisson process. We primarily perform such an exer-
1 Recall from Chapter 2 that the PCS index does not consider losses less than $25 million.
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cise because explicitly accounting for left-truncation in the modelling can poten-
tially lead to a better estimation of CAT bond prices. Better estimation techniques
may, invariably, give rise to improved valuation techniques for all parties interested
in pricing such index-linked CAT bonds.
In an effort to more precisely model the left-truncated data, we build on the
methodology developed by Chernobai et al. (2006). Now, it must be noted that
Chernobai et al. (2006) did not explicitly account for the heavy-tailed nature of the
severity data to which they applied their fitting methodology. Primarily, the possi-
bility of unbounded likelihoods was not addressed. That is, there may exist paths
in the parameter space along which the likelihood shoots to infinity and maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE), in consequence, breaks down. In a general context,
the existence of such a phenomenon has been shown to occur in research by Juárez
and Schucany (2004) and Ergashev et al. (2016). These authors also commented that
it may be the case that maximum likelihood estimates can be obtained, but con-
verge at a slower rate compared to classical MLE. But importantly, it was pointed
out by Wong and Li (2006) that such a problem exists particularly in the case of
heavy-tailed distributions such as the generalised Pareto (GP) and generalised ex-
treme value distributions (GEV), which are often used to model heavy-tailed data.
Therefore, in this chapter we consider the problem of modifying Chernobai et al.
(2006)’s methodology to make it more applicable to the modelling of heavy-tailed
left-truncated data. That is why we consider the parameter estimation technique
of the Maximum Product of Spacings (MPS), which does not suffer from the afore-
mentioned problems2, and apply it in the context of estimating the parameters of
the the Burr type XII3, GP and GEV distributions4. Note that recent evidence has
shown that MPS performs better than MLE when it comes to considering the bias,
mean-squared error and variance of estimated GEV parameters (see Soukissian and
Tsalis (2015)).
The MPS estimation method of parameter estimation for continuous univariate
distributions was developed independently by Cheng and Amin (1983) and Ran-
neby (1984), and it does not always give rise to the same parameter estimates found
on the basis of MLE. It has been shown to be a robust parameter estimation tech-
nique, especially in the context of certain power laws, by Goldstein et al. (2004)
and Wong and Li (2006). The intuition behind the MPS method of estimation lies
in the probability integral transform: any sample of independent and identically-
2 In fact, MPS does not even require the existence of a probability density or mass function.
3 We will, loosely speaking, sometimes refer to the Burr type XII distribution as simply the Burr
distribution
4 Other distributions considered in this chapter are fitted via maximum likelihood estimation, since
MPS is not necessary given bounded likelihood functions.
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distributed realisations should be uniformly distributed with respect to the cumu-
lative distribution function of the random variable from which they are sampled
from. As a natural consequence of the MPS method of estimation, a goodness-of-fit
test statistic was found by Cheng and Stephens (1989), which they called Moran’s
log spacing statistic. Unlike the more traditional goodness-of-fit tests which re-
quire Monte Carlo simulation to calculate their p−values (when parameters are
estimated from the data), a key advantage of using this statistic is that no such
simulation is necessary when the relevant parameters of the fitted distribution are
estimated from the data.
In view of the above, this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2 we
present the methodology for modelling heavy-tailed left-truncated data in the com-
pound time-inhomogeneous Poisson process framework. Specifically, we present
the insurance risk process which will play a key role in the modelling of left-
truncated data. We also outline and implement our parametric distribution-fitting
methodology to fit the severity component of the compound Poisson process, based
on a modified MPS estimation technique. In Section 4.3 we apply the methodology
to the PCS index data. We also compare our approach to a straightforward, if naive,
fitting approach. Additionally, we present a simple importance sampling technique
which is useful in sampling from heavy-tailed distributions with only finite first
moment, and apply it to the Burr and generalised extreme value distributions. In
Section 4.4, we apply our fitting methodology within the practical context of valu-
ing CAT bonds. We also go on to examine the effects on the CAT bond prices of
ignoring the left truncation in the fitting of the insurance risk process. It must be
noted that Sections 4.3 and 4.4 form the basis for many of our mathematical and
numerical analyses in Chapters 5 and 6. Section 5.7 concludes and presents some
practical findings, which may be of use for CAT bond market participants, and also
useful for those researchers who have datasets with similar characteristics to ours.
4.2 Identification and validation of the compound Poisson
process
4.2.1 Modified compound Poisson process
In the insurance literature, random summation models (for example, compound
Poisson processes) have been used to model claims5. These models have two main
components: one component characterises the frequency of an event giving rise to
5 However, random summation models also have applications in other fields such as in operational
loss and credit-default modelling in banking.
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the loss, while the other the severity of the loss. Given that we ultimately wish to
model the behaviour of the PCS loss index in this chapter and subsequent ones,
we consider an extension to the classical aggregate loss process Panjer and Willmot





XkI{Xk≥H}, t ≥ 0 (L0 = 0) (4.1)
where X1, X2, . . . is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables representing the loss sever-
ities, each having the distribution function F(x) = P(X ≤ x), and H is the threshold
level signifying the point of left-truncation. From here on, we refer to Equation
(4.1) as the insured loss process Chernobai et al. (2006). The number of losses in
the interval (0, t] is driven by the point process N = {Nt , t ≥ 0}, which is commonly
called the loss arrival process and is independent of the loss severities sequence.
We model the process N as a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process with a deter-
ministic intensity function given by λ (t). The distribution of Nt is given by








n = 0,1, . . . . (4.2)
4.2.2 Parameter estimation in the context of heavy-tailed data
It must be borne in mind that we wish to (i) fit a severity distribution, defined on
the non-negative real numbers, in order to fully characterise the process shown in
Equation (4.1). In addition, we wish to (ii) model the arrival of all losses, and not
just those in excess of the threshold. However, the data we have to fit such pro-
cesses to is left-truncated. Therefore, we mention that there are three approaches
to modelling left-truncated data which are possibly in line with our wishes, (i) and
(ii) above. The first approach is based on Figure 4.1 (a) – the “naive” approach. Un-
der the “naive” approach, the researcher treats the data set as complete, ignores the
threshold level and fits a distribution to the data. Moreover, the observed frequency
(estimated from the data) is treated as the true frequency. Clearly, this approach is
unsatisfactory. The second possible approach to the distribution fitting (illustrated
in Figure 4.1 (b) is the so-called “shifting approach”, whereby the data are shifted
to the left by the threshold amount, the shifted data are fitted to a non-truncated
distribution and the fitted distribution is thereafter translated back to the right. It
must be noted that this approach is problematic from a catastrophe (or even in-
sured loss) modelling perspective since it ignores observations below the threshold
level. Moreover, the act of ignoring small observations will not assist in adjusting
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f(x) f(x) f(x)
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.1: Illustrations of (a) the density function for the losses obtained via the fitting
approach ignoring H (i.e. the naive approach), (b) the truncated density
function and (c) the unconditional complete-data density function under
the conditional approach Chernobai et al. (2006).
the intensity estimates (for the arrivals of the losses) so that this adjustment ac-
commodates for losses less than the threshold level. The third approach is based
on Figure 4.1 (c) – the conditional complete-data approach (CCD approach) intro-
duced by Chernobai et al. (2006). The CCD approach correctly specifies both the
loss distribution and the frequency by observing that the data are only recorded
above the threshold level H. It recovers full information about the distribution of
the aggregate loss process. We use the CCD approach in this chapter.
We now briefly present the mechanics of the CCD approach, which, broadly
speaking, directly fits the right tail of the distribution and scales up the frequency.
Moreover, we discuss the potential refinements to this methodology, which make
it more applicable to modelling heavy-tailed data.
In the context of (4.1), let Fγ(x) be the (real-world) distribution function of each
loss (arising from a natural catastrophe, for example), with its corresponding prob-
ability density function denoted by fγ(x).
We now specify the estimation of the underlying loss distribution. The observed
sample in the time interval [T1,T2] is of the form
x = (x1,x2, ...,xn) ∈ (H,∞) , (4.3)
where n denotes the number of observations taking values in (H,∞) and x1,x2, ...,xn
denotes the values of these observations. It must be borne in mind that only the
losses in excess of the threshold H are observed. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
discern between the observed data set – that is, the observations in excess of H – and
the complete data set – that is, all losses be they above or below H in magnitude.
Parameters estimated using the observed losses will exhibit a superscript “O” in
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their notation, while those parameters to be used for modelling the unconditional
complete-data loss process will exhibit the superscript “C”.
There are two approaches to estimate the parameters of the severity distribu-
tion, MLE and MPS. Each approach is discussed below.
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
Let the sample space for the total losses be denoted by X . Therefore, the likelihood
function of the observations (x) on X , with respect to the product of Lebesgue (for




















where FγC denotes the unconditional complete-data (true) distribution function, fγC
its corresponding density function and γC its corresponding parameters. Equation
(4.4) is written on the assumption that parameters can be consistently estimated by
MLE.
In Equation (4.4), FγC(H) represents the probability of a random observation
falling into the time interval [0,H]. Also, observe the usage of λ O(t) – this considers
the time-inhomogeneous Poisson process, NOT , which counts only the losses with
magnitudes in excess of H over the time interval (0,T ]. This can be interpreted







λC(t) . λC(t) refers to the intensity of the complete Poisson
process NCT .
Notice the independence between the frequency and the severity of the losses,
conferred by the assumption that the insured loss process follows a compound
Poisson process, be it time-homogeneous or time-inhomogeneous. Therefore, the
estimation of the parameters γC of the distribution function can be done indepen-
dently of the estimation of λ O(t) and so, this conveniently allows for the estimation
of the parameters γC. If MLE estimation is required, we take natural logarithms and
thereafter maximise the log-likelihood function of (4.4) with respect to the vector













Equation (4.5) provides a method whereby estimates for the parameters of the
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distribution of Xi, FγC(x), but not for the distribution of Nt , can be found. The super-
script “C” attached to γ̂MLE is used to specify that these are the parameters of the
unconditional complete-data distribution F . Ergashev et al. (2016) warns against
potentially unbounded likelihood functions when applying parameter estimation
techniques such as MLE.
Maximum product of spacings estimation (MPS)
We now combine the CCD approach with the MPS estimation technique in order
to find estimators for the parameters of the severity distribution, γ̂C. With the same
notation as in Section 4.2.2 the joint density on H , for the data sample x1,x2, ...xn























where FγC(x(n+1)) := 1 and FγC(x(0)) := 0. Now, the MPS parameter estimator for
Equation (4.6), which we denote by γ̂CMPS, is the value of the vector γ
C which min-

























One potential problem which may arise with the MPS estimation technique is
the treatment of existing tied observations in the sample of order statistics. Cheng
and Amin (1983), however, show that the maximum product of spacings estimator
can still be found in this instance. Therefore, we caution that it must be checked
if there are any tied observations in the data set. See Cheng and Amin (1983) for
further details.
Finally, the intensity for the observed Poisson process is obtained by fitting a
(chosen) deterministic function to the aggregate number of events per unit inter-
val over the time interval [T1,T2]. A periodogram of the frequency can be used
to intuitively ascertain which deterministic function should be used for the in-
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tensity rate and the function can be fitted using non-linear least squares. The
intensity for the complete Poisson process can thereafter be obtained by setting




, where the unknown value F̂γC(H) is estimated from us-
ing the parameters found in (4.5) or (4.8).
4.2.3 Goodness of fit tests
Once a severity distribution has been fitted to the PCS loss data, it is necessary to
determine whether or not it is actually appropriate to use. Goodness-of-fit tests
are useful criteria, complimentary to a decision-making framework, for deciding
whether or not a fitted distribution fits the data-set well. However, they need to
be adapted to suit the left-truncated nature of the data. Goodness-of-fit tests for
truncated and censored data have been studied by, amongst others, Dufour and
Maag (1978), Gastaldi and Gastaldi (1992) and Guilbaud (1988). However, Moran’s
log spacing statistic has not applied in the context of left-truncated data.
Supremum and quadratic class goodness-of-fit tests
The first set of tests we use in this chapter are two supremum class test statistics –
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) and Kuiper (V ) tests – and two quadratic class test
statistics – the Anderson-Darling (AD2) and Cramér von Mises (W 2) tests. How-
ever, two problems arise. The first is that the parameters of the fitted distribu-
tions are estimated from the data, and so the limiting distributions for the various
goodness-of-fit test statistics cannot be used (Ross, 2002). The second is that the
data is left-truncated, and so the conventional goodness-of-fit test statistics for test-
ing distributions fitted via the CCD approach need to be modified to reflect this
feature of the data.
We now consider the first problem. We find ourselves in a situation where we
would like to test the null hypothesis that the sample has a common distribution
function FγC(x) with unknown γC. To make use of any of the goodness-of-fit tests
based on the empirical distribution function, we need to estimate the parameters,
γC, from the data. However, in such a situation (i.e. when parameters are esti-
mated from the data), the critical values for these tests must be reduced (Burnecki,
Misiorek and Weron, 2005). Ross (2002) supports the use of Monte Carlo simula-
tions within this context, and furthermore Capasso et al. (2009) clearly outline the
procedure to be used in such goodness-of-fit tests. Following Ross (2002), Capasso
et al. (2009) and Burnecki, Misiorek and Weron (2005), we firstly calculate the test
statistic, say d (be it a KS, V , AD2 or W 2 test statistic), based on the estimated pa-
rameter vector γ̂C for the assumed distribution F . Secondly we generate, by Monte
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Carlo simulation, a sufficiently large number (N) of independently-drawn samples
from the distribution F
γ̂C
(x) each of size M. For each of these M-sized samples, we
re-estimate the parameter vector and using these re-estimated parameters calcu-
late a single observation of the test statistic. Finally, we estimate the p-value as the
proportion of times that the simulated test statistics exceed or are equal to d.
The second problem has already been considered by Chernobai et al. (2015). In
their work, they derived an adjusted empirical distribution function (EDF) which,
under the null hypothesis, depends on the fitted probability distribution function
evaluated at the threshold level H. From this adjusted EDF, Chernobai et al. (2015)
derived adjusted goodness-of-fit test statistics for the KS, V , AD2 or W 2 tests. Table
4.1 illustrates the difference between the adjusted goodness-of-fit test statistics for
left-truncated data samples versus the conventional goodness-of-fit test statistics












Tab. 4.1: Comparison of EDF test statistics for full data samples versus left-truncated (LT) data samples. Note that Fn(x) refers to
the EDF of the data sample, z j = F̂γC(x( j)) and zH = F̂γC(H).














































































































dF̂(x) −n+ 1n ∑
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j=1(1−2 j) log(z j)− 1n ∑
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dF̂∗(x) −n+2n log(1− zH)− 1n ∑
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j=1 (1+2(n− j)) log(1− z j)+ 1n ∑
n
j=1(1−2 j) log |z j− zH |

























j=1(1−2 j)z j + 1(1−zH )2 ∑
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j=1(z j− zH)2
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Moran’s log spacing statistic
The goodness-of-fit tests mentioned in Section 4.2.3 relied on Monte Carlo simu-
lation. Although accurate in the limit, they suffer the drawback of sampling error
as well as the need for excessive computing time, computing power and computer
memory. Given this backdrop, and as a consequence of the MPS estimation tech-
nique, we also propose the use of Moran’s log spacings statistic (see Cheng and
Stephens (1989)). Such a test statistic does not require Monte Carlo simulation
when parameters are estimated from the data, and is based on a chi-squared dis-
tribution approximation. We now consider the test and how it can be altered to
apply to left-truncated data samples. Consider the fitted distribution function of








0 if x < H,
(4.9)
where F̂γC(x) refers to the fitted distribution function on the entire support. Now
suppose that γC has j components to be estimated. Then using F̂∗ as the distribu-
tion function, in a similar vein to Cheng and Stephens (1989) we can find Moran’s




















(b) Find the test statistic, T , specified by
T (γC) =
M (γC)+ 12 j−C1
C2
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γ̃ ≈ 0.57722 (Euler’s constant).
(c) Reject the null hypothesis at a level of significance α (in that the sample comes
from the distribution F̂∗) if T (γC)> χ2n (α).
4.3 Fitting the compound Poisson process to Property
Claims Services catastrophe data
In this section, we compare results of the fitting procedure for the insured loss pro-
cess using both the naive and CCD approaches. But first, we begin with a descrip-
tion of the data to which we apply our methodology, and check whether or not it is
heavy-tailed.
4.3.1 Data description
We use the PCS data for the purposes of the application, and a detailed description
of the index was provided in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2. Recall that this data represent
a time series of the total insured losses (hereafter referred to as losses) from each
PCS-identified natural catastrophes.
Moreover, it was mentioned in Sections 5.1 and 2.3 (from Chapter 2) that the
PCS index exhibits left-truncation and involves a threhold level, H. Losses below
that threshold level are not recorded in the index. Currently, that threshold level
stands at $25 million, and we have not seen any indication that it will change in
the future. For the purposes of estimating the intensity for the PCS loss data, we
consider the threshold to be $25 million for all losses studied over the period of in-
vestigation. For the remainder of this Chapter and the next, we denote the $25 mil-
lion threshold by H (as mentioned in Section 4.2) – the minimum threshold above
which losses are recorded. We consider the PCS index from January 1985 to July
2011 – and we stress that a large data set (as compared to that used by, inter alia Bur-
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Fig. 4.2: Number of PCS-recorded catastrophes, per year, from January 1985 to July
2011.
necki et al. (2000) and Chernobai et al. (2006)) is necessary so as to have a sufficient
number of “rare events” represented in the sample (Stanley et al., 2007).
It is necessary to adjust the PCS index data for inflation. The data were adjusted
to January 2012 using the US Department of Labor’s Consumer Price Index (CPI).
For the purposes of estimation and in-sample validation, claim amounts above the
current PCS index threshold of $25 million are considered6 - this choice of ours is
based upon the fact that we wish to forecast the PCS losses, and we, furthermore,
assume that this threshold will not be increased in the near future. Note that we
only used data points that were in excess of the threshold in all of our analyses: as
mentioned before some of the older data points, when adjusted for inflation, did
not exceed the threshold level of $25 million. The adjusted PCS loss data exceeding
the threshold level is depicted in both Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
6 This only applied to losses prior to 1997 not reaching the $25 million threshold when adjusted to
















57Fig. 4.3: PCS catastrophe claim severity data from January 1985 to July 2011.
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We now briefly record some of the features of the data here. 742 catastrophes
recorded in the index gave rise to losses in excess of the threshold level, with the
largest total insured loss observed being that of Hurricane Katrina (on 25 August
2005), totalling approximately $46 billion (inflation-adjusted to January 2012). The
second-largest loss was that from Hurricane Andrew on 24 August 1992, totalling
approximately $25 billion. We furthermore note that (i) the maximum total loss
recorded in our period of investigation is approximately 90 times the size of the
empirical mean; and (ii) approximately 92% of the data are smaller than 1/50th of
the mean. This provides some evidence in support of the fact that the data set we
work with is heavy-tailed.
4.3.2 Testing for heavy tails
We indeed have some cursory evidence that the PCS dataset we work with is
heavy-tailed. But this remains to be investigated more formally. We check whether
the underlying law of the data is a Gaussian or non-Gaussian stable distribution7,
by examining its rate of convergence using the discrimination algorithm of Bur-
necki et al. (2015, p.5-6). The idea is to examine the rate of convergence of the esti-
mated index of stability of the proposed stable law, α , for sequential bootstrapped
samples from the PCS data. If the estimated value of α is two, then the underlying
distribution is possibly Gaussian, however, if the estimated value for α is less than
two, then the underling distribution is most likely heavy-tailed and may indeed be
a stable non-Gaussian distribution.
We bootstrap as follows. Firstly, we divide our dataset into consecutive but
non-overlapping blocks each of length K = 1,2, ...,10. Secondly, we sum the values
in each block and obtain aggregated data sets for each K. Finally, for each K we
estimate α using the regression method of Koutrouvelis (1980). In Figure 4.4, we
show the estimated values for α for the PCS data, for each K. For the first sample
(K = 1; corresponding to the whole dataset), the value is lower, but for the other
K’s, the values increase and fluctuate around some α which is smaller than 2. This
suggests that the PCS dataset exhibits non-Gaussian stable behaviour. Moreover,
Figure 4.4 suggests the index of stability of the underlying stable law is less than
1: therefore, most heavy-tailed distributions fitted to this dataset will not possess
a finite mean, which may limit their usage. We shall re-address this concern in
Section 4.3.3.
To close this section, we remark on whether there are any significant autocorre-
lations present in the PCS index return series. Burnecki et al. (2000) found evidence
for a mean-reversion structure in the index returns, for lag-periods in excess of one
7 The stable distribution will be formally defined in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 4.4: Estimated values for the index of stability (α). The boxplots (for K ∈ [1,10])
were constructed from 100 bootstrapped samples each of length 1000.
year. We point out that this is dissimilar to most other financial data (see Mantegna
and Stanley (1999); Plerou et al. (2000) and Burnecki et al. (2011)).
4.3.3 Loss distribution fitting
We propose to fit the following parametric severity distributions, having parame-
terisations as shown in Table 4.2. Notice the bias in our choice towards heavy-tailed
and power law distributions (as is done, in other contexts, in Burnecki et al. (2000);
Chernobai et al. (2006); Ma and Ma (2013); Mantegna and Stanley (1999); Bouchaud
(2001) and Stanley et al. (2007). This is because of “rare events” skewing our data
set to the right; indeed, such a judicious choice of parametric distribution is crucial
when modelling heavy-tailed data. Power laws have been used extensively in the
econophysics literature and they have been shown to arise in many high-frequency
economic variables (Liu et al., 1997; Coronel-Brizio and Hernandez-Montoya, 2005),
such as return series, liquidity and volume. But also, there is some evidence for the
fact that monetary losses arising from certain US natural catastrophes follow a (par-
tial) power law (Barton and Nishenko, 1997).
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Tab. 4.2: Parametric severity distributions considered to model the PCS losses, de-
fined on the positive real numbers.
Distribution Parameterisation Constraints







Lognormal LN(µ,σ) = 1√
2πσ2x
e−(logx−µ)
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Gamma G(a,b) = 1baΓ(a)x
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σ > 0,k ∈ R\{0},µ ∈ R
Some care needs to be taken when working with the GEV distribution. It must
be noted that the support of the GEV distribution depends explicitly upon its pa-
rameters, in that x > µ − σk if k > 0 Embrechts et al. (2013). Hence, setting µ =
σ
k
defines a special case of the GEV distribution, which we call the modified GEV
(MGEV) distribution, with its support being the positive real line, and we use this
special case in our subsequent analysis. To ensure the condition that k > 0 remains,
we introduce a “working parameter” κ and set k = eκ when optimising (4.7) for the





for each xi in the observed sample x. In words, this implies that no sample data
point should fall outside the bounds of the distribution. Such a checking procedure
is often overlooked (see Ma and Ma (2013) and Liu et al. (2014), for example).
But what is perhaps most important to consider is the problem with unbounded
or infinite variance likelihood functions. In the case of the GEV (and in consequence
the MGEV) distribution, as x ↓ µ + σk , the information matrix of the likelihood be-
comes infinite if k > 12 , and concerningly, if k > 1, likelihood functions may be un-
bounded. For the GP distribution, unbounded likelihoods could occur if k > 1.
However, such a problem is not encountered if MPS is used. (Wong and Li, 2006)
Bearing such problems with the MGEV and GP distributions in mind, we fit
the distributions shown in Table 4.2 using both the naive and the CCD fitting ap-
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proaches. All the distributions except for the Burr8, GP and MGEV distributions
are fitted using MLE; the Burr, GP and MGEV distributions are fitted via MPS. Ta-
ble 4.3 demonstrates the movements in the parameters and F(·)(H) when the CCD
fitting approach is used compared to the naive fitting approach.
Tab. 4.3: Estimated parameters (using MLE and MPS) and F(·)(H) of the fitted dis-
tributions to the PCS data.
Distribution γ̂,F(·)(H) Naive approach CCD approach
Exponential µ 5.63×108 5.38×108
F(·)(H) 4.35% 4.54%
Lognormal µ,σ 18.59,1.19 18.58,1.49
F(·)(H) 5.06% 14.86%
Gamma a,b 0.54,1.04×109 6.79×10−8,2.23×109
F(·)(H) 14.84% 100%
Weibull a,b 3.37×108,0.66 5.56×107,0.38
F(·)(H) 16.5% 52.32%
Burr type XII ζ ,c,k 7.21×107,1.86,0.40 9.53×107,1.57,0.70
F(·)(H) 5.10% 7.78%
Generalised Pareto k,σ 0.57,1.96×108 0.89,1.26×108
(GP) F(·)(H) 11.58% 16.70%
Inverse Gaussian µ,λ 5.63×108,1.30×108 5.28×108,9.38×108
(IG) F(·)(H) 2.84% 6.28%
Modified GEV k,σ 1.01,9.99×107 0.95,9.99×107
(MGEV) F(·)(H) ≈ 0% 1.19%
From Table 4.3, it is clear that for the heavier-tailed distributions there is a
change in parameter values when moving from one fitting approach to another.
The mean of the fitted exponential distribution does not change by a large amount
– this is expected since it is a light-tailed distribution.
The estimated fraction of missing data, F(·)(H), is in all cases larger under the
CCD fitting approach compared to the naive. Hence, the CCD fitting approach does
appear to account for a degree of “true information loss”, while it can be inferred
that the naive fitting approach underestimates the proportion of missing data. But
we do stress that the obtained estimates of F(·)(H) are indeed dependent upon the
choice of the distribution function and the threshold level of $25 million. As ex-
pected, the exponential distribution, being a light-tailed distribution, adds back
very little data. However the more heavy-tailed distributions, such as lognormal,
Burr, Weibull and GP (power laws) as well as the MGEV, add back markedly higher
portions of data.
We also note the following very important observation in the case of the fitted
8 We fit the Burr distribution by MPS given that it is a three parameter distribution, and it may be
possible that an unbounded likelihood may result (see Liu et al. (2015)).
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Burr and MGEV distributions. The first and subsequent moments are infinite un-
der the naive fitting approach: this is as expected, given our analysis on the index
of stability in Section 4.3.2. However, under the CCD fitting approach, the first mo-
ment was finite for these two distributions. We point out that this non-existence of
the first moment, in the case of the naive approach, restricts the usage of such dis-
tributions with such parameters if, for example, moments are required. Also, the
usage of Monte Carlo simulation, which is based on the Strong Law of Large Num-
bers9, is drawn into question if the naively fitted Burr and MGEV distributions are
used.
Finally, we observe that FγC(H) is approximately 100% in the case of the gamma
distribution fitted via the CCD approach. We provide evidence that the gamma dis-
tribution produces “true information loss” approximately 100% of the time. Also,
the Weibull distribution appears to produce “true information loss” approximately
52% of the time, which is unrealistically high. We therefore exclude both the Weibull
and the gamma distributions from subsequent analyses.
We now move on to assess the difference in parameter estimates (for the Burr,
GP and MGEV distributions) when using MPS versus MLE under the CCD ap-
proach. Note that we do not use the MLE-estimated parameters for the Burr, GP
and MGEV distributions in any subsequent analyses. We only present the assess-
ment below to motivate why MPS-estimated parameters should be selected over
MLE-estimated parameters. The MLE-estimated parameters, as well as FγC(H), are
shown in Table 4.4.
Tab. 4.4: Estimated parameters (using MLE) and FγC(H) of the fitted distributions
to the PCS data.
Distribution γ̂CMLE , F̂γC(H) CCD approach (MLE)
Burr type XII ζ ,c,k 1.08×108,1.46,0.73
F̂γC(H) 7.82%
Generalised Pareto k,σ 0.75,1.22×108
(GP) F̂γC(H) 17.36%
Modified GEV k,σ 0.85,1.06×108
(MGEV) F̂γC(H) 0.19%
On comparison of Table 4.3 to Table 4.4, it is evident that there are small differ-
ences in parameter values. We now assess which of the MPS-estimated or MLE-
estimated parameters may fit the data better through the use of quantile plots. See
Figure 4.5 below.
For the fitted Burr distribution, it does not appear that there is much difference
9 See Glasserman (2013, Section 1.1.1).
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Fig. 4.5: Quantile plots for the PCS data with expected quantiles based on the (a)
MPS-fitted Burr distribution; (b) MLE-fitted Burr distribution; (c) MPS-
fitted GP distribution; (d) MLE-fitted GP distribution; (e) MPS-fitted
MGEV distribution and (f) MLE-fitted MGEV distribution.
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between using MPS or MLE to estimate parameters. However, for the GP and
MGEV distribution, Figure 4.5 (c) and (e) show that most of the empirical upper
quantiles (except for the most extreme observation, which pertains to the insured-
losses caused by Hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma) were closer to the straight
line in the case of MPS as opposed to the case of MLE. Therefore, the quantile plots
suggest than MPS could be a better method (when compared to MLE) to estimate
parameters for the GP and MGEV distributions, when the data is heavy-tailed.
We end with the following remark. Given the outlying observation noted in
Figures 4.5 (a) to (f), it could be suggested to trim the data and obtain a more robust
fit to the lower quantiles of the distribution. However, we caution that the use
of trimming must be determined by the purpose for which the fitted distributions
will be used. For example, if it is for use in CAT bond pricing, then the largest
observations do need to remain in the data set since they can significantly affect
CAT bond prices. However, in the case of operational risk modelling for insurers,
the data set could possibly be trimmed. We do not consider trimming here, but
refer the reader to Section 5.5 of Chernobai et al. (2006) for further details.
4.3.4 Goodness-of-fit tests for fitted loss (severity) distributions
We now test the goodness-of-fit of the fitted severity distributions. Using the method-
ology outlined in Section 4.2.2, we tested the composite null hypothesis that the
EDF, Fn(X), belongs to a family of hypothesised fitted distributions. We begin with
the distributions fitted by the MPS approach, and the results of these tests are pre-


















Tab. 4.5: Results of the in-sample goodness-of-fit tests for distributions fitted using MPS. p-values were obtained for the first four
tests using 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations, and are provided below. Test statistics are denoted by D for KS, V for Kuiper,
A2 for AD, W 2 for Cramér von Mises and M for Moran’s log spacing statistic.
Naive approach CCD approach
D V A2 W 2 M D V A2 W 2 M
Exponential 9.23 10.43 157.06 32.76 925.88 9.19 9.74 200.40 38.56 902.75
(< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005)
Lognormal 2.19 3.64 7.76 1.19 877.77 1.39 2.15 2.94 0.49 776.34
(< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (0.07) (0.005) (0.22) (0.12) 0.17
BURR 0.97 1.66 1.31 0.18 849.01 0.68 1.09 0.33 0.06 724.51
(0.01) (0.01) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (0.50) (0.36) (0.83) (0.72) (0.66)
Generalised Pareto 3.25 6.39 15.56 2.47 962.72 1.09 2.23 2.35 0.49 780.93
(< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (0.03) (0.04) (0.16) (0.05) (0.15)
Inverse Gaussian 3.29 4.13 14.40 2.78 891.53 2.37 3.04 7.95 1.42 862.89
(< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005) (< 0.005)
MGEV 0.98 1.78 1.38 0.51 835.48 0.88 1.33 0.46 0.11 697.84
(0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.69) (0.52) (0.91) (0.88) (0.87)
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It is clear from Table 4.5 that under the naive fitting approach, none of the
posited distributions appear to fit the data well, except for the Burr and MGEV
distributions to a small extent. Under the CCD fitting approach there does not ap-
pear to be enough evidence to reject the fit of the very heavy-tailed distributions,
those being the Burr and MGEV – their p-values for all five statistical tests exceeded
0.05 significantly. The GP and lognormal distribution also appeared to fit the data
to a rather limited extent, however, the heavier-tailed distributions appear to fit
better. Finally, we point out that Moran’s log spacings statistic performs well and
in-line with the other four goodness-of-fit tests applied.
It is evident that the inverse Gaussian distribution appears not to fit the data
well, under both the naive and CCD fitting approaches. This is in direct contrast to
Ma and Ma (2013), who found that there was not enough evidence, based on the
data, to reject the fit of their inverse Gaussian distribution.
On consideration of both the quantile plots as well as the goodness-of-fit tests, it
appears that in the CCD case with MPS-estimated parameters, the Burr and MGEV
distributions fit the data best and we use these distributions in Section 4.4 below.
As a short extension to our analyses above, we consider the goodness-of-fit of
the MLE-fitted Burr, GP and MGEV distributions. Now in respect of the distri-
butions fitted via the CCD approach on the basis of MLE, similar goodness-of-fit
test statistics were noted to the CCD fitted distributions on the basis of MPS. Such
statistics are reported in Table 4.6 below, and on balance it appears that in this case
the Burr and MGEV distributions appeared to fit the data best. It was also inter-
esting to note that Moran’s log spacings statistic reported higher p-values for the
MPS-estimated parameters compared to the MLE-estimated parameters; and fur-
thermore that all the associated p-values for the MPS-estimated MGEV parameters
were higher than those in the MLE-estimated case.
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Tab. 4.6: Results of the in-sample goodness-of-fit tests for distributions fitted using
MLE. p-values were obtained for the first four tests using 1,000 Monte
Carlo simulations, and are provided below. Test statistics are denoted by
D for KS, V for Kuiper, A2 for AD, W 2 for Cramér von Mises and M for
Moran’s log spacing statistic.
CCD approach (MLE)
D V A2 W 2 M
BURR 0.47 1.69 0.32 0.05 758.48
(0.67) (0.31) (0.83) (0.73) (0.32)
GP 0.97 1.42 1.61 0.22 788.25
(0.02) (0.03) (0.09) (0.05) (0.11)
MGEV 0.88 1.26 0.49 0.07 706.74
(0.58) (0.53) (0.83) (0.71) (0.81)
On consideration of both the quantile plots as well as the goodness-of-fit tests,
it appears that in the CCD case, the Burr and MGEV distributions fit the data better
on the basis of the MPS approach compared to MLE. Note that for the remainder
of this Chapter, we primarily use the MPS-estimated parameters for the Burr and
MGEV distributions, under the CCD approach.
We now turn to ending this section with some comments on the practical appli-
cability of our findings. We used a dataset with data starting from 1985. It must be
borne in mind that the intensity and severity distributions back in the 1980’s and
1990’s are different from what they are today, due to, inter alia, insurance-related
regulations increasing the claim amounts, new and more developed reinsurance
agreements as well as urbanisation and global warming (the latter’s effects are,
however, likely to be small). Therefore, one could posit that total catastrophic in-
sured losses increase over time. We account for this, and allow for a linear trend in
the intensity function of the fitted aggregate loss process (ALP - see Section 4.3.6).
Alternatively, it may be possible to take an “actuarial approach” and add a mar-
gin to the fitted severity distribution’s parameters, so as to account for increases
in the severity over time. However, we do not aim to model the structural breaks,
from time-to-time, in the PCS data explicitly: we simply intend for the PCS data
to be a candidate dataset upon which we can illustrate our heavy-tailed modelling
procedure.
4.3.5 Sampling from selected heavy-tailed distributions
We note here that a very important issue – that is, rare-event simulation – needs
to be addressed when one is sampling from certain very heavy-tailed distributions
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(such as the BURR and GEV (and in consequence the MGEV) distributions for cer-
tain parameter ranges). Note that the problems associated with the simulation of
rare events from such distributions have been studied extensively (see, for exam-
ple Asmussen et al. (2000) and Asmussen and Kroese (2006)). However, such an
issue has been overlooked by recent research on catastrophe bond prices (see Ma
and Ma (2013) and Liu et al. (2014), for example). To illustrate this point, we use
the Burr and MGEV distributions each fitted via the CCD approach above and con-
sider 1,000 samples of size 10,000 each simulated from these distributions. For each
sample, the sample mean is calculated and plotted in Figure 4.6 (a). In addition, the
theoretical mean is calculated and included in the plot.
For both distributions, the sample mean is almost consistently lower than the
theoretical mean. In the case of the Burr distribution, Burnecki, Misiorek and Weron
(2005) point out that this can occur when the product of the Burr parameters, ck (i.e.
the reciprocal of the extreme value index), is greater than (but very close to) one. In
our case, ck is approximately 1.099.
An explanation for the aforementioned anomaly is the difficulty in sampling
from an extremely heavy-tailed distribution. On the extremely rare occasion when
an observation from the very far reaches of the right tail is indeed simulated, its
magnitude dwarfs its associated probability and so this has the effect of markedly
increasing the realised Monte Carlo estimate. However, because of the rareness of
observing such large losses, most realised Monte Carlo estimates will not contain
such high losses, hence the lower value of the Monte Carlo estimates. In fact, this
phenomenon appears clearly in Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 4.6 (c).
In an attempt to overcome such a difficulty in sampling Burr- and MGEV- dis-
tributed random numbers from the right tails, we employ importance sampling
(see Asmussen et al. (2000)). As an importance sampling distribution QIS (with cor-
responding density function qIS, assumed to exist, and QIS  F , F being the loss
distribution we wish to sample from), we take a more heavy-tailed distribution
for the losses - we consider a generalised Pareto distribution with k = 1/0.73 and
σ = 1.26×108. Notice that our selected QIS is a heavier-tailed version of the CCD-
approach fitted GP distribution. We highlight that our chosen importance sampler
may not be optimal, and so in repeating such a simulation other suitable impor-
tance samplers (heavier-tailed than the distribution we originally wish to sample
from) may be considered.
Using the goodness-of-fit tests in Section 4.2.3, we tested to see whether the
losses did indeed conform to the distribution QIS, and did not find any evidence
to reject this claim. We thereafter proceeded as follows. We simulated each of
the losses from the importance sampling distribution QIS, say X
QIS
i , and thereafter
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Fig. 4.6: Theoretical means and simulated sample means under: (a) standard simu-
lation techniques (Burr); (b) importance sampling techniques (Burr); (c)
standard simulation techniques (MGEV) and (d) importance sampling
techniques (MGEV)
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scaled each as demonstrated by Equation (4.10) to obtain the scaled losses we would











This importance sampling approach to simulating from the CCD-fitted Burr
distribution produced better behaviour. The sample means of both the CCD-fitted
Burr and MGEV distributions were closer to the theoretical mean (see Figure 4.6
(b) and Figure 4.6 (d) ) and, equivalently, were not markedly below the theoretical
mean as is the case without importance sampling.
4.3.6 Intensity estimation
We now turn to estimating the intensity embedded in the process demonstrated by
Equation (4.1). The arrival times of the individual losses are modelled using a Pois-
son process. Poisson processes have been widely applied in modelling the arrivals
of natural catastrophes for the purposes of pricing catastrophe-linked securities,
see for example Christensen and Schmidli (2000b); Lee and Yu (2007); Burnecki and
Kukla (2003); Burnecki, Kukla and Taylor (2005); Dassios and Jang (2003a); Cox et al.
(2004b); Chernobai et al. (2006); Jaimungal and Wang (2006b); Biagini et al. (2008a);
Härdle and Cabrera (2010); Braun (2011); Ma and Ma (2013); Nowak and Romaniuk
(2013) and Têtu et al. (2015). In this chapter we use a time-inhomogeneous Poisson
process, having a deterministic (time-dependent) intensity rate specified in such a
way as to account for the seasonality (by year) observed in the arrivals of natural
catastrophes. Figure 4.2 illustrates this annual seasonality – and it appears that a
sinusoidal intensity may satisfactorily model the frequency.
To formalise, we suppose that the number of losses over the interval of study
(0,T ] is driven by a time-inhomogeneous Poisson point process N = {Nt , t ≥ 0}with
intensity given by λ (t). We begin by considering the desirable aspects of such a
function – such a function should ideally elicit the long-term mean of the process
and should contain a sinusoidal term to account for the seasonality of the pervasive
atmospheric perils inherent in the PCS-recorded natural catastrophes, as well as an
exponential term to allow for extraneous events (such increases in the number of
natural catastrophes, in particular periods of torrential rain and heightened cyclone
activity, may be associated with severe La Niña). This exponential term should
also be subject to some degree of seasonality. Finally, the function should elicit an
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upward linear trend (Lin and Wang, 2009a; Têtu et al., 2015). We noticed that the
intensity postulated by Ma and Ma (2013),
λ








for all t ≥ 0 and with a > 0, d > 0 as well as ω > 0, does indeed embrace the afore-
mentioned characteristics. However, notice that the periodicity of the sine term
is 2π , which is in excess of one year. So, the year-by-year seasonal behaviour of
such catastrophes may not be well captured. Therefore, we propose the following
alternative model which more satisfactorily captures the seasonality effects over a
yearly time period:
λ








for all t ≥ 0 and with a> 0, b> 0, d > 0 as well as ω > 0. We also note that Chernobai
et al. (2006) analysed a special case of (4.12) with no exponential and linear trend.
Chernobai et al. (2006) put forward the following model for the intensity:
λ
3(t) = a+b ·2π sin(2π(t− c)) , (4.13)
for all t ≥ 0 and with a > 0. However, we noticed that if, for example, the time in-
creases by one unit, there will be no change in the intensity predicted by this model
(which is due to the presence of the constant 2π in the sine term) and this appears
unsatisfactory if one is using λ 3(t) to model the number of catastrophes per year.
We therefore omit λ 3(t) from further study. Finally, it may be more appropriate to






for all t ≥ 0 and with n denoting the number of catastrophes over the period studied,
and T denoting the length (in years) of this period. In light of Figure 4.7, notice that
λ 4(t) evidently underestimates the number of catastrophes per quarter, but such
a constant intensity may, by chance, still lead to multiple catastrophes in a short
period.
One potential way to estimate the intensity would be to fit λ i(t) (for i ∈ {1,2})
to the observed number of PCS-recorded catastrophes per year, and it appears that
this was the way which was implemented by Ma and Ma (2013). However, a po-
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tential problem with such an estimation procedure is that it may not capture any
seasonal trends in the data, since seasonality effects occur over a calendar year. A
satisfactory alternative, which captures the seasonality in a better way, would be
to fit the aggregate catastrophes sequentially using the mean-value function for the
time-inhomogeneous Poisson process. We therefore proceed as follows. Firstly,
we consider the vector recording the cumulative number of catastrophes over the
period (0,T ],
V = [1,2, ...,N]. (4.15)
Secondly, define the function g : RN → RN to be















for i ∈ {1,2} and where the vector [t1, t2, ..., tN ] represents the time, in years since
time zero over the period (0,T ].
We then aim to minimise the distance between g and V (i.e. non-linear least










Finally, as we are implementing the conditional fitting approach of Chernobai et al.
(2006), it remains to “scale up” the intensities by dividing the fitted intensity by
1−FγC(H). The “scaling-up” is performed only in the pricing section of this chapter
(see Section 4.4), but is omitted from the analysis in the remainder of this section.
Table 4.7 shows the estimated values of the parameters belonging to each of
λ 1(t), λ 2(t) and λ 4(t). An immediate first observation is that our parameters do not
correspond to those estimated by Ma and Ma (2013). Moreover, from these results
it appears that the mean number of catastrophes per quarter, as predicted by λ 1(t)
and λ 2(t), is approximately 30. The change in parameters from λ 1(t) to λ 2(t) is also
clear – it is sensible that only b and c change by a large amount.
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Tab. 4.7: Parameter estimated for each of λ 1(t), λ 2(t) and λ 4(t) (before scaling).
Intensity Parameter Estimate











λ 4(t) - 27.92
Now, precise tests are required in order to assess how well the intensity func-
tions fit the data. We follow in the spirit of Ma and Ma (2013) and use goodness-
of-fit measures which allow us to compare the mean number of catastrophes (per
year) based on the models to the observed number of catastrophes per year. The
five goodness-of-fit measures used are the mean absolute error (MAE), the root
mean-square error (RMSE), Theil’s coefficient (U), the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of
efficiency (E) and the index of agreement (D) as shown in (4.18) to (4.22). Their
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∣∣+ |Oi− Ō|)2 , (4.22)
where Oi is the observed number of catastrophes in each year, Pi is the predicted
number of catastrophes calculated via the expected value of the number of catas-
trophes in each year, N is the total number of years under study (27 years) and Ō is
the mean number of observed catastrophes per year (Ma and Ma, 2013). Table 4.8
provides a summary of how well each of the fitted intensities adhere to the catastro-
phe arrivals. It is apparent that λ 4(t) has the highest MAE, RMSE and U statistics,
and also the lowest E and D statistics. Also, it appears that λ 2(t) has a lower RMSE,
MAE and U statistic (albeit slightly) as well as a higher E and D statistic than λ 1(t).
On balance, we postulate that λ 2(t) has more in its favour, especially because it
allows both positive and negative deviations from the parameter a and allows for
an upward trend. Therefore, we select λ 2(t) as the candidate to model the inten-
sity of the time-inhomogeneous Poisson process for the PCS-recorded catastrophe
losses. However, it is noticed that each of the postulated intensities do not give rise
to a large number of catastrophes clustering within a certain quarter (such as those
uncommonly-occurring quarters giving rise to 60 or more catastrophes, as is clear
in Figure 4.7) - therefore, further research into stochastic intensity models may be
necessary. Moreover, λ 2(t) appears to have the effect of underestimating the count
of catastrophes per quarter in those years when an excessively large number of
catastrophes do occur, and overestimating the count in those years when very few
catastrophes occur. These effects do, in fact, cancel out to some extent over time.
Tab. 4.8: Results from the goodness-of-fit measures for the proposed Poisson inten-
sities.
Intensity MAE RMSE U E D
λ 1(t) 13.8773 16.6507 0.0195 0.9948 0.9985
λ 2(t) 10.4469 12.7869 0.0149 0.9964 0.9991
λ 4(t) 21.2907 24.6184 0.0287 0.9923 0.9967
The integration of the fitted intensity function is depicted in Figure 4.7, together
with the accumulated PCS losses. Visually, the intensity appears to fit the data well
over all time periods considered. See Figure 4.7.
Finally, as we are implementing the conditional fitting approach, it remains
to “scale up” the intensities by dividing the fitted intensity by 1− FγC(H). The
“scaling-up” is performed in the pricing section of this chapter (see Section 4.4).
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Fig. 4.7: Mean value function for fitted intensity (λ 2(t)) and aggregate number of
PCS losses, from 1985 to 2011.
4.4 Pricing CAT bonds under the naive versus the
conditional approach
4.4.1 Pricing framework
The aim of this section is to assess the difference in estimated CAT bond prices
firstly using the naive fitting approach and secondly the CCD approach for param-
eter estimation. To do so, we adopt our CAT bond pricing framework outlined in
Chapter 3 in order to assess this difference and come to a conclusion as to which
fitting methodology has more in its favour. Note that two of the most pervasive
classes of models used in the literature to price CAT bond are (i) the LFC model of
Morton Lane (Lane, 2003) and (ii) approaches based on the compound Poisson pro-
cess. We resort to the latter framework here (which is encompassed in Chapter 3),
but emphasise that our fitting methodology is also equally applicable to the more
practical pricing approach of Lane (2003).
As a final point to this preamble, in order to obtain a more tractable pricing
formula it may be necessary to fit a process to the interest rates which impact CAT
bond prices, and this has been analysed recently in Ma and Ma (2013) as well in
Nowak and Romaniuk (2013). Various processes have been considered in the lit-
erature, such as the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model of Cox et al. (1985) and the Vasicek
model of Vasicek (1977). However, again in the interest of simplicity and restrict-
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ing our attention to the effect of changing the fitting procedure on the insured loss
process, both Chapters 4 and 5 assume that the interest rate has a constant value r,
as mentioned in Chapter 3.
4.4.2 Monte Carlo simulation
In Section 3.4, we present Equations (3.15) and (3.17) in such a way so that it is
straightforward to see how Monte Carlo simulation can be performed to numeri-
cally evaluate them. In this section, we describe how we simulate the prices of the
CAT bonds specifically at time 0. The Monte Carlo framework presented has dual
applicability, in that it can be applied in the context of both the naive and the CCD
fitting approach.
As before, let T be the maturity date of either a zero coupon or coupon-paying
CAT bond and let Lt be the value of the insured loss process at time t. For the
zero-coupon bond, the only random variable of interest is the aggregate loss value
at maturity LT . For the coupon-paying bond, simulated values of the insured loss
process are required on each coupon date, i.e. Lt for t = 0.25, ...,T . The method for
simulating the insured loss process over the interval (0,T ] is described as follows.
Firstly, simulate a single random number of events, N (with corresponding realisa-
tion n), in the specified time interval. Then, given N = n, simulate n losses from the
specified distribution for X . This relies on the independence assumption of the loss
process X and the arrival process N. Finally, summing the values of Xi which ex-
ceed $25 million provides a realisation of the insured loss process L at the specified
time.
In the simplest case where the insured loss process follows a time-homogeneous
Poisson process with constant intensity λ , simulating N simply involves generat-
ing a Poisson random variable with intensity λ t. Note that for the coupon-paying
bond, it is necessary to simulate Ni for i = 1, ...,mT , where mT is the number of quar-
ters in (0,T ] and ∑mTi=1 Ni = N. The values of L at each coupon date are given by
Lt = ∑
Mt
i=1 Xi where Mt = ∑
mt
i=1 Ni, where mt is the number of quarters in (0,T ]. Where
the insured loss process follows a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process with deter-
ministic intensity λ (t), the thinning algorithm shown in Burnecki and Weron (2005,
p.324) is used to simulate Lt at each quarter. The key simulation steps of this algo-
rithm are shown below (modified from Burnecki and Weron (2005)):
Key steps of algorithm to generate Lt in the case of the time-inhomogeneous
Poisson process
1. Set t∗ = 0 and L∗ = 0
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2. While t∗ < t
(i) Generate a realisation of an exponential random variable, E, with pa-
rameter λ̄ . Note that λ̄ should be chosen such that λ (s)≤ λ̄ ∀ s≤ T .
(ii) Set t∗ = t∗+E
(iii) Generate a uniformly-distributed random variable, U , on the interval
(0,1).
(iv) If U > λ (t∗)/λ̄ , then return to step (i) else generate a realisation, x, of the
random variable X and set L∗ = L∗+ x.
3. Set Lt = L∗.
The same algorithm is used for both the zero coupon- and coupon-paying bonds.
Once a sufficient number of realisations of Lt are simulated for the required time-
to-maturity and/or coupon paying dates, the required probabilities in Equations
(3.15) and (3.17) can be evaluated for any threshold level.
4.5 Numerical comparison of the naive versus the
conditional complete-data fitting approaches
4.5.1 Zero coupon CAT bond simulation study
By ignoring the threshold level of the index, H, in the parametric distribution fitting
procedure, it is expected that the upper quantiles of the fitted loss distribution will
be underestimated. Therefore, given that the PCS index-linked CAT bond prices
presented in this chapter are based on the upper quantiles of the insured loss pro-
cess, it is expected that in general the prices generated using the naive approach
will be greater than those generated using the CCD fitting approach. We aim to
confirm this through the numerical computation of CAT bond prices.
In this section, we simulate using the following inputs: we let D∈ [3,740;44,880]
million US Dollars, and T ∈ {0.25,0.5, ...,2.5} (years). These figures for D are taken
from Ma and Ma (2013) on the basis of facilitating comparison of our results with
theirs (in fact, the quarterly average loss is $3,740 million, while three times the
annual average loss is $44,880 million). Moreover, we assume a constant ρ = 50%,
however, this can be altered depending on the term sheet of the CAT bond. For the
purposes of the Monte Carlo simulation, we simulated 20,000 paths for the insured
loss process.
ZC CAT bond prices estimated by Monte Carlo simulation, with insured loss
processes fitted by both the naive and the CCD approaches, are illustrated in Figure
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4.8. The left-hand (resp. right-hand) column of Figure 4.8 shows the CAT bond
pricing surface with respect to time-to-maturity and threshold level, using the fitted
Burr distribution (resp. MGEV) for the underlying losses and the fitted NHPP.
Both pricing surfaces simulated under the naive and the CCD fitting approaches
appear to exhibit similar behaviour. As the threshold level decreases and the time-
to-maturity increases, the price of the CAT bond decreases as expected. As one
moves to a lower threshold level and to a greater time-to-maturity, a sharp drop
in price is observed. The price decrease appears to be faster under the CCD fitting
approach. Figure 4.8 (c) and Figure 4.8 (f) show the difference, in price, when using
the naive versus the CCD fitting approaches. An immediate observation is that the
prices under the naive fitting approach are, for the majority of the time, greater
than those under the CCD fitting approach. But this effect is, in particular, more
pronounced in the case of the MGEV distribution - a distribution which fitted our
data better than all others considered. On balance, this all suggests that the tails of
the fitted Burr and MGEV distributions are markedly heavier when the CCD fitting
approach is used, compared to when the naive approach is used. Curiously, in the
cases of this CCD-fitted Burr and MGEV distributions, if the importance sampling
technique is not used and standard simulation is rather employed, Figure 4.8 (c)
and Figure 4.8 (f) are inverted. This is consistent with what we would expect should
very large losses not be sampled enough.
Overall the results seem to indicate the probability required in Equation (3.15),
Pr(LT > D), is larger if the CCD fitting approach is employed compared to the naive
fitting approach, and is moreover pronounced in the case of very heavy-tailed dis-
tributions. Even though they did not fit as well as the Burr and MGEV distribu-
tions, simulation analyses similar to the above were performed for the lognormal
and GP distributions10, and analogous results were noted. This all echoes the find-
ings of Chernobai et al. (2006): they also encountered smaller (or underestimated)
probabilities in the naive fitting approach. From the point of view of an investor
in such CAT bonds, especially if the investor is a prudent one such as a pension
fund, a conservative approach to valuing assets may be key, and the CCD fitting
approach appears to offer such an avenue.
4.5.2 Coupon-paying CAT bond simulation study
For the purposes of simulation, we let D be denoted by DCP and let the coupon-
paying times be from the vector {0.25,0.5, ...,2.5} (years). ρ remained as for the ZC
CAT bond case, and we let the coupon rate be a constant c = 0.05 per unit nominal.
10 To simulate from the GP distribution, we did apply the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.5.







Fig. 4.8: Surfaces for (a) ZC CAT bond prices under Burr distribution, fitting via
the naive approach; (b) ZC CAT bond prices under the Burr distribution,
fitting via the CCD approach; (c) the difference between the ZC CAT bond
prices under the naive approach (VUNCOND) and the CCD approach (VCOND)
under the Burr distribution; (d) ZC CAT bond prices under MGEV dis-
tribution, fitting via the naive approach; (e) ZC CAT bond prices under
the MGEV distribution, fitting via the CCD approach; (f) the difference be-
tween the ZC CAT bond prices under the naive approach (VUNCOND) and
the CCD approach (VCOND) under the MGEV distribution.







Fig. 4.9: Surfaces for (a) CP CAT bond prices under Burr distribution, fitting via
the naive approach; (b) CP CAT bond prices under the Burr distribution,
fitting via the CCD approach; (c) the difference between the CP CAT bond
prices under the naive approach (VUNCOND) and the CCD approach (VCOND)
under the Burr distribution; (d) CP CAT bond prices under the MGEV
distribution, fitting via the naive approach; (e) CP CAT bond prices under
the MGEV distribution, fitting via the CCD approach; (f) the difference
between the CP CAT bond prices under the naive approach (VUNCOND) and
the CCD approach (VCOND) under the MGEV distribution.
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Figure 4.9 shows the pricing surfaces in the case of the CP CAT bonds, where
simulation from the CCD-fitted Burr and MGEV distributions uses the importance-
sampling simulation technique outlined in Section 4.3.5. Similar observations are
noted to the ZC CAT bond case, most importantly in that the probability required
in Equation (3.15), Pr(LT > D), is larger on the basis of the CCD fitting approach
compared to the naive fitting approach11. However, what is perhaps different to
the ZC CAT bond case, specifically in the case of the MGEV distribution, is that
there are a number of regions where the CAT bond price in the case of the CCD
fitting approach is lower than the price calculated in the case of the naive fitting
approach. However, we note that this difference occurs in (theoretical) CAT bond
contracts with features that one would rarely find in practice – that is, a very low
threshold level with a long term-to-maturity. But on balance, the benefits of the
CCD fitting approach, for example from the perspective of a conservative investor
valuing his or her assets for the purposes of financial reporting, are clear.
4.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we built on an existing methodology for the fitting of compound
time-inhomogeneous Poisson process to general left-truncated, heavy-tailed data.
In particular, we studied a problem of identifying underlying distributions by means
of the MPS-estimation procedure. A key feature of our methodology is that it
avoids unbounded likelihoods and consequent problems with the numerical op-
timisation thereof. As a natural consequence of the MPS technique, we showed
how a goodness-of-fit test statistic, called Moran’s log spacings statistic, could be
adapted to be used on left-truncated data. We, furthermore, presented a simple
importance sampling technique which could be useful in sampling from certain
heavy-tailed distributions, in particular the Burr and MGEV distributions, and
showed that in implementing such importance sampling a heavier-tailed distri-
bution needs to be used as the sampling distribution.
The proposed methodology was illustrated in the context of CAT bond pricing
via the pricing methodology outlined in Chapter 3. We found evidence that naively
fitting the compound Poisson process without accounting for the left truncation
leads to higher CAT bond prices, compared to CAT bond prices when explicitly
accounting for such truncation. Now, insurers and investors operating in the CAT
bond environment could employ the CCD fitting approach should they (i) wish
not to run the potential risk of overestimating CAT bond prices, and (ii) wish to
11 The analysis for CP CAT bonds was also performed on the lognormal and GP distributions, and
again similar results in respect of the exceedance (i.e. tail) probabilities were noted.
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extrapolate insured losses below the PCS index’s threshold without any further
data to do so.
We stress that this research focuses on analysing the impacts of data mis- speci-
fication in light of the left truncation feature of the heavy-tailed PCS data. We point
out that in both theory and practice, it is easy to ignore such truncations present
in the data, and we furthermore point out that this is prevalent in recent literature.
From our calculations and of foremost significance, it is noted that fitting distribu-
tions using the CCD approach considerably improved the fit and, moreover, gave
rise to finite first moments for the severities, whereas, the naive approach did not.
Hence, the fitted severities distributions’ usage is not as limited in the CCD-fitting
case as opposed to the naive-fitting case. Also, we found the Burr and MGEV sever-
ity distributions to fit the PCS data best. In our analysis of CAT bond prices and the
impact of data misspecification, it was found that the CCD fitting approach gives
rise to loss exceedance (i.e. tail) probabilities which are greater than those estimated
by using the naive fitting approach.
We emphasise again that in our research we aimed to present a robust proce-
dure for modelling heavy-tailed left-truncated data as a compound Poisson pro-
cess, and the PCS dataset was the data to which we chose to apply our proce-
dure. However in practice, our procedure can be applied to other such datasets
as well. In fact, application of these computational techniques extends beyond the
realm of insurance. These techniques could, for example, find a potential home
in left-truncated datasets pertaining to biomedical applications (such as survival
data, time-to-relapse or development of a disease (see Cain et al. (2011))), but also
engineering-related survival modelling (such as modelling future lifetimes of pieces
of equipment, given that such a piece has already been used for some time). Of in-
terest may also be applications to operational risk modelling (for example, when
data are reported only above some threshold (see Chavez-Demoulin et al. (2006);
Shevchenko and Temnov (2009))), as well as modelling of insurance claims given
the existence of a deductible (see Burnecki, Nowicka-Zagrajek and Wyłomańska
(2005)).
4.7 Looking ahead
This chapter formed a foundation for the rest of the work in this thesis. We ro-
bustly fitted processes to the underlying drivers of catastrophe bond (and other
catastrophe-related ILSs) prices, and we now go on to use these fitted processes in
other related applications. In the next chapter, we shall treat the problem of compli-
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cated catastrophe bond valuation formulae (particularly those which do not exist
in closed-form). In fact, we illustrate an avenue on how we can approximate such
complicated valuation formulale, and furthermore explore some of its applications.
Chapter 5




Many catastrophe (CAT) bond pricing formulae rely on the cumulative distribution
function of the aggregate loss process (ALP) underlying it. For example, if the ALP
is a non-homogeneous compound Poisson process, having time-dependent inten-
sity λt , then its cumulative distribution function is a consequence of Lemma 5.1






n! . This cumulative distribution function
is impossible to evaluate in closed-form for many severity distributions.
Lemma 5.1. If {Lt , t ≥ 0} is a compound renewal process with frequency component
{Nt , t ≥ 0} and i.i.d. severity components X1,X2, ...,Xk (strictly-positive random variables)
for some k ∈ N, then its cumulative distribution function is specified by (for s ∈ R)




n=0P(Nt = n)Fn∗X (s) if s > 0
P(Nt = 0) if s = 0.
(5.1)
where Fn∗X (s) represents the n-fold convolution of FX with itself.
On the basis of the prevalence of ALPs – such as compound Poisson processes
– in many CAT bond pricing frameworks, it is important to mention the difficulty
in explicitly evaluating functionals of the ALP. However, it is possible to approx-
imate the cumulative distribution function of the compound Poisson process us-
ing either Fourier transforms, numerical simulation techniques or approximation
1 Much of this Chapter is published in Burnecki and Giuricich (2017).
2 We state Lemma 5.1 without proof.
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methods based on the moments and/or cumulants of the severity distribution as-
sumed to underlie the ALP. So far, the literature on CAT bonds appears to mainly
focus on numerical simulation techniques, such as Monte Carlo simulation. Monte
Carlo simulation and Quasi-Monte Carlo simulation have been applied to numeri-
cally evaluating the pricing formulae (Burnecki, Misiorek and Weron, 2005; Nowak
and Romaniuk, 2013). But Monte Carlo simulation methods have to be used with
caution, since one is attempting to simulate heavy-tailed data (see Section 4.3.5 of
Chapter 4), and therefore more advanced simulation techniques such as importance
sampling need to be used.
Now, approximation methods for evaluating cumulative distribution functions
of the compound Poisson processes have been used in the CAT bond literature
to date (see Ma and Ma (2013)). Such approximations of the compound Pois-
son random variable include the normal approximation (see, for example, Bow-
ers et al. (1997, Theorem 12.5.1)), the Edgeworth approximation (Pentikäinen, 1977;
Beard, 2013), the gamma approximation (Seal, 1977; Sundt, 1982) , the Inverse-
Gaussian approximation (Chaubey et al., 1998) and the Esscher approximation (Es-
scher, 1932). For a comprehensive treatment of the comparison of their errors, see
Seri and Choirat (2015). A problem noticed with the usage of these approxima-
tions is that their application is not always possible in cases when the underlying
severity distributions have only finite first moments.
Given the aforementioned, it seems that despite attempts to numerically eval-
uate the ALP-based pricing formulae for CAT bonds, no simple yet approximate
pricing formulae have been derived in the case of very heavy-tailed distributional
assumptions. So, we endeavour to fill this gap and apply approximative formulae
in the context of the IL CAT bond pricing model from Chapter 3.
In this chapter, we consider the class of α-stable distributions and their associ-
ated motions. To link the notion of α-stable Lévy motion to catastrophe modelling
and CAT bond pricing we present an approximation of the ALP (assumed to un-
derlie CAT bonds) to α-stable Lévy motion by invoking the concept of weak con-
vergence of the former process to the latter. Indeed, this approximation technique
arises from the discipline of ruin theory (see Furrer et al. (1997), Burnecki (2000)
and Michna (2005)) and considers loss severity distributions belonging to the do-
main of attraction3 of α-stable laws. We highlight that this approximation explicitly
accounts for (and indeed accommodates for) the heavy-tailed nature of the losses
(and, in consequence, the loss processes) giving rise to CAT bond price behaviour.
Having this goal in mind, Section 5.2 provides the necessary theoretical frame-
work to construct the weak approximations to α-stable Lévy motion. In Section 5.3,
3 See Furrer et al. (1997, Equation (3)).
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we present our results and derivations on the convergence of the ALPs to α-stable
Lévy motion. Section 5.4 applies the general results of Section 5.3 to compound
Poisson processes. Based on specific candidates for the loss severity distributions
for the ALP (taking the form of a compound Poisson process), we then present
closed-form approximations for index-linked CAT bond prices. Section 5.5 briefly
discusses the application of the techniques developed in Section 5.3 to the IL CAT
bond pricing model developed in Chapter 3, and Section 5.6 shows our approxi-
mations at work in this practical setting. We then go on to compare our approxi-
mations to standard Monte-Carlo simulation exercises for simulating the ALP, and
also to first-order single risk loss process approximations to tail probabilities of the
ALP. Moreover, in this section we provide some guidance on how to test if our
approximations are applicable to the situations considered. Section 5.7 provides a
conclusion to this chapter.
5.2 Theoretical framework: weak convergence of the
aggregate loss process to α-stable Lévy motion
We contextualise what we have in mind for the mathematical model for the ALP.
We firstly consider a renewal process, as specified in Equation (3.4) from Chapter
3, with E[Tk] = 1/γ (k ∈ N). In view of Equation (3.4), we simply assume that the
renewal process governs the frequency component in the ALP and that successive
losses {Xk,k ∈N} form a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 0 <E[Xk] = µ < ∞.
We, furthermore, allow for the case when the second and higher moments of the
Xk’s (and in particular, the variance) can be infinite. Therefore, and as is done in






which is, in essence, a compound renewal process. The remainder of this section
will be devoted to discussing the definitions of α-stable distributions and pro-
cesses, some assumptions necessary for this chapter and the idea of weak conver-
gence.
5.2.1 α-stable distributions and α-stable Lévy motion
Much research has extensively studied the applicability of Gaussian distributions
and processes in stochastic modelling. However, analyses of insurance as well as fi-
nancial data often points to the existence of heavy tails (see, for example, Embrechts
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et al. (2013) and the recent work by Calderı́n-Ojeda et al. (2017)), calling the use of
Gaussian distributions into question. The more general class of stable distributions
can account for such a heavy-tailed feature in the data.
The theory regarding univariate stable distributions was developed in the early
1900s, and is covered in detail in the books of Janicki and Weron (1994), Samorod-
nitsky and Taqqu (1994) and the forthcoming book of Nolan (2015). Despite there
being a number of ways to define it4 we define a stable random variable in terms
of its characteristic function to emphasise its parameters.
Definition 5.2. (Stable random variable - see also Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994)
and Janicki and Weron (1994)). A random variable X is said to have a stable distri-
bution, written Sα(σS,βS,νS), if there are parameters 0 < α ≤ 2 (the index of stabil-
ity), −1 < βS ≤ 1 (the skewness parameter), σS > 0 (the scale parameter) and νS ∈ R



























1 if θ > 0
0 if θ = 0
−1 if θ < 0.
The parameters σS,βS and νS are unique, and βS is irrelevant when α = 2.
The notation X ∼ Sα(σS,βS,νS) means that the random variable X has a stable
distribution with four parameters α,σS,βS and νS. Furthermore, bear in mind that
densities for stable random variables expressed in terms of elementary functions
only exist in the cases when α = 2 (the normal distribution), α = 1 (the Cauchy dis-
tribution) and α = 12 (the Lévy distribution). Moreover, note that the rate of decay
in the stable distribution depends mostly on the parameter α . We now define what
is meant by an α-stable Lévy motion.
Definition 5.3. (α-stable Lévy motion - see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) and
Janicki and Weron (1994)). A stochastic process {Zα(t) : t ≥ 0} is called an α-stable
Lévy motion if
(i) Zα(0) = 0 a.s.;
4 See Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994, Section 1.1).
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(ii) Zα has independent increments;
(iii) Zα(t)−Zα(s)∼ Sα((t− s)1/α ,βS,0) for any 0≤ s < t < ∞, for some 0 < α ≤ 2 and
for |βS| ≤ 1.
Observe that the process Zα(t) introduced in Definition 5.3 has stationary incre-
ments, and it is Brownian motion when α = 2. We now present some useful prop-
erties (see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) and Janicki and Weron (1994)) which
will be relevant to our expositions in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.6.
• Property 1: existence of moments. If X ∼ Sα(σS,βS,νS), α ∈ (0,2) and p ∈ (0,α)
then E[|X |p]< ∞, and if p ∈ [α,2) then E[|X |p] = ∞.
• Property 2: tail probability estimation. If X ∼ Sα(σS,βS,νS) and α ∈ (0,2), then limx→∞x












Γ(2−α)cos(πα/2) if α 6= 1
2
π
if α = 1.
• Property 3: self-similarity. α-stable Lévy motions are 1/α-self-similar. That is,
for all c > 0 {Xα(ct), t ≥ 0} and {c1/αXα(t), t ≥ 0} have the same finite- dimen-
sional distributions.
We point out that Property 2 will feature prominently in our work - we will
apply it in approximating tail probabilities for α-stable random variables. We do,
however, highlight that there are other means to approximate such random vari-
ables and processes - see Kohatsu-Higa and Tankov (2010), for example.
Before we present the idea of weak convergence, we introduce an important as-
sumption underlying our work. We assume that our sequence of i.i.d. loss random









=⇒ Xα , (5.3)
where D=⇒ denotes convergence in distribution, ϕ(n) = n1/αL(n) (where L is slowly
varying at infinity, that is for all t > 0 limx→∞
L(tx)
L(x) = 1 (Embrechts et al., 2013, Sec-
tion 1.3.1)), and Xα is an α-stable random variable with 1 < α < 2. Based on this
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assumption, we say that our Xk’s are in the domain of attraction of an α-stable ran-
dom variable Xα , the former random variable only having a finite first moment.
5.2.2 Weak convergence of the aggregate loss process
Let D := D[0,∞) denote the space of all real-valued càdlàg functions on [0,∞) en-
dowed with the Skorokhod topology5. Then (D,J1) is a separable and complete
metric space6, where J1 is the Skorokhod metric as defined in Skorokhod (1957).
Definition 5.4. (Weak convergence - see Billingsley (1995)) A sequence {X (n) : n∈N}
of stochastic processes is said to converge weakly in (D,J1) to a stochastic process







= E[ f (X)]. (5.4)
When a sequence of stochastic processes satisfies Equation (5.4), we will write
X (n) J1=⇒ X .
We now turn to showing that the ALPs we consider in this chapter do converge
to a stable Lévy motion, and moreover apply the results of Furrer et al. (1997) and
Michna (2005) to ALPs. For our sequence of i.i.d. losses {Xk}∞k=1 satisfying Equation
(5.3) and {N(nt)}∞n=1 a sequence of renewal processes, if
N(nt)−λnt
ϕ(n)
→ 0, as n→ ∞ (5.5)







J1=⇒ λ 1/αZα(t) as n→ ∞, (5.6)
where {Zα(t), t > 0} is an α-stable Lévy motion (Furrer et al., 1997). Observe that if







J1=⇒ dλ 1/αZα(t) as n→ ∞. (5.7)
Note that in light of the definition of the renewal process given by Equation
(3.4), we can set λ = γ in Equations (5.5) to (5.7) since Nt is a renewal process.
5 See Lindvall (1973).
6 See Lindvall (1973) for further details.
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Now, the relationship specified in Equation (5.7) is crucial to our application of
the weak convergence to an α-stable Lévy motion. However, Equation (5.7) pro-
vides no guidance on how to explicitly find the constant d and the explicit value
of α . We now present a less general version of Nolan (2015)’s generalised cen-
tral limit theorem, which shall assist in finding d. Suppose that {X1,X2,X3, ...} is
an i.i.d. sequence of random variables each having common distribution func-
tion, F , firstly with E[Xk] = µ , secondly exhibiting tail probabilities that satisfy
limx→∞ xα(1−F(x)) = c+ ≥ 0 and limx→∞ xαF(−x) = c− ≥ 0 for 1 < α < 2 and thirdly













))1/α , bn = nµ and βS = c+− c−c++ c− .
Notice that the sequence {an}∞n=1 is crucial in finding d. That is, d = an/n
1/α which
depends on the distributional form of the Xk’s. Moreover, it is clear that given
a severity distribution (underlying the ALP), α will be equal to a function of its
parameters.
We now present some comments on the applicability of Equation (5.7). In select-
ing ALPs to model the underlying catastrophe risk inherent in CAT bonds, heavy-
tailed severity distributions are often selected. So, in the forthcoming sections of
this chapter, we shall restrict ourselves to the application of the generalised cen-
tral limit theorem to heavy-tailed distributions assumed to belong to the domain of
attraction of an α-stable distribution with 1 < α < 2. Thus, the mean of these dis-
tributions is finite, however the higher-order moments need not be finite. We also
point out that while classical Normal distribution (see Bowers et al. (1997, Theo-
rem 12.5.1)) and also standard Brownian motion approximations to ALPs, (see, for
example, Embrechts et al. (2013)) require the assumption of light-tailed underlying
severity distributions, this assumption can be relaxed in the more general context
of α-stable Lévy motion approximations.
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5.3 Weak approximation to tail probabilities of compound
renewal processes
Index-linked CAT bond pricing most often requires the evaluation of exceedance
(or tail) probabilities such as P(LT > D), where D is some positive constant and LT
is a kind of compound renewal process. An example of this is in the case of an
index-linked CAT bond, considered in Section 3.4, that has some associated thresh-
old level (i.e. D). Within the realm of their index-linked CAT bond pricing frame-
work, Ma and Ma (2013) considered a mixed approximation to this tail probability.
However their approximation, which relies on higher-order moments and cumu-
lants of the loss process, was not always valid since many of their fitted severity
distributions did not possess finite second-order (and higher) moments and cumu-
lants. We now consider how to overcome this problem, and therefore approximate
index-linked CAT bond prices (under heavy-tailed distributional assumptions) by
invoking the convergence of the underlying compound renewal process to α-stable
Lévy motion.
We emphasise that we consider the case when the severity distribution lies in
the domain of attraction of an α-stable distribution with 1 < α < 2, which implies
that only the first moment is finite. Therefore, we present a theorem which allows
us to weakly approximate the probability P(LT > D). The idea is to consider the
compound renewal process over the time period [0,T ], and replace it by a suitable
α-stable Lévy motion, and within this sphere apply known results on tail proba-
bility estimation to find a closed-form expression for the required probability. Our
result is born from Furrer et al. (1997)’s Proposition 3 as well as from further work
in Michna (2005), but with the premium rate in both their considered risk processes
being set to zero. In consequence of the weak convergence, we only obtain one pro-
cess in the limit (see Equations (5.5) and (5.6)).
Theorem 5.5. Let {Nt : t ≥ 0} be a renewal process as specified in Equation 3.4, suppose
that 1 < α < 2 for each of the Xk’s and let the constant D be represented as D = γT µ +Mγ
1
α ,














T (d/M)α , M→ ∞, (5.8)
where Cα = (1−α)/{Γ(2−α)cos(πα/2)}, βS is the skewness parameter of the limiting
α-stable distribution and where d is a constant that depends upon the distributional form
of the Xk’s.
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Proof. For T a positive constant, define the sequence of random variables (Q(γ)(T ),γ ∈






























where Ñt is a renewal process with unit intensity and µ = E[Xk]. By Equation (5.5),
the second term converges to 0 in probability and by Equation (5.6), the first term
converges weakly to dZα(T ), both as γ → ∞. The remaining terms converge to −M.
As a consequence, Q(γ)(T ) converges weakly to dZα(T )−M. Since the random vari-







= P(dZα(T )−M > 0) .
By the self-similarity property of Zα(t) (Property 3), it can be shown that







Finally, the statement follows by invoking the tail probability estimation of an α-
stable random variable (Property 2).
5.4 Application to compound Poisson processes and
selected severity distributions
Notice that in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we assumed that the ALP took the form of a
compound renewal process. The ALPs that index-linked CAT bond pricing formu-
lae commonly reference are compound Poisson processes (which are special cases
of compound renewal processes), and in this section (and for the remaining parts of
the chapter) we suppose that Lt is indeed a compound Poisson process. Moreover,
in the context of index-linked CAT bond pricing note that underlying compound
Poisson processes often assume a (heavy-tailed) parametric form for the underly-
ing severity distribution component.
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5.4.1 Selected parametric severity distributions
Three types of severity distributions are considered, and are all assumed to be-
long to the domain of attraction of an α-stable random variable (on the basis of
their parameters). Their parameterisations are shown in Table 5.1 for convenience.
Notice that the modified generalised extreme value distribution considered here is
the classical generalised extreme value distribution with location parameter µ set
equal to σ/k (see Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 4). This action is taken so that this distri-
bution is defined on the positive real numbers, a support that is consistent with the
modelling of insurance losses.
Tab. 5.1: Parametric severity distributions considered, defined on the strictly posi-
tive real numbers.
Distribution Parameterisation Constraints
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5.4.2 Compound Poisson processes
We now apply Theorem 5.5 to both time-homogeneous and time-inhomogeneous
Poisson processes, each which can underlie the considered ALP, Lt . The follow-
ing two corollaries specify the results for calculating the required tail probabilities,
P(LT > D).
Corollary 5.6. (to Theorem 5.5). Let {NHPt : t ≥ 0} be a time-homogeneous Poisson pro-
cess with constant intensity λ , suppose that 1 < α < 2 for each of the Xk’s and let D be
represented as D = λT µ +Mλ
1














T (d/M)α , M→ ∞. (5.9)
Proof. By setting γ = λ , the statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem
5.5.
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Corollary 5.7. (to Corollary 5.6). Let {NINHP(t) : t ≥ 0} be a time-inhomogeneous Poisson
process with a time-dependent intensity λ (t) > 0, suppose that 1 < α < 2 for each of the
Xk’s and let D be represented as D = µT Λ+MΛ
1
α , where M ∈ R+ and Λ = 1T
∫ T
0 λ (s)ds.














T (d/M)α , M→ ∞. (5.10)
Proof. Let us define a time-homogeneous Poisson process {NHPt : t ≥ 0} with con-
stant intensity Λ = 1T
∫ T
0 λ (s)ds. This process at time T has the same distribution as
the process NINHP. Hence, by Corollary 5.6 we obtain the thesis.
Notice that Corollaries 5.6 and 5.7 are applicable when the Xk follow a Burr,
generalised Pareto (GP) or modified generalised extreme value (MGEV) distribu-
tion each belonging to the domain of attraction of an α-stable random variable –
that is, each of the distributions satisfy Equation (5.3). Indeed, it was noted from
Section 4.3.4 in Chapter 4 that the Burr and MGEV distributions, as well as the GP
distribution to a lesser extent, fitted7 the severity data. In order to apply the corol-
laries to the Burr, GP and MGEV distributions, it is necessary to find the associated
index of stability α as well as the associated skewness parameter βS for each dis-
tribution, and then find d. Under the assumption that 1 < α < 2, this was all done
by applying the generalised central limit theorem from Section 5.2.2, and Table 5.2
provides the relevant values found. Notice that d is the same in the case of both the
GP and MGEV distributions.
Tab. 5.2: Values of α , βS and d for the selected severity distributions.
Distribution α βS d



















7 The lognormal distribution also fitted the data to a lesser extent, but in addition to a finite mean
possessed a finite variance as well. When using the lognormal distribution as a candidate for the sev-
ertity distribution for the ALP, approximating tail probabilities of the ALP becomes a trivial exercise
since arguments based on the classical central limit theorem can be used (see, for example, the ap-
proximation given in Bowers et al. (1997, Theorem 12.5.1). We do not consider such approximations
in this Chapter.
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5.5 Application to index-linked catastrophe bond pricing
In this section, we briefly speak about the application of the previous sections to
the index-linked CAT bond pricing model outlined in Chapter 3. We point out that
the approximation formulae derived in Section 5.3 – namely Equations (5.9) and
(5.10) – are directly applicable in the context of this CAT bond pricing model (see
Equations (3.15) and (3.17) in Chapter 3).
Before proceeding, take note of the less general model setting we are now oper-
ating in. We assume that the ALP, Lt , is a compound time-inhomogeneous Poisson
process with frequency component {Nt , t > 0} having intensity function λt > 0 and
the severity distribution component assumed to be as in Section 5.4. However, we
do point out that the usage of our approximation formulae (namely Equation (5.8))
are not limited to the case where Lt is a compound Poisson process. They can also
be used in the more general case where Lt is a compound renewal process, and the
index-linked CAT bond pricing framework, from Chapter 3, we use can accommo-
date for this generalisation.
5.6 Numerical illustration and comparison exercise
5.6.1 Preliminary remarks
In order to better understand the behaviour of our weak approximation in the con-
text of our index-linked CAT bond pricing model from Chapter 3, we give a nu-
merical illustration. Moreover, we assess the behaviour of our approximation on
the basis of heavy-tailed distributions commonly used in the literature on index-
linked CAT bond pricing.
We point out that the weak approximations for the compound Poisson process
found in Corollaries 5.6 and 5.7, can be inserted into the CAT bond pricing for-
mulae specified by Equations (3.15) and (3.17), assuming that the constants D and
DCP are indeed the threshold levels of the index-linked CAT bonds. We do so, and
numerically compare our CAT bond prices obtained via these simple approxima-
tions to firstly Monte-Carlo (MC) estimated prices (see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.2 for
an outline of the simulation procedure) and secondly to a simple first-order single
risk loss process (FSRLP) approximations. The idea behind the FSRLP is that if we
assume the i.i.d. severities, Xi’s, are sub-exponential8 and that the number of losses
NT is Poisson distributed over the time interval of interest (with intensity λt), then
8 See Embrechts et al. (2013, Definition 1.3.3): a distribution function F , with support (0,∞) is sub-
exponential if for all n ≥ 2, limx→∞ 1−F
n∗(x)
1−F(x) = n, where F
n∗ denotes the n−fold convolution of F with
itself.
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(see Daley et al. (2007); Stam (1973) and Peters and Shevchenko (2015)),
P(LT > D)≈ E [NT ]P(X1 > D) .
We re-highlight that the aim of our work in this section is two-fold. Firstly, it is to
compare the performance of our weak approximation against Monte Carlo simu-
lation (which, in the limit, will give the exact price under the pricing model used).
Secondly, it is also a first foray into the comparison of the performance of our weak
approximation to that of the FSRLP approximation, each relative to Monte Carlo
simulation. We do not, however, wish to conclude, in general, on the relative supe-
riority or inferiority of our weak approximation to the FSRLP approximation.
For the purposes of this illustration, we consider the ALP fitted in Section 4.3
of Chapter 4, i.e. a compound time-inhomogeneous Poisson process with a time-
dependent intensity. That is, the fitted intensity function is








We use Equation (5.11) in conjunction with each of the considered severity distri-
butions from Table 5.1. For the severity distributions considered in Table 5.1, we
adopt the parameters fitted by the conditional complete-data (CCD) approach in
Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. We stress that these parameters are based on Property
Claims Services (PCS) insured loss data – data that are indeed left-truncated – so
we select the CCD-fitted parameters in order to account for the left-truncation fea-
ture. These (CCD-approach estimated) parameters were shown in in Table 4.3 in
Chapter 4.
For the CCD-approach fitted GP, Burr and MGEV distributions, we point out
that their associated α’s are all, a fortiori, within the range (1,2), and in consequence
all these distributions belong to the domain of attraction of an α-stable distribution
with 1 < α < 2. Therefore, all distributions have only finite first moments. How-
ever, notice that for the MGEV distribution the power law exponent is very close to
1 that it will produce numerical errors in simulation9. Because of this, we omit the
MGEV distribution from further analysis.
5.6.2 Is λ (or γ) large enough for Theorem 5.5 to apply?
In any attempt to apply Theorem 5.5 to the PCS data, an immediate question arises.
Is the fitted intensity λ , be it constant or (as in Equation (5.11)) time- dependent,
9 This was indeed checked and such numerical errors did arise. For a further discussion on the
prevalence of these numerical errors, see Burnecki, Misiorek and Weron (2005).
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satisfactorily large enough? Note that for the PCS data set we study, the constant
intensity is approximately 27.91 events per year, while the time-dependent fitted
intensity function begins at 24.93. We checked this issue by analysing if for the
fitted λ , P(Q(γ)(T ) > 0) is sufficiently close to P(dZα(T )−M > 0) for each of the
Burr and GP severity distributions for fixed threshold levels. To estimate the latter
probability, we used the algorithm of Nolan (1997), while we estimated the former
probability via 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
We begin our analysis in this section by bearing in mind the assumption that
the PCS data follows a compound Poisson process. Furthermore, we suppose that
the term of the CAT bond, T , is fixed at 2.5 years. If, for the fitted λ , P(Q(γ)(T ) >
0) is sufficiently close to P(dZα(T )−M > 0) for each of the Burr and GP severity
distributions for fixed threshold levels D, then we could argue that Theorem 5.5 is
applicable. Consider Figure 5.1 below, which plots these probabilities for each of
the severity distributions. Note, again, that P(Q(γ)(T )> 0) is estimated via 100,000
Monte Carlo simulations, while P(dZα(T )−M > 0) is calculated, to a tolerance of
1×10−8, using the algorithm of Nolan (1997).
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Fig. 5.1: Convergence of P(Q(γ)(2.5) > 0) to P(dZα(2.5)−M > 0) for a range of
values of λ under different assumptions for the ALP and D. For D =
$7.8×1010, (a) illustrates the case when the severity distribution is GP and
(b) when it is Burr. For D = $1.45× 1011, (c) illustrates the case when the
severity distribution is GP and (d) when it is Burr.
For our data (and as is evinced in Figure 5.1), as λ tended to infinity, P(Q(γ)(2.5)>
0) converged to P(dZα(2.5)−M > 0) as expected. At λ = 24.93, the two proba-
bilities appeared to be sufficiently close to one another for both severity distribu-
tions: P(dZα(2.5)−M > 0) lay within a three standard deviation error bound of
P(Q(γ)(2.5) > 0) for each distribution. But also, the approximation appeared to be
fairly accurate for all values of λ in excess of 30, and also for low values of λ less
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than 10.
On balance, and under the assumption that the PCS dataset follows a com-
pound Poisson process, it would appear that the use of Theorem 5.5 is suitable.
However, we do caution that its usage does not lead to an exact result, but rather
a suitable approximation. We end by emphasising that if Theorem 5.5 is applied to
other data sets, it is important to check that γ is large enough in order to apply it.
5.6.3 Numerical simulation results and comparisons
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show some numerical values, for illustrative purposes, for the
case of pricing index-linked ZC and CP CAT bonds (at time 0). The CAT bond
threshold level is assumed to be in line with that used by Ma and Ma (2013) (that
is D,DCP ∈ [3,740;44,880] million), and we set T ∈ (0,2] years, ρ = 0.5 and r = 0.06
in Equations (3.15) and (3.17). After approximating prices via our weak approxi-
mation and the FSRLP approximation, and estimating prices by Monte Carlo sim-
ulation, we calculate relative errors. The relative errors of the weak approxima-
tion prices for each of the ZC and CP IL CAT bonds (V ZC, CP (WEAK)0 ) to Monte
Carlo simulation prices (i.e. εWEAK) and secondly of the FSRLP approximated








V ZC, CP (FSRLP)0 −V MC0
)
/V MC0 respectively. Note
that we used N = 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
Before we present the results, note that the pricing surfaces (based on our weak
approximations), and relative error comparisons (to Monte Carlo simulation), are
shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. More precise relative error comparisons, for T = 1
year, for each severity distribution (Burr and GP) are illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Fig. 5.2: Pricing surfaces, obtained by using the stable weak approximations, for
index-linked ZC CAT bonds under the assumption of (a) GP distributed
losses (and the relative error to Monte Carlo estimation in Panel (b)); and
(c) Burr distributed losses (and the relative error to Monte Carlo estimation
in Panel (d)). Note the omission of points where the weak approximations
were non-applicable – hence affording the figures their jagged look.
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Fig. 5.3: Pricing surfaces, obtained by using the stable weak approximations, for
index-linked CP CAT bonds under the assumption of (a) GP distributed
losses (and the relative error to Monte Carlo estimation in Panel (b)); and
(c) Burr distributed losses (and the relative error to Monte Carlo estimation
in Panel (d)). Note the omission of points where the weak approximations
were non-applicable – hence affording the figures their jagged look.
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Fig. 5.4: Absolute relative error comparisons for each severity distribution, for (a)
GP distributed losses in the ZC CAT bond case (and the CP case in (b));
and (c) Burr distributed losses in the index-linked ZC CAT bond case (and
the index-linked CP CAT bond case in (d)), for T = 1 year. Note the differ-
ent threshold levels, for each severity distribution, from which the weak
approximation became applicable.
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Tab. 5.3: Comparison of index-linked ZC CAT bond prices, under the weak ap-
proximation, Monte Carlo estimation and the FSRLP approximation, for
different threshold levels D and different underlying loss severity distri-
butions. σ̂MC is the standard error of the Monte Carlo estimate.




7.8×1010 GP 0.8697±1.82 ·10−3 0.3 1.0
1.45×1011 GP 0.8829±8.93 ·10−4 0.06 0.3
8.61×1012 GP 0.8828±2.21 ·10−4 ≈ 0 0.01
7.8×1010 Burr 0.8345±3.04 ·10−3 2.8 4.1
1.45×1011 Burr 0.8722±1.69 ·10−3 0.4 0.8
8.61×1012 Burr 0.8722±4.57 ·10−3 ≈ 0 ≈ 0
Tab. 5.4: Comparison of index-linked CP CAT bond prices, under the weak ap-
proximation, Monte Carlo estimation and the FSRLP approximation, for
different threshold levels DCP and different underlying loss severity dis-
tributions. σ̂MC is the standard error of the Monte Carlo estimate.
DCP Severity MC price ±3 σ̂MC√N |ε
WEAK| |εFSRLP|
distribution (%) (%)
7.8×1010 GP 1.2467±1.61 ·10−3 0.1 0.1
1.45×1011 GP 1.2571±8.29 ·10−4 ≈ 0 ≈ 0
8.61×1012 GP 1.2570±9.77 ·10−4 ≈ 0 ≈ 0
7.8×1010 Burr 1.2035±3.74 ·10−3 0.3 0.5
1.45×1011 Burr 1.2432±2.17 ·10−3 0.21 0.25
8.61×1012 Burr 1.2431±6.84 ·10−3 ≈ 0 ≈ 0
The behaviour of our approximation appears to vary according to the underly-
ing severity distributional assumption. It appears, that within the context of our
numerical calculations, the closer to unity the power law exponent of the severity
distribution, the less well-behaved the approximation (compared to Monte Carlo
estimation and the FSRLP approximation) for low threshold levels and times to
maturity. This was indeed the case with the MGEV distribution, hence the reason
for its omission
We now consider the cases of the fitted GP and Burr distributions, which both
have associated α’s further away from unity (1.099 and 1.370 respectively). Look-
ing at Tables 5.3 and 5.4 as well as Figures 5.2 and 5.3, it seems clear that for high
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threshold levels and long terms to maturity, the weakly approximated and the
Monte Carlo-estimated CAT bond prices are similar. This phenomenon is partic-
ularly evinced as the threshold levels D and DCP tend to infinity. We also note
that the weakly approximated prices, in both the context of the IL ZC and the CP
CAT bonds, are similar to not only the Monte Carlo-estimated prices but also the
prices based on the FSRLP approximation, an approximation that is known to work
quite well in the context of compound Poisson process tail probability estimation
(see Peters and Shevchenko (2015, Chapter 7).). In fact, the weakly approximated
prices are, mostly, closer to the Monte Carlo estimated prices on the basis of abso-
lute relative error (as the threshold level approaches infinity) than the FSRLP ap-
proximated prices (particularly in the case of the ZC CAT bonds). This may be so
because our approximation is indeed useful in the case of heavy-tailed data. How-
ever, the panels in Figure 5.4 demonstrate that this behaviour is not always the case
for lower threshold levels (for all severity distributions): for index-linked ZC CAT
bonds the weak approximation is better in relative error, while for index-linked CP
CAT bonds the FSRLP is better in relative error. Given that the approximation is
used more often in the index-linked CP CAT bond pricing formula (see Equation
(3.17)) and also at different durations in time, we put forward that the weak ap-
proximation fares more poorly at shorter time durations than longer durations, for
lower threshold levels. This appears plausible from the point-of-view that thresh-
old exceedance (i.e. tail) probabilities are vanishingly small for shorter and shorter
durations. However, the FSRLP performed better at shorter durations for lower
threshold levels (i.e. lower than 7.8× 1010) - further numerical analysis into this
indeed did reveal that this was the case.
We now remark on the following two challenges as regards our weak approx-
imation usage in CAT bond pricing. Firstly, we noticed in our numerical analysis
that the resultant approximations of Theorem 5.5 led to the calculation of probabil-
ities in excess of one. We omit these price calculations from the pricing surfaces in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3, hence their jagged look. Since we are invoking a weak approx-
imation to probabilities (see Theorem 5.5 as well as Corollaries 5.6 and 5.7) that are
not restricted to the interval [0,1], we can expect there to be probabilities in excess
of one, so this limits the usage of the weak approximation especially for index-
linked CAT bonds with low threshold levels and/or short terms to maturity. The
second drawback concerns the following: the approximation does not lead to real
numerical values for small threshold levels, D – in fact, for small threshold levels
the approximation is not valid since we cannot find a positive value for M (since in
Theorem 5.5, M depends on D, for fixed D). But this is as expected – for both distri-
butional assumptions – since the approximation result in Equation (5.8) is for when
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M→∞ and indeed such small threshold levels are not evident in index-linked CAT
bond pricing practice.
5.7 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we examined index-linked ZC and CP CAT bonds under the pric-
ing framework outlined in Chapter 3. As the pricing formulae obtained under this
framework were not in closed-form, we invoked a weak approximation of the ALP
– assumed to be a compound renewal process – to α-stable Lévy motion. There-
after, we presented Theorem 5.5 which allowed one to weakly approximate tail
probabilities pertaining to this type of ALP, and then specialised the approximation
to the case of a time-inhomogeneous compound Poisson process. The contributing
feature of our approximation is that it can be used in the case of heavy-tailed distri-
butions (Theorem 5.5 - in particular for when only the first moment is finite), and
as a useful check for existing approximations such as the FSRLP approximation.
Since such tail probabilities are essential in computing CAT bond prices, we em-
phasise the applicability of our weak approximation in obtaining a way to indeed
approximate such prices.
Additionally, we highlight that our weak approximation has other beneficial
applications in the insurance sector. Our fast, simple and relatively accurate (com-
pared to Monte Carlo simulation and FSRLP approximations) weak approximation
may be applied in the context of other CAT bond pricing models such as in com-
puting attachment probabilities for use in the LFC model of Lane (2003), especially
when the losses follow heavy-tailed distributional assumptions. Moreover, our ap-
proximation can be applied in approximating loss-exceedance (i.e. tail) probabil-
ities for reinsurance portfolios, and also in estimating premiums for catastrophe
excess-of-loss reinsurance contracts.
We end this section by briefly re-mentioning some of the limitations and gen-
eral advantages of our weak approximation to the ALP, noticed in the context of
Burr and GP-distributed severity components. In this research, we pointed out
three limitations. Firstly, we demonstrated that the application of our approxima-
tion needs to be assesses on a case-by-case basis. It remains to be checked (by
the user of our approximation) that the fitted intensity (or its integration) is large
enough for our approximation to be applied. Secondly, our weak approximation
did not perform well relative to Monte Carlo estimation and the FSRLP approxima-
tions for shorter time horizons, and also for the lognormally-distributed severity
assumption. Thirdly, in certain extreme cases our weak approximation did lead to
probabilities in excess of one; therefore this needs to be checked for. However, we
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posit that our weak approximation does still have merit. Our weak approximation
was found to be simple and computationally inexpensive to implement. Moreover,
our weak approximation performed in line with the more traditional approaches
of Monte Carlo estimation and the FSRLP approximation in most situations, but
for longer time horizons our approximation fared better, in the context of all our
numerical illustrations. But most importantly, we emphasise our weak approxi-
mation’s applicability in situations where data follows a heavy-tailed law – this is,
ultimately, because our weak approximations only require the finiteness of the first
moment of the loss severity distribution.
5.8 Looking ahead
We have now studied, to a detailed extent, the problem of pricing theoretically-
structured catastrophe bonds, and also numerically simulating their values. But
lingering questions which remain pertain to the potential improvements on the
structure of the catastrophe bond. What if the recovery amount was not returned
in the form of cash to the investor in the catastrophe bond, but rather in the form of
equity of the issuer? Would this adjustment to the structure of catastrophe bonds
appeal to a wider pool of investors, and be able to sell off extremely rare tail risk at a
suitable price and return? We consider an answer to this question in the next chap-
ter, and in consequence present the first formalisation of and pricing-framework
for the so-called contingent convertible catastrophe bond.
Chapter 6
Contingent convertible
catastrophe bonds - a case for
equity conversion
6.1 Background
Given the pervasiveness of urbanisation in natural catastrophe-prone areas and
also the untoward impacts of global warming, insurers, reinsurers and govern-
ments have been suffering from substantial natural catastrophe-related losses. In-
surers typically deal with this ever-increasing risk by either re-insuring this risk in
the reinsurance market or securitising it in the capital markets. Since the capital
markets have access to larger, more diversified and more liquid pools of capital as
opposed to the equity of reinsurers, such capital markets possess a notable advan-
tage over reinsurance markets when it comes to the financing of catastrophe risk
(Durbin, 2001). Therefore, the search for ways of accessing the alternative, rich and
robust sources of capital – from the capital markets – for the financing of contagion-
risk and catastrophe-risk exposed entities has ignited a wave of innovative financial
products. In this context, ILSs have been at the fore, with the most prominent type
of such products being the CAT bond which, as discussed fully in Chapter 3, is a
fully-collateralised debt security which pays off on the occurrence of a pre-defined
catastrophic event (Cummins, 2008a). Other examples have been catastrophe op-
tions, catastrophe futures and CAT-E puts. However, the market places for each of
these instruments are now extinct, given low trading volumes (Braun, 2011; Wang,
2016).
On the basis of, firstly, the demise of such instruments’ marketplaces, secondly,
the recent expansion in academic literature on these instruments, thirdly, the in-
crease in globally-occurring natural catastrophe risk and fourthly, the growth of
the ILS catastrophe-bond market (SwissRe, 2009), it seems plausible to suggest the
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following. There may be a need for novel and alternative sources of funding for
catastrophe-prone entities, varying away from the more traditional CAT bonds.
Recently in the banking industry, “contingent capital” instruments, such as con-
tingent convertible (Coco) bonds, have gained the support of various academics,
practitioners, economists, regulators and banks as a potential avenue to reduce the
need for bailouts of institutions that are classified as “too-big-to-fail” (Rüdlinger,
2015; Flannery, 2016). Contingent capital instruments are a type of debt instru-
ment with a loss-absorbing mechanism: that is, they are automatically converted
into common equity or written down when a pre-specified trigger event occurs
(Flannery, 2016). It is in the very specification of these contingent capital instru-
ments where we see their application to insurance and reinsurance. According to
our interviews with industry practitioners and a number of press releases online,
many global insurers and also reinsurers such as the Munich Reinsurance Com-
pany, SwissReinsurance Company, Hannover Reinsurance Company and the Rein-
surance Group of America, are often referred to as being “too-big-to-fail”. Given
the success of contingent capital instruments, such as Coco bonds, we now specify
a special type of Coco bond for insurers and reinsurers (both of which, in this re-
search, will collectively be referred to as “issuers”). We believe that the issuance of
such a special Coco bond, which we shall call a CocoCat, will help stabilise their
issuers’ balance sheets in times of distress; particularly in times of extreme natu-
ral catastrophes potentially spurring on large non-independent insurance-related
losses.
In view of the above, this Chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 provides a
brief discussion of what we believe is the first CocoCat to be issued, and thereafter
goes on to formalise the mechanics, structure and features of such a CocoCat, being
cognisant of the literature on traditional Coco bonds. Thereafter, we attempt to
give a valuation framework for a specific type of CocoCat - namely one linked to
an insurance loss index such as the Property Claims Services (PCS) index. We call
this type of CocoCat an Index-linked (IL) CocoCat.
Section 6.3 describes the necessary joint asset, loss and interest-rate processes
under the real-world (or physical) probability measure, needed to price the IL Co-
coCat in the context of our model. Also, an important assumption is introduced:
we assume that natural catastrophe risk and financial markets risk are independent
- and such an assumption allows for convenient pricing formulae.
Section 6.4 uses the dynamics of the various processes driving the price of the
IL CocoCat under the real-world measure to price it under a risk-neutral measure,
by employing a specific exponential measure change. Thereafter, analytical IL Co-
coCat pricing formulae are derived. In order to simplify pricing formulae and
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to avoid numerical simulation of the financial markets variables (namely interest-
rates and share prices), we employ an exponential change of measure for the loss
process and also a Girsanov-like measure change to remove the assumed correla-
tion between interest-rates and share prices.
Section 6.5 uses the pricing formulae derived in Section 6.4 in order to empir-
ically study the behaviour of the IL CocoCat prices with changes in the model’s
various parameters. Such an analysis is useful from a contract design perspective
for the issuer, for the inclusion of pitch books of ILS structurers, but is also impor-
tant to the investor in the IL CocoCat (and other types of CocoCats as well). Finally,
in Section 6.6, we state our conclusions and recommendations for further research
into this new and interesting topic.
6.2 CocoCats - a case for equity convertibles
6.2.1 Background and instrument design
In October 2013, a new reinsurance-hybrid security was placed in the capital mar-
kets. The Swiss Reinsurance Company (SwissRe) pioneered the creation of a CHF
175 million contingent convertible bond, primarily to sell off hurricane tail risk to a
wider pool of investors. The hybrid security has a term of 32 years, pays an annual
coupon of 7.5% and redeems at par, unless triggered. Such returns are reason-
able in the ILS markets, wherein for example EU and USA-based markets investors
typically demand returns of 5 to 7%. The trigger event is unusual in the classical
context of Coco (and CAT) bonds, in that it is a dual trigger: the bond triggers if
either a 1-in-200 year Atlantic hurricane1 occurs during the term (which is unusual
in traditional capital-raising exercises), or SwissRe’s solvency ratio (as determined
by the Swiss Solvency Test, and reported to the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory
Authority at the statutory reporting date) falls below 135%. Should either trigger
event occur, investors lose their entire principal (see SwissRe (2013)).
Such novel hybrid securities are, indeed, appealing to both issuers and investors.
In a low interest-rate environment and a rising equity market, high-yielding coupon-
rates on such novel debt issuances cannot be overlooked by capital markets in-
vestors. Moreover, such issuances are attractive to these investors from the per-
spective of diversification, in that firstly catastrophe risks are remote from financial
market risks; and secondly such novel securities differ from the more traditional
insurance-linked securities. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that the diver-
1 According to press releases by Reuters, Bloomberg and SwissRe, the probability of the occurrence
of such an event is low compared to catastrophic events upon which catastrophe bonds are more
commonly based (such as 1-in-30 or 1-in-50 year events).
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sification benefits in the case of SwissRe’s issue are not as pronounced as in the case
of a traditional catastrophe (CAT) bond. This is due to the existence of the dual trig-
ger, part of which is based on financial market events. But ultimately, such novel
securities – if structured differently to that of SwissRe’s – can potentially offer rare
opportunities to recoup the full amount of principal invested over time should eq-
uity prices rise, ex post the catastrophe. Finally from the issuer’s perspective, such
securities could help satisfy regulatory solvency requirements and could reduce
probabilities of default ex post under Solvency II frameworks in the EU and (in cer-
tain cases) the capital-requirement frameworks set out by the National Association
of Insurance Commissioners in the USA. Moreover, the coupon payments on such
bonds can provide a degree of tax relief for banks (Rüdlinger, 2015) and potentially
insurers and reinsurers. But most importantly, such instruments can help issuers
shift catastrophe-related tail risk off their balance sheets via a novel way and can
provide certainty on the capital to be received ex post the trigger.
We now nestle the special Coco bond issue by SwissRe into a more formal set-
ting, and attempt to formalise what is meant by a CocoCat. Since the market for
such securities is still in its infancy and given the little scholarly attention to date, it
appears clear to posit that, to the extent of our knowledge, no formal definition of
a contingent convertible catastrophe (CocoCat) bond exists in the academic litera-
ture. In the corporate liabilities sphere, a Coco bond is defined to be a debt instru-
ment2 (for accounting purposes, categorised as an ordinary liability) that, upon the
occurrence of a pre-defined trigger event, converts into common equity via some
pre-specified conversion mechanism, or suffers a full write down. Spiegeleer and
Schoutens (2012) maintain that, in the context of an issuing bank, the trigger event
for the Coco is most often a state of possible financial non-viability. Therefore, the
purpose of Coco instruments is to stabilise the balance sheet in times of financial
distress or contagion effects, and also to allow for a decrease in the systemic risk
faced by large financial institutions (Rüdlinger, 2015). However, it must be borne
in mind that the conversion to common equity exposes the Coco bond investors
to future potential losses and furthermore exposes the existing shareholders to the
risk of dilution upon conversion. So, both Coco bond investors and existing share-
holders have a greater vested interest in monitoring the risk budget of the financial
institution, leading to better risk monitoring by both these parties (De Martino et al.,
2010). Furthermore, given the impending risk of a dilution, existing shareholders
may demand a higher required return on their equity stakes. From the issuer’s per-
spective this higher required return will, to a large extent, be counterbalanced by
2 The debt instrument can be zero-coupon, a fixed-coupon or (more commonly) a floating-coupon
(with a fixed spread) bond.
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the reduction in risk from the conversion feature. Therefore, the specification of the
conversion feature in a Coco bond’s structure – and also in the context of a CocoCat
– will be important from the perspective of counterbalancing the additional return
required by existing shareholders.
We view a CocoCat as a special type of Coco bond. Coco bonds are charac-
terised by two important features - the conversion trigger and the conversion mecha-
nism - and we attempt to apply them within the sphere of CocoCats. As mentioned
by Rüdlinger (2015), the conversion trigger sets out one or several events that trig-
ger the conversion mechanism of the Coco bond, while the conversion mechanism
explicitly defines, in the bond covenant, what happens to the Coco bond directly
after the trigger event. Therefore, we consider a CocoCat to be a Coco bond that
has a trigger3 linked to the occurrence of a single or sequence of predefined natu-
ral catastrophes, and a conversion mechanism whereby the bond either (i) converts
into common equity of the issuer (therefore increasing the size of common equity
in issue), at a predefined conversion rate as specified in the bond covenant, or (ii)
is written down (both principal and coupons) by a fixed percentage which is speci-
fied in the covenant. The latter conversion mechanism is reminiscent of the typical
structures of various CAT bonds in issue today (for example, see Cummins and
Weiss (2009)).
In view of our proposed definition for CocoCats, we offer the following re-
marks in light of its practical applicability in the insurance and reinsurance settings.
Firstly, SwissRe’s 2013 placement is loosely an example of such a CocoCat, with the
trigger being indemnity-based. Secondly, we note that in the context of bank-issued
Cocos with bank-related triggers, in order to protect the issuing bank’s reputation
there is usually a tendency not to write down the principal amount invested or
defer coupon payment (Bishop et al., 2009). As mentioned by some industry practi-
tioners we interviewed, this behaviour is also evident in the CAT bond landscape.
When triggered, many CAT bonds are not fully written down, but instead begin to
pay smaller coupons over a longer period of time (compared to the original term),
with the principal repayment potentially being delayed to a time point after matu-
rity. Therefore, by undertaking such actions it is clear that both banks and issuers
of CAT bonds do not wish to send negative signals through to current and future
investors. This highlights one of the many potential benefits that CocoCats have to
offer to issuers, since such actions (as in the case of CAT bonds) are not necessary.
We now present the benefits we foresee CocoCats to offer. Firstly, there can be
more certainty in timing (i.e. debt is converted at the time of trigger) of the principal
3 A CocoCat’s trigger is allowed to be of the same form as the traditional CAT bond triggers,
namely a parametric, index-linked, modelled or indemnity trigger.
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recoveries from the CocoCats since there will be no unexpected delays in principal
repayments. Secondly, the structure of the CocoCat can allow for the amount of
principal recuperation for the issuer, as well as the total amount to be injected into
equity (belonging to the investor) to be fixed in advance. Finally and most impor-
tantly, CocoCats can accommodate for a needed reduction in ordinary liabilities
and also a provision of immediate ex ante4 liquidity to immediately pay insurance
claims. Notice that the equity conversion feature of the CocoCat can allow for a
possible boost in the ex post solvency margin of the issuer under the Solvency II
regime, upon financial stress caused by the impact of natural catastrophe-related
and clustered claims on its balance sheet.
We point out, however, that trigger conversion mechanisms such as write downs
can be penal from both the CocoCat issuer’s and CocoCat investor’s perspective.
From the investor’s perspective, a high coupon rate prior to the equity conversion
will be necessary in light of the write-down risk but must, nonetheless, be commen-
surate with the risk of trigger of the CocoCat. While from the issuer’s perspective,
the attractiveness of such a CocoCat will limit the size of the capital market that can
be tapped into, as certain investors may not be able or willing to tolerate the risk of
a full write down of the principal. On consideration of all of the aforementioned,
we propose it may be suitable for CocoCats to be issued on the basis of an equity
conversion trigger - in that a certain proportion of the bond’s principal is recovered
in common equity of the issuer, hence potentially increasing the capital reflected in
their balance sheet or in their risk assessment exercises. We subsequently continue
with this impetus: from now on, we assume that the CocoCat converts into equity
upon trigger.
As final evidence in respect of our case for equity conversion-based CocoCats,
we motivate the benefits of issuing CocoCats over traditional CAT bonds. Much
of this evidence was pointed out in Georgiopoulos (2016), which we use as a basis
for the simple design of our proposed CocoCat. Firstly, CocoCats afford issuers the
opportunity to transfer insurance risk without the need to deal or trade their invest-
ments in offshore jurisdictions, such as Bermuda and the Cayman Islands, where
ILSs are mostly traded. The CocoCat can be directly issued by the issuer via an
underwriter or with the help of a structuring agent, in its own local (or judiciously
selected foreign) debt market, in a similar fashion to the way a Coco bond is issued.
Secondly, investors can more easily trade in CocoCats compared to CAT bonds, and
may not need a qualified investor clause to trade in them (Georgiopoulos, 2016).
Another attractive feature for the issuer of the CocoCat is that the setup of a special
4 This ex ante capital provision is also a pleasing advantage of a CocoCat over a CAT-E put, since
the ex post capital provision from the latter may potentially not materialise (i.e. credit risk).
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purpose vehicle (and also the total return swap required for a CAT bond setup) to
issue the debt and act as a type of collateral for the debt is not needed, therefore re-
ducing the instrument’s setup expenses. Thirdly because of the non-existence of a
special purpose vehicle for their issuance, unlike traditional ILSs, CocoCats do not
require a special reinsurance intermediary for the promotion, issue and sale of the
debt - an investment bank can underwrite the issue (Georgiopoulos, 2016). Finally,
the trigger mechanisms of CocoCats can easily be based on third-party catastrophe
risk models, and specialised in-house model development will, therefore, not be re-
quired. We point out that this is also an advantage of issuing an index-linked CAT
bond over an indemnity or parametric one, but that basis risk5 can result for both
a CocoCat with an index-linked trigger, and an index-linked CAT bond. However,
we emphasise that in the case of an insurer or a reinsurer acting as the issuer, the
point of a CocoCat is not complete protection against catastrophe-related insured
loss payouts, but rather partial financial protection stemming from the capital mar-
kets, a markedly larger market compared to the reinsurance market alone.
Therefore, on the basis of the above information, we propose the formal struc-
ture for the CocoCat to be as illustrated in Figure 6.1. In reference to Figure 6.1, the
operation of a CocoCat is discussed below.
2.1.1 The investors transfer the bond’s principal to the issuer, where this is then re-
flected immediately as an ordinary liability in the balance sheet. The proceeds
will then be invested by the issuer in liquid treasuries (possibly at a haircut),
with discounted mean terms approximately on par with that of the CocoCat
in order to avoid credit risk.
2.1.2 The issuer may organise to swap the fixed return for a floating return, espe-
cially if the CocoCat’s coupons are floating in nature. A floating return is often
used in order to base investors’ expected returns on a reference interest-rate
(Müller and Grandi, 2000).
2.1.3 Prior to the trigger of the CocoCat, the issuer will use the floating return as
well as insurance profits to pay the coupon on the CocoCat, on a pre-specified
tenor, to the investors. The coupon will be based on a reference interest-rate
(such as LIBOR), and will also include a fixed spread to allow for the catas-
trophe risk.
2.1.4 If the CocoCat has not been triggered, at maturity the investors will receive
their full principal back in cash, together with the final coupon.
5 Basis risk is the risk of a potential mismatch between the cashflows of the protection instrument
and the losses it is supposed to be hedging. We point out that taking on basis risk may be too costly,
ex post, for the issuer.
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2.1.5 If triggered, the CocoCat will terminate and the liability will be written off
the issuer’s balance sheet. The issuer will redeem the principal from the trea-
suries and it will use a predefined proportion of this principal to cover ear-
marked excess (catastrophic) claims. The remaining proportion of the prin-
cipal from the treasuries will be converted into (new) common equity, and
will belong to the investors in the CocoCat, thereby increasing the issuer’s
total equity in issue. So, that is, the investors recover a proportion of their
principal in equity of the issuer. Figure 6.2 illustrates the impact of a Coco-
Cat’s trigger on the equity and liabilities of the issuer. Notice that after the
CocoCat has been triggered, there is a reduction in liabilities (arising from
their repayment as a result of the catastrophe), a wipe-out of a proportion
of the CocoCat’s debt-based value, and a conversion of the remainder of the






























Fig. 6.1: Proposed structure for the CocoCat, in the case of it being underwritten by
a bank.
With a simplified design structure for the CocoCat in mind we now endeavour












Fig. 6.2: Projected effect of the CocoCat’s trigger on the equity and liabilities of the
issuer: (A) provides a simplified overview of the balance sheet structure
prior to the trigger of the CocoCat, while (B) provides the balance sheet
overview after the trigger of the CocoCat. Notice the decrease in liabilities,
as a result of the write-down.
to analyse and refine the structure more fully, with reference to the “anatomy” of
Coco bonds specified by Spiegeleer and Schoutens (2012). We firstly consider the
conversion trigger. The natural catastrophe-related trigger event used in the spec-
ification of the CocoCat need not be one of the four types of more general Coco
bond triggers - accounting, market, regulatory or multi-variate - as put forward by
Spiegeleer and Schoutens (2012). This is because of the different purpose and na-
ture of the CocoCat, and also that the CocoCat is a security specific to insurers and
reinsurers, and not exclusively banks. The catastrophe-based trigger itself is inher-
ently different from explicit indicators of the financial health of the issuer (such as
the solvency margin), but these types of triggers can be indicators of the overall fi-
nancial health of the insurance and reinsurance industry as a whole. Thus, we posit
that the catastrophe-based trigger is a kind of systemic trigger (which is a trigger
linked to the overall financial health of the industry within which the instrument
operates, as introduced by Pazarbasioglu et al. (2011)).
Before proceeding, it is important to note that the trigger should follow four cri-
teria (Rüdlinger, 2015). We now discuss whether, in general, a natural catastrophe-
based trigger is compliant with these four criteria.
2.2.1 Clarity of the trigger event. The trigger should carry the same message in
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whatever jurisdiction the issuer operates. It is not possible for all of the
universally-accepted CAT bond triggers (parametric, indemnity, index-linked
or modelled) to be CocoCat triggers. Indeed, indemnity-based triggers would
meet this criterion of clarity with difficulty, given that insurance loss report-
ing differs from one jurisdiction to the next. Index-linked triggers (if based on
a particular insurance loss index) and parametric-based triggers would meet
this criterion. The trigger could also encompass an accounting-related trigger,
such as in the case of SwissRe’s CocoCat, but due care and attention would
need to be taken since different accounting regulations apply in different ju-
risdictions.
2.2.2 Objectivity of the trigger event. The trigger should be well-documented in
the CocoCat’s prospectus, and known at the date of issue. Categorically, there
should be no scope to alter the definition of the trigger or change the way that
the bond is converted into equity during the term of the CocoCat.
2.2.3 Transparency of the trigger event. The catastrophe-related trigger should
be simple to understand, and observable for both the investor and the issuer
at regular intervals of time. This may be a problem for all four of the CAT
bond triggers forementioned, since much of the information is proprietary to
the company (especially in the case of an indemnity-based trigger) or propri-
etary to another catastrophe-modelling company (especially in the case of an
[industry] index-linked trigger). This criterion is satisfied in the case of an
industry-index trigger. However, we argue that the issuer should endeavour,
under strict confidentiality clauses, to provide the information on the evolu-
tion of the trigger process to the investors.
2.2.4 Functionality of the trigger event. Trigger categories for Coco bonds are
defined by the functionality condition: the trigger should be an appropriate
measure for the state of financial distress of the issuer, or the financial market
within which the issuer operates. We argue that the functionality of natural
catastrophe-based triggers does give an indication of the financial distress of
a particular issuer, since the expected future loss claims and potential claim
contagion specific to the issuer, in respect of these catastrophes, will be linked
to the occurrence of these catastrophes. Furthermore, the occurrence of catas-
trophes is not under the control of the issuers, providing further justification
for the choice of such objective trigger mechanisms.
We now turn to considering the conversion mechanism which, as mentioned be-
fore, specifies the procedure to follow at conversion, and the potential loss (of
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principal) to the investor in the CocoCat at conversion. We follow in the spirit of
Rüdlinger (2015), and for our proposed CocoCat structure consider the conversion
fraction, price and rate.
The conversion fraction, ζ , sets out the proportion of the contingent bond’s face
value which is converted into common equity, at a contractually-specified conver-
sion price. Thus, if ζ = 1, the full face value of the bond is converted into equity.
However, for the purpose of our proposed CocoCat, we suppose that 0 < ζ < 1:
thus, the CocoCat investor loses6 a proportion of 1− ζ of his or her invested prin-
cipal, and has the remaining proportion of ζ converted into new common equity.
Since the main purpose of a CocoCat is to provide immediate, liquid funding in
the event of a trigger (which is directly or indirectly linked to the claims experi-
ence of the issuer), we propose that the CocoCat debt is written down in the bal-
ance sheet, and this written down amount is earmarked to immediately cover any
worse-than-expected catastrophe-related claims (directly or indirectly linked to the
trigger). This has the effect of de-levering the issuer’s balance sheet. We do cau-
tion, however, that the choice of the conversion fraction is a subjective but critical
one. Recall that the purpose of ILSs is not to provide full protection in the case of
adverse experience, but rather be complementary to a comprehensive catastrophic
risk-management framework. So, the issuer needs to carefully decide on ζ , which
ultimately defines how much capital the issuer receives, per unit nominal, ex post
the catastrophe. Factors which will impact on the magnitude of ζ are firstly the
projected future catastrophe-related claims experience (which is difficult to assess
with accuracy) as well as risk budget, and secondly the investor base to which the
security will be marketed and issued. Finally, the impact of the consequent equity
dilution needs to be accounted for.
The conversion price, KP, is the key indicator for the potential loss the CocoCat
investor can incur on conversion. In fact, KP can be interpreted as the share price of
the CocoCat’s issuer at which the fraction, ζ , of the bond’s face value is converted
into common equity upon trigger. Rüdlinger (2015) presents three possibilities on
how the conversion price can be set, and we apply this to the context of CocoCats:
(a) fixed in the CocoCat prospectus, (b) the market share price upon conversion
or (c) a function of, inter alia, the known share price at time of trigger. We argue
that from one perspective, option (a) may be unsuitable for investors. Evidence for
moderate decreases in insurance firms’ share prices after the occurrence of mega
natural catastrophes has been found recently by Hagendorff et al. (2015), which is
intuitively expected. Therefore, there exists the risk of setting the conversion price
6 In fact, the investor may not lose the entire amount of 1−ζ : depending on the conversion price,
he or she may even gain upon trigger.
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higher than the market price, creating an adverse effect for the investors of the
CocoCat, and consequently investors will receive less share. This could reduce the
marketability and relative attractiveness of the CocoCat. Moreover, this conversion
price could allow for moral hazard from the side of the issuer and also from current
shareholders with substantial stakes in the company. That is, setting the conversion
price at an unacceptably high level will materially affect the equity stake CocoCat
investors will recover upon trigger. However, from another perspective there exists
the consequential risk if the conversion price is set too low compared to the share
price at trigger. Suppose that in the case of $1 nominal, ζ = 0.4, KP = 5 and the
share price at conversion is 25: in this case, the investor will receive an equity stake
of $3, which is three-times higher than the nominal amount he or she invested.
This is very attractive to the investor, however it is also penal to the issuer since
they would need to find excess funds to back this equity in times of crisis. This
penal effect can, to a large extent, be controlled through a judicious selection of KP
and ζ .
On balance, a key benefit of option (a) is as follows: depending on the size of the
CocoCat issue this option may be preferred by current shareholders in the issuing
firm because it could potentially restrain dilution of their holdings if the current
share price is severely depressed as a result of the impact of natural catastrophes
but the strike price is comparatively high (compare to Spiegeleer and Schoutens
(2012) in the case of conventional Coco bonds). Upon consideration of option (b)
for the conversion price, it would appear that its usage would be optimal for Co-
coCat investors since few (if any) losses on share price differences will result for
the investors. Moreover, (b) is also beneficial because CocoCat investors have the
potential to gain material stakes in the issuing firm if the size of the CocoCat issue
is large relative to the total equity in issue. Also, the scope for the moral haz-
ard identified in option (a) is not explicitly present. Current shareholders, how-
ever, will simply have to accept a dilution of their shareholdings (Spiegeleer and
Schoutens, 2012), which may be undesirable from their perspective. Option (c) is
also a possibility in CocoCat design and can allow for more flexiblity, which could
improve the attractiveness of such an issue to both investor and issuer. However,
it can still suffer from the drawbacks mentioned for option (a). There are some fur-
ther arguments in favour of such function-based conversion prices concerning the
reduction in manipulation of share prices by the CocoCat investors - see Section
3.3 of Rüdlinger (2015) for similar arguments based on conventional Coco bonds.
However, we caution that this avenue may complicate pricing considerations and
frameworks. In this research, we accommodate for options (a), (b) and (c), in light
of the choice for KP.
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We end this section with some comments on the practical use of CocoCats
within the context of an insurance or reinsurance company. CocoCats are primar-
ily intended to be of assistance in the management of economic and also solvency
capital for an issuer: as postulated by Besson et al. (2009), capital’s critical function
is to absorb risks undertaken by the company, be they worse or more contagious
than expected. We also believe that our proposed CocoCat lends itself to a situ-
ation where existing shareholders may not be called upon frequently to provide
additional capital in situations of worse-than-expected risk. Requiring additional
funds from existing shareholders is unfavourable (Besson et al., 2009).
We also reiterate that the proposed CocoCat instrument is not intended as an in-
genious financial instrument to achieve full indemnity against catastrophic losses.
Rather, it is to be a complement to and also an integral part of a comprehensive and
consistent catastrophe risk-management framework. In consequence, it should ad-
here to the framework elements put forward by Pazarbasioglu et al. (2011), those
being enhanced supervision, a robust economic capital base, transparent disclosure
which better informs markets, and a clear resolution regime. Most CocoCats will,
for the time-being, be unstandardised, over-the-counter traded and tailor-made (to
the issuer) instruments, since their market is new. So careful scrutiny is necessary in
developing and managing such issues on behalf of the issuer, the investors and the
insurance market regulators. Although it is specific to each issue and is a difficult
task, a careful balance between the potential benefits of CocoCats to the issuer, and
the rewards reaped by investors, needs to be achieved without the introduction of
additional moral hazard and information asymmetries.
6.2.2 Possible accounting and regulation
By design, CocoCats are financial instruments and not insurance or reinsurance
contracts. As a result, their accounting and regulatory treatment will fall under the
auspices of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 7, and also US
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). However, the exact accounting
methodology affecting their recognition in the financial statements is difficult for us
to pinpoint.
CocoCats have two components: a contractual obligation to deliver cash, as
well as an equity conversion feature. Firstly, the cash obligation comprises the pay-
ment of the coupons and the principal amount, which are all mandatory payments
up until the time of trigger. International Accounting Standard (IAS) 39 applies to
financial contracts that take the form of insurance, which principally involve the
transfer of financial risks and derivatives embedded in insurance contracts. There-
fore, the expected coupons and principal repayments will be a financial liability (as
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defined by IAS 32), recognised at cost. However, the equity conversion feature will
be accounted for differently. After the trigger, investors recover a portion in equity,
which must still be recognised in the financial statements. This recovery can be
viewed as an embedded derivative, and IAS 39 requires that an embedded deriva-
tive is separated from its host contract and accounted for as a derivative instead.
Therefore, the equity conversion feature will be recognised as a separate financial
liability at fair value through profit-and-loss (FVTPL). This separated recognition
could lead to increased volatility in the income statement since the issuer’s techni-
cal liabilities are presently not marked-to-market. Also, note that prior to conver-
sion no part of the CocoCat will be recognised as equity. Only after conversion will
the CocoCat lead to an equity component in the financial statements.
When IFRS 9 comes into effect in 2018, any financial liability can be measured
at FVTPL provided that it contains at least one embedded (but not closely related)
derivative which sufficiently modifies its cashflows. Therefore, under the new reg-
ulatory regime the entire CocoCat will be recognised at FVTPL.
In the US, the treatment will differ slightly. The National Association of Insur-
ance Comissioners recognises any properly-structured ILS as a reinsurance contract
(Braun, 2017), so CocoCats will also fit under this banner for now.
Under Solvency I in the EU and the National Association of Insurance Com-
missioners regulation in the USA, only indemnity-linked (and not index-linked) fi-
nancial contracts could be recognised as regulatory capital (Braun, 2011). However,
under Solvency II, properly structured ILSs (such as CocoCats) can be incorporated
into the issuer’s Solvency Ratio calculation, consequently decreasing the Solvency
Capital Requirement (see SwissRe (2009) and Braun (2017)).
6.2.3 Comparison to other catastrophe-linked ILSs
CocoCats are an ILS that form a unique class of their own. They are similar to
CAT-E puts, in that the issuer will sell some of their share to the investor should
the trigger occur. However, CAT-E puts suffered from the drawback of credit risk.
CocoCats do not, since they provide capital (ex ante the trigger) at the outset of the
contract. Moreover, CocoCats can be much longer in term than CAT-E puts - the
term will depend on the trigger type.
Very much like index-linked catastrophe bonds, catastrophe swaps and CAT-E
puts, index-linked CocoCats can expose the issuer to basis risk (which is not the
case with industry-loss warranties and reinsurance), especially if the instrument is
targeted at hedging a particular portfolio of the issuer’s liabilities. But, a pleasing
advantage of index-linked ILSs is that they may remove the pervasiveness of moral
hazard, which is, unfortunately, an issue when it comes to reinsurance. Finally, it is
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possible to recover the full principal invested in a CocoCat, even if it is converted
(should the equity perform well in the future), but such full recovery is not always











Tab. 6.1: Brief comparison of CAT bonds, CAT-E puts and CocoCats (the superscript, *, indicates that the specification can vary
beyond what is mentioned in the table).
CAT bond CAT-E put CocoCat
Term 3-5 years 1-5 years* Depends on trigger
Capital provision Ex-post Ex-post Ex-ante
Possibility of full principal No N/A Yes
recovery ex-post catastrophe
Trigger of payment Index-linked Strike vs. share Index-linked
Indemnity Indemnity
Pure parametric Pure parametric
Parametric index Parametric index
Modelled loss Modelled loss
Multiple triggers Multiple triggers
Moral hazard Little if index-linked None None if index-linked
Basis risk Little if pure parametric Large - smaller if Little if pure parametric
variance-linked
Existence of market OTC and exchange Extinct Very small
Counterparty default risk Low (collateralised) High Low
Accounting treatment Depends on trigger Financial instrument Financial instrument
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6.3 Index-linked CocoCat: model
6.3.1 Model setup, assumptions and properties
We now turn to focusing on a particular type of CocoCat, and introduce the work-
ings, notations and basic definitions necessary for its analytical pricing. Before
reading on, note that we do refer to Chapter 3 extensively. We suppose that the
trigger is index-linked, and is furthermore in line with many of the index-linked
triggers that CAT bonds are based upon (see, for example, the review by Cum-
mins (2008a), as well as Haslip and Kaishev (2010); Ma and Ma (2013); Nowak
and Romaniuk (2013) and Gatzert et al. (2014)). As an example, consider one of
the most commonly-issued index-linked CAT bonds: the type that is dependent
upon the Property Claims Services (PCS) industry index. The trigger, for most of
these bonds, is defined to be the point in time when the accumulated losses from
the PCS index exceeed some contractually-specifed threshold level. From here on,
we suppose that the CocoCat is based on the PCS loss index, however, note that
there is no loss of generality in terms of the type of index which can be used in the
model. Other indices (such as that of PERILS in the EU) may also be used in our
framework.
Before presenting the processes capturing the behaviour of the financial mar-
kets and catastrophe-risk variables, we introduce some notation specifically for the
CocoCat. Let:
• T > 0 denote the term of the IL CocoCat. For IL CocoCats, we suppose that the
term will be in line with that of commonly-issued index-linked CAT bonds.
However, for parametric CocoCats based on very rare tail risks (such as the
SwissRe CocoCat mentioned in Section 6.2.1) it makes sense for the term to
be much longer.
• Z be the principal amount invested in the CocoCat, which the investor will
receive back should the CocoCat not trigger during its term.
• V COCO0 denote the price of the IL CocoCat at issue date, t0 := 0. We are only
interested in the issue-date price.
• {St , t ≥ 0} be the share price process of the issuing firm.
• {Lt , t ≥ 0} be an aggregate loss process capturing the behaviour of the index
upon which the IL CocoCat is based. The aggregate loss process is assumed to
have a frequency component specified by a (possibly non-homogenous) Pois-
son process N = {Nt , t ≥ 0} with deterministic intensity specified by the real-
valued function λt , and a sequence of i.i.d. severity-component continuous
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random variables {Xk,k∈N} (independent of the frequency component), each
with distribution function FX and density fX . We assume that
∫ T
0 λs ds <+∞.
• T := {t1, t2, ..., tN−1, tN = T} denote the set of N coupon-paying dates.
• ∆ denote the constant yearly time period between coupon payment dates ti−1
and ti for i ∈ {1,2, ...,n}. According to Jarrow (2010), in the context of CAT
bonds this should be either one (1/12 year), three (3/12 year) or six months
(6/12 year).
• R(t, ti−1, ti−1 +∆) be the ∆-year simple forward LIBOR rate per annum, at time
t ≥ 0.
• {rt , t ≥ 0} be the riskless spot rate process per annum, continuously com-
pounded.
• c≥ 0 be the constant spread for the IL CocoCat (i.e. the catastrophe risk pre-
mium).
• ζ be the contractually-specified conversion fraction for the IL CocoCat, as
introduced before.
• D > 0 be the threshold level for the trigger, specified in the IL CocoCat’s
prospectus.
• τ = inf{0 ≤ t ≤ T : Lt ≥ D}, the first time the trigger level is met or exceeded.
D is called the contractually-specified threshold level of the IL CocoCat.
• KP be the pre-specified conversion price as introduced in Section 6.2.1. As
mentioned before, KP can be a pre-specified constant K (we consider this case
later on), but it can also be equal to Sτ or f (Sτ) for some real-valued function
f .
Based on all of the above notations, our modelling assumptions are encom-
passed by the following system of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) and iden-
tities under the real-world measure P:
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drt = (ϑ̄t −arrt)dt +σrdW 1t , (6.1)











SFt = S0Yt , (6.4)
dYt = µSYtdt +σSYtdW 2t ,Y0 = 1 (6.5)






6.3.2 Remarks on the model
Interest-rate
We select a special case of the Extended Vasicek Model of Hull and White (1990).
This model is one of the most historically important interest rate models, and is
still frequently used, especially by actuaries, in risk-management practice (Brigo
and Mercurio, 2007). In the case of a single parameter depending upon time, such
a model is furthermore fairly straightforward to calibrate to the initial yield-curve
(and will be consistent with it), and has analytically tractable zero-coupon bond
pricing formulae. However, what was also an important deciding factor for us was
that the Extended Vasicek interest rate process remains, in form, as an Extended Va-
sicek process under any Girsanov transformation with a constant kernel (see The-
orem 6.1). In fact, the entire analysis which follows could also be accomplished for
any other interest-rate model as long as the latter property is satisfied. For example,
the Vasicek single-factor model of Vasicek (1977) and the Longstaff single-factor
model of Longstaff (1989) could be considered. The Cox-Ingersoll Ross model can
only be considered in the case when the conversion price is set at a constant, since
the effect of interest rates disappears in the valuation procedure.
The special case of the Extended Vasicek model, which we consider, takes on
the form as shown in Equation (6.1). It is a three-parameter model, which does
admit negative interest rates (which have been observed in many economies, e.g.
Switzerland), wherein the yield is linear in rt . Consider Equation (6.1): under P,
ϑ̄t := ϑt−ρσrσS, and ar are model parameters, σr is the instantaneous volatility and
W 1t is a standard Brownian motion.
We select ϑ̄t in such a way that allows us to fit the the model to the current yield-
curve. This gives our analysis a more practical angle. If we denote by f M(0,T ) the
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market instantaneous forward rate at time 0, that is




where PM(0,T ) is the market discount factor for maturity time T , then as high-
lighted in Brigo and Mercurio (2007, Chapter 3),
ϑt =
∂ log f M(0, t)
∂ t


























both under the risk-neutral probability measure QF . Also, the reason behind the
specification of ϑ̄t as ϑt −ρσrσS will be made clear in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
Theorem 6.1. Consider the (general) dynamics of the Extended Vasicek model under any
probability measure, P̄:
drt = (ϑ̂t − ârrt)dt + σ̂rdW̄t (6.9)
where W̄t is a standard Brownian motion under P̄, ϑ̂t > 0 is a deterministic function of
time, σ̂r and âr are positive constants. Then if ¯̄P is defined by a Girsanov transformation











then the dynamics of the interest-rate process under ¯̄P still follow the Extended Vasicek
model, that is
drt = (ϑ̃t − ârrt)dt + σ̂rd ¯̄Wt
where ¯̄Wt := W̄t − γt is a standard Brownian motion under ¯̄P and
ϑ̃t = ϑ̂t + γσ̂r,
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Proof. Under ¯̄P, the dynamics of the Extended Vasicek model can be expressed as
drt = (ϑ̂t − ârrt)dt + σ̂r(d ¯̄Wt + γdt). (6.10)
After a little algebra, Equation (6.10) can again be expressed in the form of the
Extended Vasicek interest-rate model:
drt = (ϑ̂t + γθ̂r− ârrt)dt + σ̂rd ¯̄W t .
It must also be noted that the Extended Vasicek model as shown in Equation (6.9)













where F̃t is the filtration generated by the process shown in Equation (6.9) up until
time t. Let us define












where ϑ̂ , a deterministic function of time, has had its dependence on time sup-
pressed for notational and readability purposes only. In order to find Equation
(6.11), we need to find the distribution of
∫ T
t rmdm conditional on F̃t . Since, for a
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respectively. Using standard arguments based on the moment-generating function
of the normal distribution, we obtain that

























Now, if ϑ̂ is a strictly positive constant, we are within the sphere of the classical
Vasicek model and in consequence the analytical solution to Equation (6.11) retains
the same form as in (6.14) but with B(t,T )7 and A(t,T ) specified below (adapted








A(t,T ) =− ϑ̂
âr
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It must be noted that if the measure P̄ is the risk-neutral probability measure
for the particular model being considered, then Equation (6.14) denotes the zero-
coupon bond price under the assumption of interest rates following a (Extended)
Vasicek model. In the case of the Extended Vasicek model (and again assuming that
P̄ is the risk-neutral probability measure), as a natural consequence of Equations
(6.14), (6.15), (6.16) and (6.8) the zero-coupon bond pricing formula can be shown
to be given by
P(r, t,T, ϑ̂ , âr, σ̂r) = A(t,T )exp(−B(t,T )rt) ,
7 This term remains the same as in the case of the Extended Vasicek model.

























We choose the share price process in a similar fashion to, amongst others, Cox et al.
(2004a), Jaimungal and Wang (2006a), Lin and Wang (2009b) and Wang (2016). No-
tice that our share price process comprises two components: SCt and SFt , the former
being the component driven by catastrophe-risk variables and the latter the com-
ponent driven by financial markets risk variables. More specifically, when catas-
trophic events affecting an issuer occur, share prices can be expected to decrease
since these large claims must be paid. This is accounted for in the share price pro-
cess, hence the negative dependency of the process on Lt . Under P, S0 is the initial
share price, µS the long-run mean of Yt and σS the instantaneous volatility of Yt .
The constant α > 0 represents the effect of the catastrophic losses on the logarithm
of the share price. The greater the value of α , the more serious the effect of the
catastrophe losses through the term αLt . Moreover, as in Wang (2016), the mean
number of claims
∫ t
0 λudu is included to compensate positively (to some extent) for
the presence of downward jumps in the share price. The constant κ > 0 governs the
manifestation of this effect, and is selected on the basis of Lemma 1 below. Note
that W 2t is standard Brownian motion under P.
Aggregate loss
We follow a classical approach to modelling aggregate loss process, in that we em-
ploy a time-inhomogeneous compound Poisson process to govern the behaviour of
the IL CocoCat’s underlying index. Embrechts and Meister (1997) state that such a
process is a suitable candidate to model catastrophic losses for catastrophe-related
derivatives. We also choose such a process since it can capture over-dispersion in
the catastrophe arrivals.
Correlations
We assume that the interest-rate and share price processes are dependent: this is
captured by a correlation coefficient of ρ .
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6.3.3 Instrument operation
From the time of issue, the IL CocoCat holder will receive (at contractually-specified
constant intervals ∆) floating coupon payments based on the ∆-year LIBOR rate,
R(ti−1, ti−1, ti−1 +∆), plus a spread c. Hence, the floating payment received at each
coupon-date is R(ti−1, ti−1, ti−1 +∆)+ c per unit nominal. At time T , the principal of
the bond, Z > 0, is received back by the investor, unless the IL CocoCat is triggered
earlier.
During the term of the IL CocoCat, the issuer will monitor the performance
of the underlying index, and will record the cumulative losses giving rise to the
process Lt . If the trigger event is to occur, that is Lτ > D for some τ ∈ [0,T ] (if
it exists), then the IL CAT bond-type leg of the IL CocoCat terminates, and the
investor receives a share in the common equity of the firm, at a conversion price
equal to KP. That is, the investor will recover ζ Z/KP units of shares of the issuer, at a
value of (ζ Z/KP)Sτ for Z nominal invested in the IL CocoCat.
6.3.4 Selection of conversion price KP
As we mentioned before, there are three general cases one can consider for the con-
version price, and we consider each of them. For the case when KP is assumed to
be a real-valued function of the share price, we suppose that it takes on the form
KP := Sντ , for ν ∈ (0,1]. Taking such a functional of Sτ allows for flexibility in the
design of the IL CocoCat, and also analytical expressions for the price of the IL
CocoCat. Firstly, it allows both the investor and the issuer to take into account
their views on the impact of catastrophe-related losses on the issuer’s share price.
For example, if the investor believes that the market does not satisfactorily capture
the impact of large catastrophic losses on its assessment of the share’s value, then
ν should be set equal to a value less than one so that the investor purchases the
share at a value cheaper than market value. Secondly, it can allow both the investor
and the issuer to account for their views on the future market performance of the
issuer’s share. For example, if the issuer believes the share price will rise (indepen-
dent of the catastrophic losses), then ν could be set equal to a value less than 1, so
that the investor does not gain a large portion of share ownership. Finally, note that
if ν = 1, then the conversion price is set at the share price at time-of-conversion.
6.4 Analytical risk-neutral pricing of index-linked CocoCat
We now price the index-linked CocoCat within the context of our model, com-
mencing with a generic conversion price KP, at the issue date t0 := 0 under our
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risk-neutral probability measure Q. All notation is assumed to follow that in Sec-
tion 6.3.1, and the assumptions as well as results therein are also assumed to hold.
As specified in Section 6.3.1,
R(t, ti−1, ti−1 +∆) (6.17)
is the forward LIBOR at time t for the interval [ti−1, ti−1+∆]. In particular, R(t, t, t+∆)
is the LIBOR at time t: since ∆ is assumed to be constant, we denote the LIBOR
process by {Rt , t ≥ 0}.








is the discounted riskless bank account associated with the progressively measur-
able process {rt , t ≥ 0}, and
P(0, t) := EQ [B(0,T )|Ft ] , ∀t ∈ [0,T ]. (6.19)
Now, under Q, it is possible to find an expression for the price of the CocoCat
at issue under expectation. This is of crucial importance and we formalise it as a
main Fact.
Fact. The issue-date, (or time-zero) risk-neutral price, V COCO0 , of an IL CocoCat
is














I3 := ZI{τ>T}B(0,T ).
Notice that the expectation in the Fact comprises three terms. I1 represents the
coupon payments (linked to LIBOR) inclusive of the spread, while I3 represents the
capital repaid at maturity should no default occur prior. I2 represents the recovery
upon conversion-to-equity. Notice that if KP is set to be equal to Sτ , we conse-
quently obtain the pricing formula for a specific type of CAT bond which pays out
ζ Z immediately upon the time of trigger (i.e. time τ). We emphasise this feature
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of our model, which lends it to a broader suite of applications. Some CAT bond is-
sues, in practice, are of this nature so in consequence our valuation framework may
find potential applicability in this instance. However, in our framework below we
shall consider a specific function of Sτ , which leads to three cases for the conversion
price.
Now we show how our model changes under the martingale measure Q. Under Q,








St , t ≥ 0
}
must, by definition of a
risk-neutral measure, be a martingale with respect to the filtration Gt . This is gives





(1− (L fX)(α)) , (6.21)




−αy fX(y)dy is the Laplace transform of fX , the density function of
each severity component X over the positive support of X evaluated at α . Then there exists
the risk-neutral measure Q = QF ⊗PC and the catastrophe-risk and financial markets risk
variables under this measure are captured by the following system of equations:
drt = (ϑt −arrt)dt +σrdW 1t , (6.22)











SFt = S0Yt , (6.25)
dYt = rtYtdt +σSYtdW̃ 2t ,Y0 = 1 (6.26)






where ϑt is the risk-neutral parameter for the interest-rate process given explicitly in Equa-
tion (6.34) and W̃ 1t and W̃ 2t are two Brownian motions under the measure QF .
Proof. Equations (6.24) and (6.28) are both an immediate consequence of Assump-
tion 2, in that the processes retain their distributional forms as well as parameters
when moving from P to Q. Now, we consider how to find Equations (6.22), (6.25),
(6.26) and (6.27) from Equations (6.1), (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) respectively.








SFt , t ≥ 0
}
,
is an F̂t-martingale under the appropriate chosen market martingale-measure, QF .
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Classical arguments based on Itô’s formula show that this requirement is equiva-
lent to Equation (6.26). We show now how to choose the measure QF to obtain this











By Lévy’s Theorem8, B1t and B2t are two Brownian motions respectively. Moreover,
the covariance between B1t and B2t is zero, so the two Brownian motions are uncor-
related. Let
γ






for some βu which will be specified later.
We define the risk neutral measure QF on the financial market using inverse of










































are standard (uncorrelated) Brownian motions under the measure QF . Then, by a
further application of Lévy’s Theorem, we can define two new correlated Brownian
motions, under the measure QF , such that























d〈W̃ 1t ,W̃ 2t 〉= ρdt.
8 See Karatzas and Shreve (2012, Chapter 3).
9 See Karatzas and Shreve (2012, Chapter 3).














= ru. So, inserting this into Equation (6.5) and
using (6.32), we obtain Equation (6.26).
From Equation (6.31) and Theorem 6.2 it follows that the Extended Vasicek
interest-rate model is preserved, that is, Equation (6.22) holds true. In this case,
the new parameter is specified by
ϑt := ϑ̄r +σrγ1, and (6.34)




= SCs for s < t.











































Now consider EPC [exp(−α(Lt −Ls))]. This can be simplified as follows.
EPC [exp(−α(Lt −Ls))] = EPC
[




























where GNt−Ns is the probability generating function of the Poisson random variable
with mean
∫ t











St , t ≥ 0
}
. Note that by design, its expectation for every t > 0 is finite.
Using Corollary 3.9, we have, for s < t,



































































where the last line follows from the first step of the proof.
We now evaluate the three terms in Equation (6.20) separately.
6.4.1 Coupon payments
We consider EQ[I1], which will be split into the first LIBOR-referencing coupon, and
the remaining subsequent ones. One avenue to use in simplifying this term would
be to make an approximation to the forward LIBOR rates, and suppose that they
are always a constant spread above the riskless rate (see Jarrow (2010), for instance).
During the periods of financial stability surrounding the 2007/2008 financial crisis,
this assumption held to a considerable extent in practice (taking the OIS rate to
be the riskless rate). However, in times of crises, empirical work showed that this
spread scales up significantly and the assumption becomes questionable (Hull and
White, 2013). We do not use this approximate approach in our analyses but point
out this drawback in light of the fact that it has been used in theoretical CAT bond
pricing (with the view of obtaining closed-form solutions).
(i) The first LIBOR-referencing coupon (which is known at the outset) can be












P(r0,0, t1,ϑ ,ar,σr)P(Lt1 < D)∆Z, (6.39)
where Rt and P(0, t) are defined in Equations (6.17) and (6.19), respectively, r0
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is the initial instantaneous interest rate and















where Fn∗X (D) denotes the n−fold convolution of single loss distribution func-
tion FX with itself, evaluated at the positive argument D.
(ii) For the second to nth LIBOR-referencing coupon, we change measure to the
respective forward measure. For each i ∈ {2, ...n}, we use the ti forward mea-
sure Qti , defined to be the forward measure for the numéraire process P(0, ti)
(see Björk (2009, Definition 26.6)). Thus the value of the ith coupon payment







= ZcP(Lti < D)P(r0,0, ti,ϑ ,ar,σr)∆ (6.41)
+ZP(Lti < D)E
Q [Rti−1B(0, ti)]∆,





∆. By changing to the ti forward measure10), recalling that






∆ = P(0, ti)EQ
ti [Rti−1]∆










= P(0, ti−1)−P(0, ti). (6.43)
Inserting Equation (6.43) into Equation (6.42), and adopting our notation for
the zero-coupon bond price under the Extended Vasicek model gives the re-


















+(1− c∆)P(r0,0, ti,ϑ ,ar,σr)
]
. (6.44)
10 See Björk (2009, Definition 26.6).
11 See Björk (2009, Proposition 26.7).
12 See Brigo and Mercurio (2007, p.29).
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6.4.2 Redemption amount





= ZP(r0,0,T,ϑ ,ar,σr)P(LT ≥ D). (6.45)
6.4.3 Conversion feature
Finally, we consider EQ[I3] for a particular type of conversion price. Recall that
KP can either be set as a constant, as the share price at time-of-conversion or be
specified as the function KP := Sντ , for ν ∈ (0,1] as specified in Section 6.3.4. The
restriction of ν to this interval is necessary for the Laplace transform of fX not to
be infinite. Notice that if ν = 1, then the conversion price is set equal to the share
price. Our analysis below is general and we simply consider either case of
4.3.1 KP := Sντ , or
4.3.2 KP := K.
We analyse each in turn below.
Case 1. In this case, we are interested in simplifying
EQ[S1−ντ I{τ≤T}B(0,τ)]
























To evaluate Equation (6.46). we will use a specific change of measure. Since Nt in
the process Lt is a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process with the intensity λt , then
the process X#t := (t,Lt) is a particular case of the so-called piecewise deterministic
Markov process (see Palmowski and Rolski (2002)), which is defined in Definition
6.3 below. Note that we only present a sketch of the auxiliary facts necessary for the
change of measure - the main results upon which our change of measure is based
are Theorem 6.5 and the exponential martingale specified by Equation (6.49). For a
more detailed presentation of the sketches of the auxiliary facts we present below
which beyond the realm of our application, see Palmowski and Rolski (2002) and
also Davis (1993, p.52-62).
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Definition 6.3. (Palmowski and Rolski, 2002, p.776) Let I be a countable set and
d f be a function mapping I to the natural numbers, N. Suppose that E is a state
space13 consisting of the pairs x = (v,z), where z belongs to an open subset Ov of
Rd f (v) and v assumes a finite number of values from I . A piecewise deterministic
Markov process, Xt , is characterised by the following:
(i) χ = ∑
d f (v)
i=1 g
v,i(x)∂/∂ zi for each v ∈ I , a vector field14 which determines the
flow15, φv(t,z), of χ and where gv,i : E 7→ R are locally Lipschitz continuous16
functions;
(ii) λ (·), the force of transition17 of the process; and
(iii) Q(·, ·), the transition kernel18 of the process.
Before proceeding, we furthermore denote the boundary of Ov, Ōv\Ov where Ōv is
the closure of Ov, by ∂Ov and the boundary of E, Ē\E where Ē is the closure of E,




z ∈ ∂Ov : z = φv(t,z′) for some (t,z′) ∈ R+×Ov
}
,
Γ = {(v,z) ∈ ∂E : v ∈I ,z ∈ ∂ ∗Ov} (the active boundary), and
t∗(v,z) = sup{t > 0;φv(t,z) exists and φv(t,z) ∈ Ov} .
Now let Tn denote the consecutive jumps of the process Xt from Definition 6.3. Then,
as mentioned in Palmowski and Rolski (2002, p.776), we assume that
lim
n→∞
Tn = ∞ (6.47)
almost surely under the measure which we consider the piecewise deterministic
Markov process.
We now specialise the above to our particular case which pertains to a time-
inhomogeneous compound Poisson process. Therefore, in this case one has to con-
sider the empty active boundary, Γ, take the external state index of this process to
be equal to one, and take the state space, E, to be R2 - that is, x# := (t,y) ∈ R2 is
a value of the process X#t . Moreover, the differential operator of X#t is taken to be
χ f (t,x#) := ∂
∂ t f (t,x
#), the transition kernel of the process satisfies Q(x#,dy) = FQX (dy)
13 Note that E must be a Borel space
14 χ is, in fact, a first-order differential operator - see Davis (1993, p.53).
15 See Davis (1993, p.53).
16 See Davis (1993, p.53).
17 See Davis (1993, p.58).
18 See Davis (1993, p.58).
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(where FQX is the severity distribution of the process Lt under Q) and its jump inten-
sity, λ (t,y), equals λt . We now proceed to present an informal statement of Theorem
5.3 (without proof) in Palmowski and Rolski (2002), which we use to define a new
probability measure. But first, an informal definition is necessary.
Definition 6.4. (Palmowski and Rolski, 2002, Equation 1.1, p.768) Consider a Markov
process, XMt defined on a filtered probability space and having an extended gener-














is a martingale, then it is furthermore said to be an exponential martingale and we
therefore say that h is a good function.
Theorem 6.5. (Palmowski and Rolski, 2002, Theorem 5.3, p. 777) Assume that h is a
good function satisfying H(x) < ∞ for all x ∈ E, where H(x) =
∫
E h(y)Q(x,dy). Suppose
furthermore that Equation (6.47) holds. Then on a new probability space, having the sample
space specified by [0,∞), the process Xt is a piecewise deterministic Markov process with








Now, in the context of the present research, taking h(y) = e−α(1−ν)y in Equation
(6.48) as a good function (trivially) and applying it to the extended generator for the
piecewise linear Markov Process (as given in Palmowski and Rolski (2002, p.776)),







f (t,x+ y) FX(dy)− f (t,x)
)
,
of the process Lt produces the following exponential martingale:
η̄
(ν)(t) := exp(−α(1−ν)Lt +ϕ(α(1−ν), t)) , (6.49)
where




and (L fX)(α(1− ν)) is the Laplace transform of fX , for the non-negative support
of the random variable X , evaluated at the argument α(1−ν). Following Theorem
19 The general form of the extended generator for a Markov process is given in Section 2.2 of Pal-
mowski and Rolski (2002).
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on which our process Lt remains a compound Poisson process but with altered
severity distribution and intensity:
λ
(ν)





Note that when λt = λ (a constant), then many things simplify. For example,
ϕ(α(1−ν), t) = λϕ(α(1−ν))t, (6.54)
where
ϕ(α(1−ν)) := λ [1− (L fX)(α(1−ν))]. (6.55)
By applying the measure change specified by Equation (6.51) and applying As-
















































where the last line follows by the independence of W̃ 1t and W̃ 2t from the measure
change, and P(ν)τ is the density function of τ under P(ν). Notice that Equation (6.56)
is a product of three terms, the first the distribution of τ under P(ν), the second
an exponential term and the third an expectation, under QF , of two correlated Q-
Brownian motions. We now present the following helpful lemma. Before reading
further, recall that in our model we had two correlated standard Brownian motions
under Q, W̃ 1t and W̃ 2t , with correlation coefficient ρ . The purpose of this lemma is
to remove W̃ 2s from the expectation in Equation (6.56).
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Then, under the probability measure Q̄ the process ˜̃W 1t := W̃ 1t −ρσS(1−ν)t is a standard
Brownian motion.
























(ζ ,(1−ν)σS) · (W̃ 1t ,W̃ 2t )
]
. (6.57)
Since the distribution of (W̃ 1t ,W̃ 2t ) is bivariate normal, we can show that Equation































from Equation (6.56). Now, change measure from QF to Q̄F to obtain that Equation

















where {rt , t ≥ 0} is the interest-rate process now under the measure Q̄F . Theorem
6.1 reminds us that the Extended Vasicek interest-rate model specified in (6.22),




t = ϑt +σrρσS(1−ν).
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The remaining parameters, ar and σr, of the Extended Vasicek interest-rate model
remain the same. It can also be shown under the measure Q̄, by a simple applica-
tion of Itô’s Lemma, that the process {r̃t , t ≥ 0}, where r̃(t) := νr(t) is an Extended
Vasicek interest-rate process with Q̄-dynamics given by








r = νar ; σ
◦
r = νσr,

















































A(s) P(r0,0,s,ϑ ◦,a◦r ,σ
◦






























and where F(ν)n∗X (D) denotes the n−fold convolution of F
(ν)
X with itself, evaluated
at the argument D, and ϕ(α,s) := ϕ(α(1− ν),s)|ν=0. Recall that F(ν)X and λ
(ν)
t are
given in (6.53) and (6.52), respectively and P in (6.14).
We are now in a position to state the time-zero risk-neutral price of an IL Coco-
Cat in analytical form. We formalise this all in Theorem 6.7.
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Theorem 6.7. In an analytical form, the time-zero risk-neutral price, V COCO0 , of an IL
CocoCat with conversion price equal to Sντ for ν ∈ (0,1], and assuming the dynamics given
in Equations (6.22) to (6.28), is given by














P(r0,0, t1,ϑ ◦,a◦r ,σ
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P(Lti < D) [P(r0,0, ti−1,ϑ
◦,a◦r ,σ
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A(s) P(r0,0,s,ϑ ◦,a◦r ,σ
◦




r )P(LT ≥ D)
and IE1 is identified in Equations (6.39) and (6.44), I
E




Case 2. In the final part of this section, we consider the interesting case pertaining
to when KP is a constant20 of K. Therefore, to analyze EQ[I3] we will only concern
ourselves with simplifying
EQ[SτI{τ≤T}B(0,τ)]










































Since Lt is a time-inhomogeneous compound Poisson process, then the measure
change considered in Section 6.4.3 part (i) can be applied with ν = 0. We denote
η(t) = η(0)(t) for the density process (6.49). Note that ϕ(α, t) = ϕ(α(1−ν), t)|ν=0.
20 It is not possible to use Theorem 6.7 to deduce the result, since it is impossible to analytically
evaluate P in Equation (6.63).
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where the last line follows because W̃ 2s is independent of the measure change for
all s ∈ [0,T ], and P(0)τ is the density function of τ under P(0). By considering the














P(0)τ (τ ∈ ds)
= S0P
(0)



















where F(0)n∗X (D) denotes the n−fold convolution of F
(0)
X with itself, evaluated at the
argument D. Notice that the simplification of the expression, EQ[SτI{τ≤T}B(0,τ)],
as given by Equation (6.67) is highly intuitive. The discounted value of the share
price at the time of trigger is simply the existing share price, S0, multiplied by the
probability of trigger under a probability measure that explicitly adjusts for the
aggregate loss process.
We can now give the time-zero risk-neutral price of an IL CocoCat with constant
conversion price in analytical form. We present this in Theorem 6.8.
Theorem 6.8. In an analytical form, the time-zero risk-neutral price, V COCO, K0 , of an IL
CocoCat with constant conversion price equal to K, and assuming the dynamics given in
Equations (6.22) to (6.28), is given by









where IE1 is identified in Equations (6.39) and (6.44), I
E
2 in Equation (6.68) (multiplied by
ζ/k) and IE3 in Equation (6.45).
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6.4.4 Remarks on Theorems 6.7 and 6.8
We now provide a brief motivation behind the use of Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 for
calculating issue-date (i.e. time-zero) IL CocoCat prices. Compared to the use of
Monte Carlo simulation for approximating Equation (6.20) directly, the use of our
Theorems seems more accurate. Firstly, if the convolutions of the losses under the
measure P(ν) and P(0) are known in closed form (for example, if the severities are
assumed to follow a gamma distribution), we can approximate the price of the IL
CocoCat (and in particular the value of the conversion feature) directly without
the need for Monte Carlo simulation. Hence, without any simulation we will be
able to compute Equation (6.63) by truncating the summation at a computationally-
suitable upper limit, and by discretising the integral. Moreover, without any sim-
ulation we will be able to compute Equation (6.68) by truncating the summation at
a computationally-suitable upper limit). Such a case can indeed arise if we assume
that, under the probability measure P, the losses follow a gamma distribution21.
Secondly, for more heavy-tailed distributional assumptions of the loss random
variables, it is necessary to use Monte Carlo simulation to numerically evaluate the
integrals in Equations (6.62) and (6.67). That is, one has to simulate the empirical
distribution of the stopping times τ’s. This is still more accurate, and in fact faster,
than evaluating Equation (6.20) directly by Monte Carlo since in the former case
only one process, Lt , has to be simulated compared to the latter, where it is neces-
sary to simulate three processes, namely Lt , rt and St . Such an evaluation can also
be done using data from the initial yield curve, especially if the Extended Vasicek
model is used (as opposed to the classical Vasicek model, which is not necessarily
consistent with the initial yield curve to which it is calibrated).
6.5 Empirical illustration
In this section we present numerical experiments as a first foray into the price be-
haviour of the IL CocoCat. Gaining an understanding of the IL CocoCat price be-
haviour, for varying parameters, is crucial in the design stage of such an instru-
ment. Moreover, it could be instrumental in preparing illustrations for pitch books
which ILS structurers could use to market new ILS issue types to potential issuers.
In our simulations we pay particular attention to the conversion feature as this
will be the item of most interest when issuing the instrument. Also, since exact
21 The use of Equations (6.62) and (6.67) requires first an exponential tilting of the loss random vari-
able, and thereafter an n-fold convolution. Now, an exponentially-tilted gamma distributed random
variable is again gamma distributed, and so too is its convolution. Moreover, the Laplace transform
of a gamma random variable exists in closed-form.
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closed-form solutions are not available for the underlying loss severity distribu-
tions we choose, we use Monte Carlo simulation based on importance sampling,
for the loss process. 100,000 simulations are used in each respective instance after
applying the importance sampling. Even though it is possible within the context of
our model, on the grounds of simplicity we endeavour not to consider a calibration
to the initial yield curve. Hence, in this section we consider, simply, the classical
Vasicek model for interest rates (which is indeed a special case of the Extended
Vasicek model with the parameter ν taken to be a constant). The classical Vasicek
model was also considered by Jaimungal and Wang (2006a) for the interest-rate
process in valuing 5-year catastrophe-equity put options.
In order to obtain numerical values for the IL CocoCat prices, we need to specify
a base set of parameters. Such parameters are specified in Table 6.2.
Tab. 6.2: Selected parameter values for the IL CocoCat price numerical illustration.
Compound Poisson loss process parameters Values
λt Intensity of catastrophe loss process Equation (5.11)
cb Shape parameter of Burr severity distribution 1.57
kb Shape parameter of Burr severity distribution 0.7
ζb Scale parameter of Burr severity distribution 9.53×107
Interest-rate process parameters under Q
r0 Initial instantaneous interest rate 0.02
ϑ Model parameter 0.04
σr Instantaneous volatility 0.1
ar Model parameter 1.125×10−3
Issuer’s share price process parameters under P
S0 Initial share price 10
ρ Correlation coefficient of share and interest-rate processes −0.5
α Effect of losses on log share price 5.81×10−11
IL CocoCat parameters
KP Constant conversion price Varies
ν Power parameter for conversion price Varies
ζ Conversion fraction 0.2
∆ Tenor: time between coupon payments 0.25
c Constant spread (CAT risk premium) 0.1
Z Nominal amount 1
T Term Varies
D Threshold level Varies
Firstly, it is necessary to select parameters for the compound Poisson process
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underlying the IL CocoCat. We do this by using the fitted intensity, shown in Equa-
tion (4.12) in Chapter 4 and furthermore in Equation (5.11) in Chapter 5.
Moreover, we want our process to be based on a heavy-tailed underlying sever-
ity distribution, so that low-frequency and high-severity disasters are indeed ac-
counted for. Evidence for heavy-tailed underlying distributional properties in
catastrophe-related economic and insured losses has been found by Levi and Par-
trat (1991); Burnecki et al. (2000); Milidonis and Grace (2008); Braun (2011) and Ma
and Ma (2013). In all endeavours to assess which heavy-tailed distribution fits such
data, it appears from a review of the literature on catastrophe-related ILS that the
Burr distribution consistently comes out best. In this section, we indeed use the
Burr type XII distribution with probability density function, f (x,ζb,cb,kb), speci-
fied in Table 4.2 from Chapter 4.
For illustrative purposes, we consider the Burr distribution fitted in Chapter 4
(see Table 4.3): note that cb = 1.57, kb = 0.7 and ζb = 0.53× 107. In passing, note
that it would be possible to add risk margins to our various parameters of the loss
process derived from real-world data. This is in line with some of the traditional
actuarial approaches (see for example the recent work by Chang and Chang (2017)
for a brief discussion on this point, and also Braun (2011) for a brief mention), but
as always, such a choice is subjective and specific to the modeller. Additionally, it
must be noted that severity distributions (and also intensity functions) fitted to both
real-world and additional synthetically-simulated data from sophisticated natural
catastrophe models can also be employed in our context. In discussion with in-
dustry practitioners it would appear that this is the approach used to price natural
catastrophe-related instruments in practice.
Secondly, we consider the interest-rate parameters. We reiterate that simulation
of the interest-rate process is not necessary given the simplification of the IL Coco-
Cat pricing formulae in Theorems 6.7 and 6.8. We let the risk-neutral parameters,
ϑ , ar and σr, equal 0.02, 0.04, 0.1 and 1.125×10−3 respectively. Moreover, we spec-
ify the correlation coefficient, ρ , to be −0.5. All of these parameters are in line with
Jaimungal and Wang (2006a) (who used the Vasicek interest-rate model), Lo et al.
(2013) and Wang (2016) (both of whom used the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross interest-rate
model), as well as previous literature concerning the modelling of interest-rates in
the context of insurance (see, for example, Duan and Simonato (2002) and Chang
et al. (2011)).
Thirdly, we consider the share price process’ parameters. We set the initial share
price, S0, to be 10. The effect of the catastrophic losses on the logarithm of the share
price, α , is found in a similar fashion to Jaimungal and Wang (2006a). We let α
represent the percentage drop in the log share price per unit of expected loss, that






and we consider the case, as in Jaimungal and Wang (2006a), where δ = 0.02. In
consequence, α = 5.81× 10−11. Despite α being very small in size, its effect is still
prevalent since it is multiplied by Lt in Equation (6.24), which is relatively much
larger than α .
Finally, we give thought to the various parameters for the IL CocoCat itself.
We set the contractually-specified conversion fraction, ζ , equal to 20%, which is in
line with previous literature on CocoCats (see Georgiopoulos (2016)), and we let
the tenor be 3 months (in line with Jarrow (2010)). For illustrative purposes we
let the IL CocoCat spread be 10%, and set the nominal value of the bond, Z, equal
to 1. Also, we will let certain parameters vary, namely the term (T ), the threshold
level (D) and ν , in order to assess how the IL CocoCat time-zero price varies with
changes in the aforementioned parameters.
We now comment on how one can estimate numerical values for Equations
(6.62) and (6.67) via Monte Carlo simulation under the measures P(ν) and P(0) re-
spectively. In order to evaluate these integrals, it is necessary to develop empirical
distributions for the stopping time τ under the respective measures by simulating
the paths for the process Lt by considering the value of Lt for each t < T . To sim-
ulate paths for Lt under the measures P(ν) and P(0), it is necessary to know the in-
tensity and severity distributions under these measures and the necessary links are
provided by Equations (6.52) and (6.53) respectively. Equation (6.52) is easy to find
given that we numerically know the Laplace transform of the severity random vari-
able. However, coping with Equation (6.53) is not immediately obvious for Burr-
distributed severity random variables. This is primarily because the exponentially-
tilted Burr distribution does not have a density that is known and computable.
Therefore, to simulate losses from Equation (6.53), we employed the acceptance-
rejection algorithm (Von Neumann, 1951). We point out that such a simulation tech-
nique can be used in any setting where the measure change is specified by Equation
(6.53). Note that such a simulation technique22 is common in the sphere of sim-
ulating random variables, under other probability measures, from those random
variables under a given, complex measure change (Asmussen and Glynn, 2007).
We proceed as follows: if f (x,ζb,cb,kb) is the pdf of the Burr-distributed losses
under Q (which is invertible and known), then we can generate from the density
f (ν)(x,ζb,cb,kb) by generating first from f (x,ζb,cb,kb) directly23, and then applying
22 Note that exponential tilting is a case in point.
23 To simulate efficiently from the heavy-tailed density f (x,ζb,cb,kb), we use importance sampling
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the acceptance-rejection algorithm with the constant cR := [(L fX)(α(1−ν))]−1. Un-
der the measure P(ν), the simulation algorithm is summarised in the following key
steps. The algorithm for P(0) is analogous.
Key steps of algorithm to generate Lt
1. For the interval ti−1 to ti, generate a Poisson realisation, ni, with intensity∫ ti
ti−1 λudu.
2. Generate ni realisations from f (ν)(x,ζb,cb,kb) by the acceptance-rejection algo-
rithm:
(i) Generate U from U (0,1) and independent X with density f (x,ζb,cb,kb).
(ii) If U < f
(ν)(X ,ζb,cb,kb)
cR f (X ,ζb,cb,kb)
then accept X else return to step (i).
(iii) Continue until ni realisations from f (ν)(x,ζb,cb,kb) are drawn.
3. Continue until time tN , consecutively adding the accepted realisations.
Before presenting the numerical results, we now give a brief overview of the
remainder of Section 6.5. The aspect of the IL CocoCat which will matter most will
be the conversion feature (i.e. I2 from Theorem 6.7), and consequently we will focus
on the analysis of different types thereof. Two broadly different conversion prices
are considered for the conversion feature and are each evaluated by Monte Carlo
simulation. Probabilities relating to the loss process in Equations (6.39), (6.44) and
(6.45) (i.e. P(Lti < D) = P(τ >= ti)) are also evaluated by simulating the distribution
of the stopping times via Monte Carlo. However, the remaining terms relating to
the interest-rate process in Equations (6.39), (6.44) and (6.45) as well as in Equation
(6.62) are evaluated via the closed-form solutions available. In light of this, Section
6.5.1 considers the case when the IL CocoCat has a constant conversion price of KP,
while Section 6.5.2 looks at the case when the conversion price is a function of the
share price, that is KP = Sντ for ν ∈ (0,1]. The latter includes the special case when
KP = Sτ , which is of interest since the conversion price is set to the share price at
time-of-conversion. Finally, Section 6.5.3 compares the price behaviour of the IL
CocoCat across three cases: when KP is a constant, KP = Sτ and KP = S0.5τ .
6.5.1 Case 1: KP is a constant
We begin by studying the behaviour of the IL CocoCat price in the context of a
changing constant conversion price (KP) and threshold level (D). This is illustrated
(see Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 4).
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in Figure 6.3 panel (a). Note that, by the design of Equations (6.22) to (6.26), the
interest-rate process does not affect the value of this IL CocoCat’s conversion fea-
ture, (ζ/KP)EQ[SτZI{τ≤T}B(0,τ)], at all.
From Figure 6.3 panel (a), it is clear that for all constant strike prices, the IL Co-
coCat prices level out around a value of approximately 1.5 per unit nominal as the
threshold level increases. Intuitively this makes sense as chances of trigger at such
high threshold levels become smaller and smaller, making the conversion feature
less valuable and the coupon and redemption payments more valuable. In fact, for
these high threshold levels the IL CocoCat appears to behave like a corporate bond
(ignoring credit risk). However, for lower threshold levels the conversion feature
which comprises a partial write down of the principal invested, is more valuable
compared to the redemption (or principal) amount and subsequently IL CocoCat
prices are lower.
It is also interesting to study the IL CocoCat price behaviour over different
terms, the numerical results of which are shown in Figure 6.3 panel (b). It shows
that the longer the term, the lower the price of the IL CocoCat. This is because for
longer terms, there is a greater probability of trigger and in consequence there is
a higher risk of an investor losing 1− ζ per unit nominal. But as expected, this
decline in IL CocoCat price is slower for those with higher threshold levels.
6.5.2 Case 2: KP = Sντ
We now study the case when the conversion price is a function of the share price
at time-of-conversion, in the context of a changing value of ν and threshold level
D. Figure 6.4 panel (a) shows this. Also, note that changing interest-rate model
parameters does have an impact on the price of an IL CocoCat structured in this
way, which prompted further endeavours to study this effect. The results of this
investigation are shown in Figure 6.4 panel (b), whereby we analyse the effect of
altering the two interest-rate process parameters, σr and θr, on the IL CocoCat price
for different terms.
Consider Figure 6.4 panel (a). As a function of ν and threshold level, similar
behaviour to the case when the conversion feature is set at a constant level (i.e.
Case I) is seen. Given that the conversion fraction ζ is relatively small at 0.2, the
results seen make intuitive sense as the conversion fraction has a small effect on the
overall price of the IL CocoCat. The time-zero value of the coupons and principal
amount have a markedly greater impact on the price.
If ζ is increased in size, of which it can be, then the IL CocoCat price behaviour
is observed to change and the time-zero value of the conversion price has a visible
effect on increasing the price of the IL CocoCat. In fact, from our numerical simu-
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Fig. 6.3: (a) Price of IL CocoCat as a function of conversion price (KP) and thresh-
old level (D), calculated using 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the loss
process, Lt . (b) Price of IL CocoCat as a function of term (T ) for three dif-
ferent threshold levels, calculated using 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations
of the loss process, Lt , taking KP = 8.
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Fig. 6.4: (a) Price of IL CocoCat as a function of ν and threshold level (D), calculated
using 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the loss process, Lt . (b) Price of
IL CocoCat as a function of term (T ) for three different interest-rate volatil-
ities and two different values for the parameter ϑ , calculated using 100,000
Monte Carlo simulations of the loss process, Lt , taking ν = 0.5.
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Fig. 6.5: (a) Price of IL CocoCat as a function of ζ and three different threshold
levels (D), calculated using 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the loss
process, Lt , and taking ν = 0.5.
lations illustrated in Figure 6.5, it is clear that from values for ζ of 0.8 and higher,
higher time-zero prices for the IL CocoCat can arise. However, we highlight that
such a high value for ζ is potentially unrealistic in practice, since not much of the IL
CocoCat will be available for use by the issuer as capital relief and moreover there
is a large risk of dilution. Moreover, on the basis of other numerical analyses which
we performed, it was interesting to note that the lower the conversion price (i.e.
the smaller ν is), the greater the effect of increasing ζ on the time-zero IL CocoCat
price.
Furthermore, we studied the effect of changing interest-rates on the price of the
IL CocoCat, by analysing the effects of changing instantaneous volatility and the
parameter ϑ in Figure 6.4 panel (b). Only for medium to long terms, did changing
interest-rates have a visible effect, with the parameter ϑ being the greatest influence
leading to this change. Note that at longer terms, the different interest-rates had a
large impact on the time-zero values of the coupons and principal amount, hence
leading to the different values observed for the IL CocoCat time-zero price for these
terms.
We close this section with the following remark. From our numerical simula-
tions, it seems evident that the IL CocoCat price is most sensitive to the threshold
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level, D. This is particularly the case for lower threshold levels, but for higher
threshold levels (i.e. those in excess of 1010), it does not make much of a difference.
The latter case is true since the probabilities of trigger for these higher threshold
levels are extremely small and do not differ to a noticeable extent for small changes
in these very high threshold levels.
6.5.3 Comparison of three conversion prices
Finally, we compare 5-year IL CocoCat time-zero prices for three24 different con-
version prices: when KP is a constant at a value of 8 (denoted by V
COCO,1
0 ), KP = Sτ
(denoted by V COCO,20 ) and KP = S
0.5
τ (denoted by V
COCO,3
0 ). Table 6.3 lists the time-
zero prices of IL CocoCat for the different conversion prices, V COCO,10 , V
COCO,2
0 and
V COCO,30 , for different threshold levels, D. We focus our comparison mainly on
lower threshold levels since the differences in price, per threshold level, were visi-
ble to at least three significant figures. As we remarked in Section 6.5.2, for higher
threshold levels price differences across different threshold levels were exception-
ally small.
Tab. 6.3: Time-zero IL CocoCat prices for different threshold levels, across the three










1.3×1010 0.318 0.291 0.299
1.8×1010 0.402 0.277 0.301
2.3×1010 0.531 0.441 0.488
2.9×1010 0.692 0.622 0.671
3.4×1010 0.909 0.914 0.944
4.0×1010 1.262 1.277 1.296
9.5×1010 1.490 1.499 1.519
2.5×1011 1.528 1.528 1.528
3.5×1011 1.528 1.528 1.528




0 , it is still the case that the price levels
out for very high threshold levels. This effect was also detected in Section 6.5.1
and 6.5.2: the conversion price (and hence feature) has little effect on the IL Co-
coCat time-zero price. However, Table 6.3 shows that – within the constraints of
our simulation exercise – V COCO,20 is always less than or equal to V
COCO,3
0 , which is
expected since the conversion option is more valuable due to the conversion price
being lower than the share price at time-of-conversion. However, it is interest-
ing to analyse the relationship between V COCO,10 and V
COCO,2
0 . At lower threshold
24 For ease of notation, we depart slightly from the notation we used in Theorems 6.7 and 6.8.
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levels, it is clear from Table 6.3 that V COCO,10 exceeds V
COCO,2
0 . For these low thresh-
old levels, it is likely that conversion will occur more quickly (than conversion for
higher threshold levels), and moreover such small losses and the effect of changing
interest-rates over a shorter term will not greatly impact the initial share price of
10. Hence, at conversion time an investor in the IL CocoCat with a constant con-
version price of 8 will, in all likelihood, purchase the share for a value less than
its current value at conversion time, leading to a higher value for the conversion
feature. However, for higher threshold levels (i.e. 3.4× 1010 and higher), V COCO,20
is greater than or equal to V COCO,10 . At such high threshold levels, the large insured
losses now have a more marked impact on the share price, leading to a potentially
depressed share price at conversion time, which may well be lower than the fixed
conversion price of 8. Additionally, it takes more time for the loss process to reach
the higher threshold level which allows for further uncertainty in the interest-rate
movements. Overall, this interest-rate uncertainty coupled with the possibility of
depressed share prices will, in all likelihood, lead to a lower value for the conver-
sion feature.
We end by emphasising that it is up to the issuer to select an appropriate thresh-
old level for the contractually-specified conversion price. The threshold level should
not be set too high (which is the option which will be preferred by the investor) so
that conversion never happens. In addition, the conversion price should not be
set too low, so that the probability of trigger is high (despite the lower IL CocoCat
price). This is a situation which may be unfavourable to the investor.
6.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we formalised the design of a CocoCat, which is a type of ILS similar
to the traditional Coco bonds issued by banks. We linked it to the already existing
Coco bond literature, and moreover included a brief review of an existing CocoCat
issued by SwissRe in 2013. Moreover, we motivated as to why there is a potential
need for insurers and reinsurers to issue CocoCats. Amongst other reasons, Coco-
Cats allow their issuers to tap into a broader pool of financing offered by the capital
markets.
Subsequently, we went on to price a special type of Cococat, namely an IL
CocoCat linked to the PCS loss index. The Extended Vasicek interest-rate model
was chosen for the interest-rate dynamics. We were able to find intuitive, ana-
lytical expressions for the price via, firstly, our assumption of independence be-
tween catastrophe-risk and financial markets risk variables. Secondly, an expo-
nential change of measure allowed us to separately deal with financial markets as
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well as catastrophe-risk variables, and a Girsanov-like transformation allowed us
to synthetically remove a Brownian motion from the expectation containing two
correlated Brownian motions. Finally, we arrived at an analytical expression for
the conversion feature (and hence the price) which only required simulation of the
loss process in order to empirically estimate the distribution of the time-of-trigger
of the equity conversion feature. We did note that Monte Carlo simulation could
be used to estimate the value of the conversion feature of the IL CocoCat directly.
However, our simplification to an analytical formula had more in its favour, since
only one process had to be simulated, namely the insured loss index, while the
interest-rate and stock price processes did not have to be simulated.
We finished off our work in this Chapter by presenting a numerical analysis into
the prices of the IL CocoCat, and we believe such an analysis is crucial in the design
stage of this instrument and for use in pitch books. The prices we obtained in our
analyses conformed to intuition: the higher the threshold level of the IL CocoCat,
the greater the price. But for exceptionally high threshold levels, IL CocoCat prices
did not vary much which may be a limitation of the instrument. We also found
evidence suggesting that IL CocoCat price behaviour was quite sensitive to three
design aspects: interest-rates, the threshold level and the conversion fraction, with
the former impacting the price to a considerable extent in light of the fact that the
IL CocoCat is a fairly long-term investment. We found evidence for the IL CocoCat
price being most sensitive to the threshold level, especially for lower threshold lev-
els and not, considerably, for higher ones. But also, since the IL CocoCat is linked
to interest-rates, the price behaviour with changing interest-rates was studied and
for terms of three to five years the instrument’s price was fairly sensitive to changes
in the mean-reversion rate of the assumed interest-rate process. Finally, since the
conversion fraction impacts the value of the conversion feature, price sensitivity
towards the conversion fraction was also found.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and suggestions for
further research
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis set out to contribute to the ever-growing twin fields of index-linked
catastrophe instrument design and valuation. We recapitulate on our contributions,
given the limitations highlighted in Section 1.2.
In Chapter 3, a catastrophe instrument pricing model (for instruments based
on a loss process), which is especially useful for valuing index-linked catastro-
phe instruments such as zero-coupon and coupon-paying index-linked catastrophe
bonds, was proposed. By assuming that catastrophe-risk and financial markets risk
variables are independent, it affords us the ability to calibrate to the catastrophe
risk processes and financial markets risk variables independently. In Chapter 6,
our proposed model was extended to the valuation of contingent convertible catas-
trophe bonds.
Chapter 4 was devoted to building on Chernobai et al. (2006)’s procedure for
modelling left-truncated data via a compound non-homogeneous Poisson process.
The contribution we made included the act of modifying the fitting process intro-
duced by Chernobai et al. (2006) so that it becomes systematically applicable in the
context of data that is not only left-truncated, but heavy-tailed as well. We also
proposed a Monte Carlo importance sampling algorithm which ensured that large
losses are satisfactorily simulated. Our fitting procedure was applied to relatively
recent data from the left-truncated Property Claims Services index, and we con-
cluded that the insurance losses from such an index are suitably modelled by a
Burr and generalised extreme value distribution.
Chapter 5 looked into finding simple closed-form approximations to zero-coupon
and coupon-paying index-linked catastrophe bond prices. The catastrophe-risk
variables were assumed to follow a compound non-homogeneous Poisson process,
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and had heavy-tailed underlying severity distributions. A unique feature of our
approximation is that it only demands finiteness of the first moment of the ag-
gregate loss processes, a feature of heavy-tailed distributions. Our approximation
compared favourably with Monte Carlo simulation, as well as the first-order single
risk loss process approximation.
In Chapter 6, we comprehensively specified, compared and analysed a rela-
tively new insurance-linked security, namely the contingent convertible catastro-
phe bond. In an effort to make our analysis as practical as possible, we also looked
into the potential accounting treatment (in the UK and US) for such an instrument,
and concluded that the instrument should be valued at fair value through profit-
and-loss under IFRS 9. We went on to find an analytical expression for its time-zero
value, and emphasised that an advantage of using our analytical expression over
for example, a direct Monte Carlo simulation, is that only simulation of the under-
lying loss process (assumed to be a compound non-homogeneous Poisson process)
was required. The chapter ended by presenting a first numerical foray into the
price behaviour of this instrument, and concluded that the instrument’s price be-
haviour was quite sensitive to three aspects - its threshold level, interest-rates and
the conversion fraction. Such an analysis is crucial for ILS structurers when design-
ing contingent convertible catastrophe bonds.
So overall, this thesis has made four contributions to the valuation of index-
linked catastrophe instruments. However, we would have appreciated working
more closely with those in industry actively working with insurance-linked securi-
ties for these three main reasons:
• We believe that a collaboration1 with industry practitioners would have as-
sisted us in obtaining robust index-linked catastrophe-bond pricing data.
• We also believe that this would have offered us the opportunity to be exposed
to more sophisticated natural catastrophe models (such as those developed
by Risk Management Solutions, AIR Worldwide and PERILS).
• We finally are of the opinion that a closer relationship with practitioners would
have allowed us to align our index-linked catastrophe instruments’ setup, de-
sign and specification with what they would prefer.
In general what our research further highlights is that there is a greater need
for collaboration between academics and practitioners in firstly, designing suitable
alternative-risk transfer instruments and secondly, robustly modelling the random
processes underlying such instruments. We hope that this call is answered in the
near future.
1 Indeed, this came up in discussions between the author and Professor Paul Embrechts.
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7.2 Suggestions for further research
Some ideas for future research reside in the following suggestions:
7.2.1 Modelling catastrophe data:
• Our distribution fitting problem does seem to fit squarely into the ambit of
extreme value modelling. Therefore, it may also be suggested to look into the
peaks-over-threshold modelling methodology and fitting the excess of each
loss in the Property Claims Services index above a selected threshold to a
generalised Pareto distribution. To cater for the effects of left-truncation, re-
cent work by Beirlant et al. (2017) may be considered, as well as the classical
reference of Beirlant et al. (2006). However, we do caution that the choice
of a suitable threshold level will be difficult, since it may be higher than the
loss amounts included in the Property Claims Services index. One solution
here would be to split the distribution fitting into two separate exercises: fit-
ting a candidate distribution to the data below the selected threshold, and
fitting the generalised Pareto distribution to the excessses above the thresh-
old. It must be noted, however, that the parameters of the fitted generalised
Pareto distribution are sensitive to the choice of threshold level. And impor-
tantly, existing methods to find such threshold levels are rather ad hoc: one of
the most frequently used procedures relies on a rough inspection of the es-
timated mean-excess plot and selecting the threshold at the point where the
mean-excess plot begins to follow a straight line.
• The goodness-of-fit tests, modified to suit left-truncated data, of Chernobai
et al. (2015) have not been assessed in terms of their (empirical) size control
and power. To check this, one could consider simulation experiments based
on data generated from the distributions we fitted to the Property Claims
Services data. Within this context, different threshold levels could also be
considered. The same analysis could be performed for Moran’s log spacings
statistic.
• In Chernobai et al. (2015) adjusted goodness-of-fit test statistics were derived,
but were not proven to satisfy the limiting distributional behaviours which
we know hold for most of the conventional goodness-of-fit test statistics (see
Darling (1957); Anderson and Darling (1954) and also Stephens (1974)). It
would be interesting to perform simulation analyses to check the quality of
the adjusted computing formulae on the basis of these limiting distributional
behaviours, on the basis of heavy-tailed data.
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• It would be instructive to look into the natural catastrophe scientific simula-
tion models2 used by catastrophe-modelling vendor firms such as AIR World-
wide and Risk Management Solutions. An interesting exercise would be to
compare the results of our simulations of the Property Claims Services index
to those predicted by these vendor models.
• The catastrophe risk securitised in natural-catastrophe insurance-linked secu-
rities often related to events with recurrence periods of 50 years or more. In
the (smaller) datasets we use, one may argue that there is simply not enough
(extreme) data on these such historical observations. Therefore, it may be
suggested to augment our current dataset with synthetic observations (based
on myriads of scenarios created by natural catastrophe scientific simulation
models, such as those created by AIR Worldwide and Risk Management So-
lutions) in order to create new probability distributions which assign more
probability to extreme events.
• If we had access to primary and secondary catastrophe bond market data,
we could perhaps expand our contribution by attempting to find real-world
evidence that risk modellers and investors do underestimate the expected
losses arising from the Property Claims Services loss index (due to the left-
truncation feature).
• Finally, one could consider the application of our modelling procedure for
heavy-tailed left-truncated data to other areas, such as operational risk mod-
elling in banks.
7.2.2 Pricing of catastrophe bonds:
• One could consider different payoff structures for catastrophe bonds: an in-
teresting payoff structure would be to include an adjustment to the recov-
ery amount based upon the amount by which the insured losses exceed the
threshold level.
• Our catastrophe bond pricing framework could be empirically considered in
the context of interest-rates modelled by a single- or multi-factor interest rate
model, such as the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross single factor model or the G2++ or
even the Longstaff-Schwartz two-factor models. It would be more beneficial,
and from a practical perspective more useful, if these theoretical yield curves
(on the basis of these aforementioned models) were calibrated to the market
yields for the markets within which catastrophe bonds are commonly issued.
2 Since these are proprietary models, it would be difficult to obtain access to them.
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• A further interesting study would be the selection of an optimal interest-rate
model to model the interest-rates upon which catastrophe bonds are com-
monly based. If one had access to a large database of catastrophe bond prices,
one could partly perform such an exercise by calibrating the interest rate pro-
cess parameters to the interest rates which the catastrophe bonds reference
and consequently ascertain how closely the true catastrophe bond prices are
“replicated” by the model’s prices.
• If suitable index-linked catastrophe bond pricing data (either from the pri-
mary or secondary markets) can be obtained, it would be a compelling exer-
cise to calibrate the parameters of the insurance-loss process (under our catas-
trophe bond pricing model) to these prices. This would then do away with
our assumption that catastrophe bond investors are risk-neutral to catastro-
phe risk (see Assumption 3.11 in Chapter 3). Also, the exercise could allow
for market prices of risk to be extracted.
• The distributional-fitting results of Chapter 4 could be applied within the con-
text of the LFC model (see Lane (2003)). Also, one could perform a compar-
ison exercise, effectively comparing catastrophe bond prices under the LFC
model to those of our catastrophe bond pricing model from Chapter 3.
• Certain catastrophe bonds in issue today have multiple (most commonly dual)
triggers, so it could be possible to consider a multidimensional approach to
modelling the underlying aggregate renewal processes. In doing so, we could
price such catastrophe bonds using a multidimensional version of the pricing
framework from Chapter 3. As an extension to the analysis, we could possibly
investigate a weak multidimensional convergence of the aggregate renewal
processes to multidimensional α−stable Lévy processes in view of attempt-
ing to obtain closed-form approximations to the catastrophe bond prices.
• Since there is no canonical model for the pricing of catastrophe bonds (and
indeed other long-dated insurance contracts), alternative pricing models for
stylized catastrophe bonds could be considered. In line with the Benchmark
Pricing approach of Platen and Heath (2006), a loading pricing idea combin-
ing the theoretically possible minimal price of a catastrophe bond with its
formally-obtained risk-neutral price could be investigated. Such a pricing
technique could allow for these long-dated catastrophe bonds to be valued
less expensively and with a higher investment return compared to the pric-
ing approach proposed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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7.2.3 Pricing of contingent-convertible catastrophe bonds:
• Since the contingent-convertible catastrophe bond has attracted little schol-
arly attention to date, further research into it is clearly called for. It would
be interesting to look into other types of contingent-convertible catastrophe
bonds, such as ones based on parametric triggers, and to study their price
behaviour. It would also be interesting to consider other design features such
as converting the recovery upon trigger into the equity of an entity other than
the issuer.
• We also point out the following interesting, potential application of the work
by Braun (2011) in the context of valuing contingent-convertible catastro-
phe bonds. Suppose that we only modelled an index consisting of losses
from earthquakes and/or hurricanes3. If we did not assume that for the
catastrophe-risk variables the real-world and risk-neutral probability mea-
sures coincided4, and rather used a risk-neutral measure for the catastrophe-
risk variables, then we could use Braun’s implied intensities backed out from
catastrophe swap transactions. In doing this, we could possibly ensure that
the contingent- convertible catastrophe bond is consistently priced with other
instruments in the catastrophe risk markets. Moreover, note that these backed-
out intensities could also be used for catastrophe bond pricing in the context
of our model in Chapter 3.
3 With a more detailed breakdown of PCS data, it is indeed possible to extract this information.
4 That is, if we did not use Assumption 3.11 but made the slightly weaker assumption that a ran-
dom variable retains its distributional characteristics when moving from the real-world to the risk-
neutral probability measure.
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Glossary of acronyms
ALP Aggregate loss process
CAT Catastrophe
CAT-E-put Catastrophe-equity put
CCD approach Conditional complete-data approach
CP Coupon-paying
CPI Consumer Price Index
Coco Contingent convertible (bond)
CocoCat Contingent convertible catastrophe bond
EDF Empirical distribution function
FSRLP First-order single risk loss approximation
GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
GEV Generalised Extreme Value (distribution)
GP Generalised Pareto (distribution)
HP (Time-)homogeneous Poisson (process)
IAS International Accounting Standards
i.i.d. Independent and identically-distributed
IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards
IHP (Time-)inhomogeneous Poisson (process)
IL Index-linked
ILS Insurance-linked security
LDA Loss distribution approach
LIBOR London Interbank Offered Rate
MAE Mean absolute error
MC Monte Carlo
MGEV Modified Generalised Extreme Value (distribution)
MLE Maximum likelihood estimation
MPS Maximum product of spacings
RMSE Root mean-square error
OTC Over-the-counter
PCS Property Claims Services
SPV Special purpose vehicle
ZC Zero-coupon
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